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AccountmingSoftware
for the way you work
Now there's an accounting system with the
flexibility to meet your exact needs, the ease of
use of Microsoft® Windows"" and the client/
server power to
put corporate
financial information at your fingertips.
Introducing VisionShiftTMAccounting.
The integrated, client/server accounting solution
from Collier- Jackson.
Every business is different.
So VisionShift General Ledger features an
exclusive account generation
process to create a chart of
go
M
110Shlft
accounts structure.
tailored toEven
your
business
i
complex inter - department allocations and
multi - company consolidations are easily handled.
And just as easily modified when your business
changes.
With seamlessly integrated
Accounts Receivable and
Accounts Payable, invoices,
checks and other transactions are automatically
reflected throughout the system for accurate
reporting. Our graphical on- screen calendar
7� T
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shows at a glance your day -to -day cash situation,
helping you manage it better.
Built -in links to the Microsoft Office
give you even more flexibility. Tap a button
to instantly create an Excel
I fix
o n®s
vendor
for budget templateinvoices
for special
'

ing calculations. Distribute

approval by Microsoft Mail.
Or use Microsoft Access to
customize the software to suit your special
requirements. The possibilities are limitless.
Call today for I t ' s I
more information or
ii s v :l lLi
for a demonstration.
See for yourself that
driving your enterprise from the desktop is more
than a better way to run your business.
It's a VisionShift.

It's L-

VisionW^I-I&A"
Collier- Jackson
3707 West Cherry Street
Tampa, FL 33607

813/878 -7867
FAX 813/876 -8786
Ysionshifr is a trademark of ColliwJackson. Microsoft and Microsoft Access are registered
trademarks and Windows is a vademadc r Microsoft Corporation.

Target Your Career
1

If you are an accounting and finance professional in business,
public, or government accounting who measures success in terms of
opportunity, recognition, and reward, then target your career today!
Become a

Ieisfied Management Accountant
1 -800- 638 -4427
Institute of Management Accountants
10 Paragon Drive
Montvale, NJ 07645 -1760
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Cover. Charles B. Wang, CEO of Computer Associates, tells his company's
success story and offers advice for

management accountants. See p. 31.
Cover by Bob Grant, NYC.

BY KARL E. REICHARDT,
CMA, AND DAVID L.
SCHROEDER
Members' average salaries
and total compensation
increased 5% over 1992,
according to IMA's Fifth
Annual Salary Survey.
Certification, whether the
CPA or CMA, subtantially
increases the remuneration
of members as compared to
those who do not have
either designation. Women
members still lag behind
men in total compensation.

31
CHARLESB.WANG:
ACCOUNTING
SOFTWARELEADER

MANAGEMENTACCOUNI7NG® (ISSN

0025 -1690) is published monthly by
the Institute of Management Accountants, 10 Paragon Dr., Montvale, NJ
07645.1760, (201) 573.9000. Price
$10.00 per copy. Subscription rates,
per year: $20 (included in dues, nondeductible); nonmembers, $125.00.
Second class postage paid at Montvale, NJ., and additional mailing offices.To ensure uninterrupted mail
service, send present address label
and new address including ZIP number to Membership Records Dept,
IMA, Montvale, NJ 07645 -1760. Allow
six weeks for change. IMA's telex
number is 9102509487; facsimile number is 201 - 573-0639.

BY KATHY WILLIAMS
AND JAMES HART
When he and his friends
started Computer
Associates 18 years ago,
they used their Master
Charge cards for financing.
Today the software
company is a $2 billion
multinational enterprise
specializing in software that
runs whole businesses. It's
also the largest producer of
accounting software in the
United States.
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PRESENTATTHE
CREATION
BY RICHARD
VANGERMEERSCH, CMA
Imagine being at the
founding of the N.A.C.A.
(now the IMA) in 1919. You
might have heard a
conversation like the one
here when cost was on
everyone's mind.

42
IMA PIONEERS:
FOURWHOMADE
A DIFFERENCE
BY DALE L. FLESHER,
CMA
Four members of IMA
contributed significantly to
its development in various
periods. J. Lee Nicholson,
founder and first president;
Stuart Cameron McLeod,
the first employee and first
secretary; Clinton H.
Scovell, a founding
member; and I. Wayne
Keller, former president—
all helped shape the
organization into its present
form.

48
BEWAREAN
ACCOUNTING
CONFIDENCETRICK

BY ROY C. SKINNER
Taking another look at the

oft repeated tale of Joe and
his rack of peanuts can
be a thought - provoking
reminder of a key concept
of management accounting.
contribution margin
analysis and cost allocation.
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FAXSURVEYRESULTS:
CAREERPROSPECTS:
SUNNY
Generally members are
optimistic about their
careers, according to the
results of the latest fax
survey.
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DecidehowtotelltheCEOyou've
outgrownyourFinancialApplications..

OruseOracleFinancials,theclient/serverapplications
thatadapttochangingbusinessneeds.
Oracle Financials have the functionality to meet your needs today and the flexibility to adapt to
changing business requirements tomorrow. Integrated with the industry leading Oracle7 database,
development tools and manufacturing applications, Oracle Financials deliver a comprehensive solution
for managing your operations.
With $1.5 billion in overall revenue and more than 1,400 applications customers in 50 countries,
Oracle delivers a proven client /server solution for

ORACLEAPPLICATIONS
ECcUUXllNC

i

MANUFACTURING

AAMAAAESOAACFS

optimizing the productivity of your assets. In addition,
our 2,700 worldwide consultants will ensure success of

0ISTRIBUIl0N

implementation regardless of the platforms or networks
your business utilizes.
Find out why companies like Coca Cola, British Petroleum, Alcoa and the World Bank have
chosen Oracle Financials. Call us to receive an executive brochure on Oracle Financials:
"Quality Solutions for a Changing World."

1-800-633-0748Ext.4628

ORACLE
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WHATARETHECOSTS
OF VARIABILITY?
BY HAROLD P. ROTH,
CMA, AND THOMAS L.
ALBRIGHT, CPA
An important measure used
in quality programs is the
cost of product variability.
Not only does it reveal
opportunities for improving
product quality, but it helps
managers understand the
financial implications of
variability and the savings
that result from their efforts
to reduce it.
1992 -93 Certificate of Merit
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56
THE RISE ANDFALL
OFTIME-BASED
MANUFACTURING
BY WILLIAM M. BAKER,
CMA; TIMOTHY D. FRY:
AND KIRK KARWAN
Companies entrenched in
traditional cost accounting
systems may be unable to
compete on the basis of
time or quality. Here, a
company attempts to move
to time -based
manufacturing, but the cost
accounting system halts its
progress. What can
managem en t accou n tants

do when top management
cannot abandon traditional
cost acco unting sy stems?
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Relax,world,
SunSystemsaccountingsoftware
haseverythingundercontrol.
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With SunSystems multi- currency,

and back, complies with local

multi - lingual and multi - platform capa-

regulat ions and operates in lan guages

bilities, you have analytical control of

from English and F rench to Japanese.

financial data from any country in the

With over 8,000 customers in

world. SunSystems is the only true

North America and 142 countries

"open system;'client /server accounting

worldwide, SunSystems has become

software that runs on every popular-

the world standard.

hard ware an d s oftware p lat fo rm.

Call us and we'll take the world off

This is the multinational software
package that fully integrates all

your shoulders.
800 - 542 -5420

accounting functions. Detailed reports
from all corporate divisions are simple
to format and produce.

SunSystems

L,,.r,nnrk.tir:n,:,n�In�ti,v,� nr. I'nirm

SunSystems easily converts an
unlimited number of currencies to dollars

We take the world into account.
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NEW SYSTEMS EMPOWER MEMBERS
Over the past year, we have established new systems to
provide our members, chapters, and councils with the
ability to readily access and retrieve information electronically. The systems include an integrated membership database, an electronic bulletin board, and a "speaking out" program.
With the implementation of the Institute of Certified
Management Accountants' module, and the processing
of the June exam this month, our systems project is fully
operational. The Association Plus software running on
our IBM RS /6000 is a fully integrated, state -of -the -art
system that facilitates the delivery of IMA services and
tracks our members' data.
The system is broad - based, providing on -line information in the following
modules: General Ledger, Accounts Payable, Cash Receipts, Order Entry,
Membership, National Service Development, Chapter Competition, Meetings
Registration, Continuing Education, Subscriptions, and ICMA.
The system also will be used to track marketing information to evaluate
products and services for members, as well as provide strategic data regarding Corporate Development activities. Our system is on -line and prepared for
the decade ahead.
Our new IMA Bulletin Board Service ( IMABBS) is now available to all
members. Any member with a PC, modem, and communication software can
access the IMABBS via a toll -free number. The many information services that
can be viewed and /or downloaded include: bibliographies, publication catalogs, CMA and Continuing Education information, and the latest IMA news.
With extensive messaging capabilities, a new line of communication is now
available between members and IMA. Future plans include member surveys,
competition points input, and member inquiries. I want to encourage your use
of this new and exciting service. So take a test run with your PC and modem
and dial 1-800- 229 -1268.
This year a new and unique communications medium has been implemented to inform IMA membership of the nature of key issues, their importance
to management accountants and their companies, and the position being taken by IMA leadership. We call it the "Speaking Out Program." This new emphasis is solely on significant issues affecting the profession. It is a new form
of communications for a more effective and timely response; we feel it will
be a more immediate means of communications.
Also, to better address your concerns and suggestions for future IMA Statements on Management Accounting, which we feel will be immensely valuable
in planning future projects, I would like to request that you complete this
month's fax survey on page 72.
As my term as your president ends this month, I want to express my gratitude to the members, management, and particularly the volunteers, Executive Committee, National Board, committee members, council and chapter officers— everyone —for this opportunity to be a part of this great
organization...and, remember, add value to your company by adding value
to your knowledge base.
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It'.s time f or a b etter s olution

COMMander!",FDC
Mo r e t h a n 2 ,800

major corp oratio ns ,
worldwide, use
C o ms har e' s b u s in es s

Tired of saying "Sorry I can't" because reports from a'70s accounting system can't keep
pace with your company in the '90s? You need Commander FDC (Financial Data Control),
the client/server solution for financial consolidation and reporting that simplifies the most
complicated (and most urgent) information requests. With FDC, reorganizations are as
simple as changing an on -screen organization chart and pressing the "Consolidate" button.
Commander FDC helps you collect, consolidate and analyze financial data with ease.
FDC's database keeps all your reports consistent whether you use a spreadsheet (via FDC's
linking) or use FDC's own multidimensional analysis. So before you have to say
"Sorry" again, call Chris Kelly at 1.800. 922.7979 to learn about a better solution:
Commander FDC .

in te llige n c e ap p lic a tio ns to en h an c e
t he ir per f or m an c e .
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LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR

ROBERTF.RANDALL,EDITOR

REPORTEARNINGS
ACCURATELY
A s authors of the March article,

no

will

"Is Managing Earnings Ethically Acceptable ?," we wish to
thank Alfred M. King for his letter in
the April issue questioning some of
the contentions in our article. In a time
when corruption seems to be rampant
in many aspects of our national life, it
is important for accountants to discuss
openly what are their ethical responsibilities and what are the limits to
those responsibilities. The credibility
of accounting numbers is vital to our
success as a profession and as individual accountants. There
be demand for accounting service if accounting information is not trusted by
users. Accountants have incorporated
into their ethical codes the obligation
to present information fairly and in an
undistorted manner.
Mr. King must have misunderstood our definition of earnings management. As we stated, earnings management includes the actions of a
manager that serve to change current
reported earnings without generating
a corresponding change in the long run economic profitability of the unit.
Managers who change earnings in
this way are trying to influence positively the perceptions of their unit by
users of the earnings numbers when
there have not been any changes in

the operation of that unit to warrant it.
This is manipulative and unethical.
How can anyone question this?
Mr. King seems especially concerned about whether earnings management can come about through operating decisions. For example, how
can the selling of excess assets be bad?
We do not question whether it is good
or bad to sell off excess assets; we
question the timing of that decision by
management during periods when
earnings need to be enhanced or reduced. When the timing of the operating transaction is selected to influence
earnings rather than for valid operational reasons, the earnings are distorted and users' interests may be
damaged.
We have expressed in our article
our qualms with limiting operating
managers' range of action in making
operating decisions and do not advocate a complex set of rules to prevent
earnings management by operating
decisions. We feel that a major part of
the problems the accounting profession faces in the area of accounting manipulation is the excessive rules orientation toward the measurement of
earnings. This perpetuates the view
among accountants that if a transaction
is permitted by the rules, it is justified.
However, virtually all accountants recognize the significant ability to influence earnings by choice among alternative acceptable accounting rules.
Rather, we advocate that both accountants and managers commit themselves to the positive obligation to report earnings in an accurate and
undistorted manner. No set of rules
will ever be able to fully prevent earnings management due to the complexity and changing nature of business
transactions and operations. In order
to assure the provision of accurate and
usable accounting information, it will
be necessary to rely on the internalized
ethical values of accountants and
managers.
Kenneth Rosenzweig and
Marilyn Fischer
University of Dayton

The Topical Index to articles in Management Accounting for Volume LXXV, Nos.
1 -12,will not be published in this issue. The Institute is pursuing other means, including electronic media, of compiling a comprehensive index to help readers research topics. During the transition from printed to electronic media, a topical index
covering the last volume year (1993 -94) will be developed in -house and made available to members on request. The IMA research service also will continue to be available to members via CD -ROM databases by contacting Mr. Shand Sanentz, manager of library services, (201) 573 -6235.

LEAD-TIMEBASED
COSTING
In the February issue we were pleased
to see Richard Schonberger's Letter to
the Editor about our August 1993 article ( "Strategic Management Accounting —Why and How'). Schonberger
faults us for suggesting our lead -time
based costing could unify production
and accounting in the future as ABC
has in the past. Schonberger did indeed discuss allocating factory burden
to products based on lead time in his
earlier (1986) World Class Manufacturing. But his purpose was tactical: to induce the supervisor of work center X
to reduce lead time and thereby reduce
X's share of the burden.
Our point is different: We put lead time based costing in a strategic position. We presented the traditional and
new formulas, but we apparently failed
to make that clear.
We submit there are prior and
greater purposes than how to allocate
burden to which lead -time based costing contributes. Lead -time based costing allows us to find the "sweet spots"
among cost factors so that cost reduction efforts are more effective and can
occur earlier in the production chain.
For example, cutting costs at the design stage rather than downstream on
the shop floor. Lead -time based costs
helped us make prices strategically relevant and helped us load plants with
the best product mix. Such were genuine contributions that helped Teijin
Seiki gain the largest share of the global, reduction gear market.
Makoto Kawada, General Manager
Office of Technology Development
Teijin Seiki Co., Ltd.
Tokyo, Japan
Daniel F. Johnson, President
Quality Performance Corp.
Charlotte, N. C.

DISMAYED
I read with interest the letter on "Managing Earnings Is Ethical" in MANAGE MENTACCOUNTING® (April 1994).1
was dismayed by the author's question, however, that"... since when was
incompetence an ethical issue ?" Incompetence became an ethical issue
when IMA (NAA) published the Standards of Ethical Conduct for Manage ment Accountants (June 1, 1983),
which included four standards: Competence, Confidentiality, Integrity and
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /NNE 1994
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Accounting Software So Advanced,
It Even Recognizes This.

Now North America's #1 accounting software,
ACCPAC* Plus, comes with Americas #1 bar code
laser scanner, the Symbol LaserTouch!

ACCPAC

The ScanPAC package gives you everything
you�need�—�cables,�documentation,�and�even
portable bar code label printing capabilities, And
dori t forget, it integrates with the easiest and most
versatile�accounting�software�program�around�—
preferred by more accountants and businesses in

These two products are now available in one
,S plus Accounts ng
package. It's called ScanPAC" And it's the ideal
��
way to bring the ease and reliability of bar code
data collection to your inventory control and
North America.
data entry.
For More Information, Call 1 -500- 225 -5224,
With ScanPAC, you use the Symbol
Dept. 35567 Or Contact Your Local
LaserTouch scanner to instantly and accurately
ACCPAC Plus Business Partner.
input data into the Inventory Control and Order
+
w
Once you see
Entry Modules of the ACCPAC Plus software.
There's no need to key in information.
what ScanPAC
QMPUTER
W
rFe—
cognize the advantages.
The result: you save lots of time and ensure
can do, you'll instantly
SSOCIATEs
greater accuracy in inventory management and order processing.
Sohwore super for by design.

Introducing ScanPAC"
Computer Associates International. Inc.. Islandia, NY1178&7000. Offer good in U.S. and Canada only.
AU, rodua names referenced herein are trademarks of the¢ respective companies.
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to the time value of money, "capitalization and deferred recovery of environmental costs that are clearly related
with prior income and are paid /performed currently, result in an understated deduction..." [p.15961 Hazardous waste is accumulated from
revenue generating activities of prior
periods. Why capitalize and defer deductibility of these remediation costs
to future periods when in fact they relate to activities (and mistakes) of prior
periods?
Even more compelling is that capitalization provides companies with a
disincentive to voluntarily implement
cleanup of hazardous waste. By allowing current deductibility the government has an opportunity to move away
from costly regulation and toward market -based policies on pollution abatement. Efforts now to encourage cleanup of previously destructive activities
will only benefit ourselves and our
earth.
Julie A. Lockhart, CMA
Associate Professor
Marguerite R. Hutton, Ph. D., CPA
Assistant Professor
Western Washington University
Bellingham, Wash.

STUDENTSANDETHICS
[The Ethics column] in the January issue of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNT-

Circle No. 10
Objectivity. I thought all members of
IMA were aware of these standards of
ethical conduct now.
Grover L. Porter, Ph.D., CPA
ProfessorofAccounting
University of Alabama
Huntsville, Ala.

ENVIRONMENTALCOSTS
We enjoyed the discussion of the tax
treatment for environmental remediation costs in "Deduction of Toxic
10

Waste Cleanup Costs May Be a Hazardous Position" (February 1994) and
would like to add some points for consideration to the debate on capitalization vs. current deductibility. The authors failed to mention that mining
reclamation costs and solid waste disposal costs may be currently deductible. (Several provisions in the Code
make this possible.) In addition, the
similarity of these costs to environmental remediation costs are clearly
delineated in Tax Notes, March 21,
1994, pp. 1585.96. The authors of the
Tax Notes article further state that due

ING®, "Can Ethics Be Taught ?," written by Harry Poynter and Cynthia
Thomas on Harvard's study that revealed that MBA students didn't have
the ability to make value -based decisions wasn't surprising.
As students move further along in
their field of study, their focus becomes narrower. In many courses in
the School of Business, the instructor
will merely touch on the ethical issues
involved with the decision - making process. This observation isn't directed
only toward the instructors, but also
the textbooks. Usually the book only
devotes one or two pages in each chapter to ethics, and then it will talk about
the AICPA or the IMA having ethical
codes, yet they don't go into any sort
of depth. With so little emphasis on
ethics it's obvious that the graduate
students wouldn't have a firm background on ethical issues involving
their studies and other professions.
Tim Hildebrand, Sr
University of Idaho
Moscow, Idaho
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Fully Integrated
DOS Networks & Unix
30 Languages • 72 Countries
10,000 Installations Worldwide
Financial • Inventory • Manufacturing • Service

SCALA USA, INC., 427 Whooping Loop. Suite 1825, Altamonte Springs, FL 32701; Telephone: (407) 331 -7493; Fax: (407) 830 -1498
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WASHINGTONREPORT

STEPHENBARLAS,EDITOR

DODD BILL
FOCUSES ON
FINANCIAL
REPORTING
en. Chris Dodd (D.-Conn.) introduced his long- awaited Private
Securities litigation Reform Act.
One of the major provisions sought by
the corporate community is one dealing with "forward- looking" financial
statements. The Dodd bill suggests
that the Securities & Exchange Commission (SEC) undertake a rule making to expand the "safe harbor" currently afforded to forward- looking
statements by the SEC. This safe harbor is limited to statements made in
SEC documents such as 1OKs and
IOQs. The business community wants
the safe harbor expanded to include
statements corporate officials might
make in press interviews and meetings
with analysts. In addition, it wants the
"scienter" liability standard —that is a
Latin term regarding fraud— applied to
forward- looking statements. That
would protect predictions that were
made responsibly but that just happened to be wrong. The Dodd bill endorses these objectives. Brent Thompson, an official with the National
Association of Manufacturers, says the
SEC has committed to opening a rule making. But it remains to be seen
whether a final rule will include the
business community's wish list. The
Dodd bill includes a number of other
provisions. One would establish a Self Disciplinary Organization (SDO) for
accountants under the jurisdiction of
the SEC. Wade Williams, a spokesman
for Deloitte Touche, says this SDO
would be like the well -known National
Safety Transportation Board, the federal agency that immediately investigates an airplane or train crash and
produces a public report. "The Big 6
will support the SDO," Williams says.
12

Dingell has responsibility for overseeing the SEC and for legislation such
as the Wyden bill on auditor reporting
of financial irregularities and the Tau zin bill on accountant liability in cases
of fraud. In asking the GAO to compile
a list of reports and recommendations
made over the past 10 years by accounting industry groups such as the
Treadway Commission, and to assess
whether those recommendations were
ever followed, Dingell expects to assess "how much to rely upon current
promises being made by the same parties who have pledged reforms in prior
years." Dingell wants the GAO also to
look at what FASB and the SEC have
done to improve accounting industry
work on corporate financial statements.

PENSION REFORMS
DISCUSSED

Rep. Dan Rostenkowski

DINGELL ASKS FOR
GAO REPORT ON
FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS
Rep. John Dingell (D.- Mich.) has
asked the General Accounting Office
(GAO) to undertake a major report
looking at how well the accounting profession is carrying out its duties. The
report could be a ticking time bomb,
given the way Dingell phrased his
questions to the GAO. One asked why
important recommendations made by
the SEC and GAO to improve accounting standards have not been implemented. Dingell, chairman of the
House Energy & Commerce Committee, asked for the report to be completed by June 13, 1994. That is not within
the realm of reality, according to Bob
Gramling, one of the two GAO officials
who will be responsible for the report.
He is talking with Dingell's staff in the
hope the Congressman will redraw his
initial request, perhaps establishing
priorities and timeframes for separate
groups of questions. Gramling says it
is questionable whether the GAO will
be able to have anything to Dingell by
June 13.

The Ways & Means Committee held
hearings April 19 on pension reform.
The Clinton administration has submitted a bill (H.R. 3396) that was the
subject of the hearings. Among those
testifying were the Financial Executives Institute and AICPA. Rep. Dan
Rostenkowski (D.- Ill.), chairman of
the Committee, noted that the Pension
Benefit Guaranty Corporation (PBGC)
reported in January 1994 that under funding of defined benefit pension
plans reached $53 billion in 1993, an
increase of $15 billion over the level of
the year before. "In light of these findings," Rostenkowski said, "it is appropriate that the Committee give expeditious consideration to the reforms
proposed by the administration in the
Pension Protection Act of 1993 (H.R.
3396)." Michael J. Gulotta, president
and chief executive officer of Actuarial
Sciences Associates, Inc., a subsidiary
of AT &T, testified for the FEI. He
sought to put the PBGC underfunding
statistics in perspective. "The overall
level of assets in private defined benefit plans continues to exceed the overall level of liabilities, even when measured very conservatively," he
explained. "PBGC's estimate of under funding in private plans represents
only a small fraction of private plan
assets or liabilities." But he acknowledged steps have to be taken to
strengthen weak plans.
■
Stephen Barlas is a journalist with more
than 14 years of experience reporting
from Washington, D.C.
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'ARE THERE RULES FOR SEEKING ANEWJOB ?'
ROBERTHALF,EDITOR
Last month I responded to the following letter by pointing out that before changing
companies, the writer consider seeking or creating a better position right where he is.
But 1 also indicated that, failing that, I would attempt to summarize in my next column some "rules "forlookingfor a newjob with another company, especiallyfor someone who hasn't been in that position for quite awhile. Here's the letter.
"After more than 10 years in management accounting with a large food importer, I
feel it's time to seek new challenges and career growth. Because it has been so long
since I looked for a new job, I'm unsure of how the rules have changed. Could you
give me some suggestions on how I might prepare myself to find a new and better job ?"
ssuming you haven't
found a better situation at your current
place of employment,
let's take a look at
how the rules might
have changed over
the past 10 years.
Actually, they haven't changed very
much. But with the economy, and the
resulting hiring climate, today's job
seekers must be more aggressive and
certainly more creative. Prize positions
are coveted by many. Anything you
can do to help stand out from the
crowd will increase your chances of
landing the job you want.
Simultaneously, nothing can be left
to chance these days when job hunting. Every aspect of the packageyou're
selling— namely you— should be carefully analyzed in order to make adjustments in areas in which there might be
a deficiency.
Take your resume as an example. A
good resume will not secure a new job
for you, but a bad one might lose a
number of interviews. It should present to any prospective employer compelling reasons for interviewing you.
In order to recall your accomplishments over the past 10 years, keep
what I call a "personal personnel file"
in which business and professional
achievements are noted as they occur.
With such information, write your resume as if it were the most important
document ever created. Have it read by
as many eyes as possible to avoid embarrassing typographical errors, awkward language, or irrelevant material.
Once you've created as good a resume as possible, here's where some
14

creativity can come into play. If you've
identified a job opening that you feel is
especially suited to you, send your resume by overnight courier instead of
simply mailing it. And send it flat, in a
large envelope, to distinguish it from
all those folded resumes that arrive.
Do some digging to come up with a
person's name instead of just sending
it to the "Human Resources Dept."
Identifying possible sources of new
employment also requires creativity.
Don't depend upon the classified ads in
your local newspaper. The vast majority of job openings are never advertised. I hope you've developed a network of colleagues over the course of
your employment. If you have, this is
the time to let them know you're seeking a new position. Rather than asking
outright whether they know of job opportunities, ask their advice.
Another source of information on

PSI E

s
"As a matter of fact, the pigs were exempt
from a capital gains tax. Now, may I
continue ?"

employment is a recruiter, one that
specializes in your field. Such firms
have their finger on the pulse of the
best opportunities.
Along with checking classified ads,
carefully read the business section of
your local paper. A company that has
been awarded a new contract might
need additional people. A firm promoting a number of individuals may be doing well and should be a target for your
job- seeking efforts, even though it
hasn't advertised to fill positions.
Everything, big and small, counts in
this competitive world. Does your
wardrobe need sprucing up? If so, do
it. Are you comfortable with written
and verbal communications? If not,
quickly seek out courses at a local college to help sharpen those skills.
Cultivate an openness to explore areas of employment outside the confines of what you've been doing to date.
Because you've been working for a
food importer doesn't mean limiting
your search only to other companies in
the food industry. Your management
accounting skills can be transferred to
a variety of business situations. While
you're at it, take stock of your other interests, including hobbies. Perhaps
your knowledge of something far removed from your current employment
could open up a new vista for you to
pursue professionally.
Adequately prepare for interviews.
Research the company in order to
demonstrate a level of interest and
knowledge that is always appealing to
prospective employers.
Get in the habit of writing thank -you
notes to everyone with whom you interview as well as those people in your
network who have provided advice,
help, and a glowing reference. Do what
you can to keep in touch beyond that.
A note to a prospective employer indicating your continued interest in the
job keeps you and your credentials
squarely in that employer's mind.
No, the so- called rules of job hunting really haven't changed. What is different is the increased need to apply
extra energy and creativity.
■
Robert Half, CPA, is the founder of Robert Half International, Inc., the world's
first and largest staffing service firm specializing in the accounting, finance, and
information systems fields. There are
more than 160 Robert Halfand Accountemps offices on three continents. His latest book isFinding, Hiring and Keeping
the Best Employees (John Wiley &
Sons).
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True, ABC can give you more reliable product
costs. But then what? With NetProphet software,
you can improve the underlying processes todo
something about those costs. Only NetProphet
combines the best of all worlds: ABC, ABM,
process -view analysis, capacity planning,
constraint checking, and BPR — all in one easyto -use, integrated package.

Processvs. products
Through its Windows interface, NetProphet
allows you to look at your business in a commonsense, graphical process view. Columns and rows
of numbers may be fine for the accountants, but
what about the rest of your organization?
NetProphet gives everyone a picture that they
can understand and use.

What -ifanalysis
Only NetProphet provides quick and flexible
"what -if" analysis. You — and anyone you designate on the network — can project different
business possibilities. Just point to the process,
change the variable, and the results are displayed
instantly. There's no need to build multiple models
and wait for lengthy reallocations.

NetProphet includes an integrated report writer,
so you can produce custom reports with the
information, range, and look that you want. Or,
you can easily export data and results from
NetProphet into other applications.

Unlimited network access
Multiple users across a network can access the
NetProphet model simultaneously, to test
different scenarios and generate their own
reports — all without affecting the integrity of
the "master" model. And, the economic benefits
are compelling: for 10 users, the cost is half that
of the leading competitor's software.

Yourindustry,
your experience
With hundreds of active installations, we and
our international network of value -added
consultants can help you design the right
model for your business. And, only Sapling
offers industry- specific training classes, from
beginner to advanced to expert. Plus, you get
unlimited technical support and software
upgrades for six months - free!
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NEWS
KATHYWILLIAMS,EDITOR

OMB:GOVERNMENT
AGENCIESFLUNK
ACCOUNTING

0

my

two of the 23 government
agencies covered by the 1990
Chief Financial Officers Act
have prepared financial statements
that can be deemed reliable, the Office
of Management and Budget (OMB)
told Congress. The General Services
Administration and the National Science Foundation passed the test. The
NSF also was the only agency where
auditors did not identify significant deficiencies in accounting controls.

This information was contained in
the Financial Management Indicators
Table, which was included in the budget OMB submitted to Congress this
year, according to the Washington Post.
OMB Director Leon E. Panetta said
the budget office would use the indicators, such as delinquent loans and
weaknesses in accounting controls, in
the next budget to measure how much
progress is being made in financial
management.
The Chief Financial Officers Act
calls for CFOs to be appointed by the
President in 23 agencies and designates OMB's deputy director of management as their policy leader. The Act
also established an Office of Federal Financial Management (OFFM) at
OMB, with a controller as its director.
The latter two jobs have been vacant
for months.

GAOSUPPORTSCOSOREPORT
he U.S. General Accounting Office
nowsupportslnternal Control —Integrated Framework, the report of

ManageYour Profitability
• FlexibleActivityBasedCostingsystemdesignedtomodelentirebusinessoperationsoronly
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• Maintainupto60months ofbudgetandactualdatawithvariancecalculations.Rollmodels
forwardovertimetosupportacontinuousplanningenvironment.
• Supports dynamic cost allocation, and manages the
capacity and cost of individual activities.
• Easilyconstruct whatif scenariosandexaminethe
impact ofchanges in youroperations.
• Flexible reporting of cost and variable information.
Produce rolling graphs in a variety of formats.
• Import data from existing accounting systems
and spreadsheets. Export data to your favorite
spreadsheet toolforfurtheranalysis.
• DOS based to speed manipulation, calculation
anddisplay.
GrutE(fectiveGust Aroauna'ng
The most cost and use effective solution on
irloACt.
the market. The Cost Blueprint is designed to
assist in making better pricing, marketing,
manufacturing and other strategic decisions.
Introductory price $150 plus S &H. Recommended environment:
386Processororbetter,VGA,4MBRAM,DOS5.0+,Mouse.

ProAct!
P.O.Box1309,Huntersvile,NorthCarolina28078-1309

1 -800- 892 -4158
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the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission.
The GAO's previous concerns were resolved with the addition to the report
that companies deciding to report publicly on internal control will do so in a
manner that meets the expectations of
all interested parties. In a letter to
COSO, Comptroller General Charles
A. Bowsher said, "The COSO Framework merits general acceptance for
evaluating the effectiveness of internal
controls."
In welcoming the GAO's endorsement, Gaylen Larson, COSO chair,
said the group now has agreed that a
management report on internal control
"should also cover controls over the
unauthorized acquisition, use, or disposition of assets that could have a
material effect on the financial statements." He added that the "safeguarding controls" do not constitute a separate category themselves but are found
in each of the three categories COSO
defined.
COSO was formed in 1985 by the
IMA, the AICPA, the American Accounting Association (AAA), the Financial Executives Institute (FED, and
the Institute of Internal Auditors (11A).
The report was issued in September
1992. The new addendum will be sent
to those who purchased the original report in about four weeks. Copies also
can be ordered from the AICPA order
department. Call 1- 800-862 -4272, and
ask for Product No. 990008.

CPASSEEECONOMY
IMPROVING
n a poll conducted at the AICPA's
Spring National Industry Conference, participants said company
spending, employment, and the nation's economy should increase in the
year ahead, and interest rates also will
increase. Many of the CPAs are chief
financial officers, corporate controllers, or other senior financial executives of large and small businesses
throughout the United States. They responded to questions ranging from
health care reform and stock -based
compensation to employment and general health of the economy.
Results: 74% said the economy will
improve; 89% said interest rates would
rise;65% said company expenditures
would rise; 84% said employment will
go up or remain the same. For complete results, contact the AICPA at
(212) 596 -6200,phone;(212) 596 -6121,
fax.
■
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FINANCIAL MANAGER
T, CARTER HAGAMAN, EDITOR

REVERSE
MORTGAGES: NEW
LIQUIDITY
oday many elderly
Americans own their
homes, and frequently these homes are
their principal asset.
Sadly, some of these
folks find themselves
cash poor and face the awful choice of
doing without or selling their homes.
Recognition of this situation led to
the concept of reverse mortgages —a
way of tapping home equity while still
living in the house. After extensive
planning and development work, the
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) announced in June
1989 a demonstration program to solve
the problem. Now the program looks
ready to grow dramatically.
What took so long? First, laws governing mortgages in many states required amendment because mortgage
laws contemplated borrowing up front
and paying back over time. Reverse
mortgages call for borrowing over
time. Second, new systems were required to process and service these
new instruments. Finally, no lender
wanted to be caught in a situation
where it was forced to foreclose on an
elderly borrower whose equity was exhausted. This required an insurance
component to the reverse mortgage.
Fortunately most of these problems
have been solved and prospective borrowers now have three basic options:
• A tenure mortgage provides a fixed
monthly payment until the borrowers) die or the home is sold.
• A term mortgage provides a fixed
monthly payment for a specified
number of years, after which it must
be paid.
• A line of credit is similar to a home
equity loan. The borrower may
draw down any portion of the credit
at any time with no repayment required until the borrowers) dies or
the home is sold.
18

The line of credit may be combined
with the tenure or term mortgage. The
amount of credit available depends on
various factors including the age of the
youngest borrower (age 62 is minimum), the equity in the home, and various "set - asides" that provide for interest, fees, insurance, and other
requirements.
After the mortgage is closed, it is
generally sold to an investor— FHA -insured loans are sold to Fannie Mae,
which then provides the ongoing funds
as required. Servicing also may be
sold, in which case the borrower ends
up dealing with a third party thereafter.
Some people borrow with reverse
mortgages to increase their monthly
income directly. Others borrow a lump
sum to pay off an existing mortgage.
Still others use the line of credit feature
for special needs. About two thirds of
all loans to date incorporate the he of
credit.
Most of the current volume in reverse mortgages is FHA - insured. Insurance is costly but essential -2% of
the maximum credit up front plus one half percent annually. FHA limits the
amount of home equity it considers eligible for financing to a maximum of
$151,000, with limits varying around
the country. And, because most potential borrowers are financially unsophisticated, FHA requires a network of
nonprofit counseling agencies to provide assistance. The American Association of Retired Persons (AARP) trains
many of these counselors.
Prospective borrowers should be
aware that only the owner of a home
can qualify for a reverse mortgage. To
avoid potential problems, joint ownership is best for spouses. In order to
meet financial qualifications for Medicaid or SSI payments, in the event of disability, many persons place their
homes in a trust. Rules have been developed to permit this transfer of ownership without triggering repayment of
a reverse mortgage if the lifetime beneficiaries are the previous owners and
would otherwise qualify for the reverse
mortgage to continue.
Who are the lenders? Any FHA ap-

proved lender may make reverse mortgages under the rules. Only adjustable
rate mortgages are eligible.
Lenders may sell these loans on
closing to recover their closing costs
and any initial drawdowns. Thereafter,
claims are made by the servicing agent
against FNMA for all cash requirements. If the originator sells servicing
as well, it is now out of the.picture. Servicing fees are limited to $25 /month.
In the event that cumulative charges
against the mortgage reach the "principal limit," FNMA assigns the loan to
HUD (the insurer), which continues to
make payments.
The private market is similar but
has no set limits on size. Originally
some lenders self - insured by claiming
a share of any market appreciation of
the mortgaged property, but declining
real estate markets have brought
much of this to a halt Some lenders
limited themselves to term mortgages.
New on the scene is the annuity approach for lifetime payments, in which
the lender immediately purchases an
annuity on the life of the borrower. In
this case, payments continue even if
the property is subsequently sold.
Clearly, reverse mortgages are responding to a public need. Although
current outstandings are estimated to
be less than 20,000 mortgages, public
and private, AARP gets more mail on
this subject than on any other.
Lenders have been slow to react for
several reasons. Falling real estate
prices in many areas destroyed hoped for profits of lenders using appreciation rights. Falling interest rates kept
many busy with refinancing business.
Further, startup activities are costly. The initial FHA experiment didn't
allow anyone to achieve volume, and
the cost of developing procedures to
initiate and service these loans is high.
But greater public awareness, removal
of many legal impediments, and a
counseling network in place position
the product for growth.
More potential borrowers who did
not experience the Great Depression
will become eligible. Also, the private
market is developing more and better
product alternatives. In fact, reverse
mortgages should progress from an
option for elderly people in financial
straits to a broad -based product designed to create liquidity from billions
of dollars in personal assets.
■
T. Carter Hagaman is an independent
investment analyst. He teaches at Kean
College ofNew jersey and can be reached
at (201) 762-6378.
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TAXES

STATE INCOME
TAX PROBLEMS
AND PITFALLS

ANTHONY P. CURATO[A, EDITOR
BYDAVID S.BURNETT,CPA
orporations are entities born from the various state laws. Subsequently, they are
made the basis for the
state to collect income
taxes. When a corporation conducts business that involves
dealings between citizens of different
states, there are questions as to a
state's ability to impose a tax on corporations created within the boundaries
of another state.
Historically, the Commerce Clause
and the Due Process Clause of the
United States Constitution relieved interstate commerce from the burden of
state taxation (aside from the state of
incorporation and some property and
excise taxes). Gradually, however, the
states became aggressive as more and
more expenditures created a need for
new sources of revenue. Certain types
of state taxation legislation affecting interstate commerce have been permitted as the states continue to chip away
at the concepts surrounding their powers to tax corporations engaged in this
type of business.
In 1895, the Supreme Court ruled
that any form of state taxation that burdened interstate commerce was a form
of regulation and, therefore, unconstitutional and invalid (Postal Telegraph
Cable Co. v. Adams, 155 U.S. 688, 15
S.Ct. 268).To avoid the appearance of
"regulation," the states tried to impose

Become a

CMA
(800) 87 -GLEIM

a similar tax on intrastate commerce.
In Freeman v. Hewit ('46) (329 U.S.
249,67S. Ct. 274) ,the court bluntly affirmed that a state "cannot aim to control [interstate] trade even though it
desires to control its own. It cannot justify what amounts to a levy upon the
very process of commerce across state
lines by pointing to a similar hobble on
its local trade."
A crucial barrier was broken, however, when the court allowed the states
to impose property taxes and excise
taxes for things such as highway maintenance and administration. As long as
these taxes were not specifically aimed
at interstate commerce, they could be
collected. The concept of substantial
burden as a form of regulation was
slowly reduced until eventually in 1959
the court stated that "net income from
the interstate operations of a foreign
corporation may be subjected to state
taxation provided the levy is not discriminatory and is properly apportioned to local activities within the taxing state forming sufficient nexus to
support the same" (Northwestern
States Portland Cement Co. v. Minnesota, Williams v. Stockholm Valves and
Fittings, Inc., 358 U.S. 450, 79 S.Ct.
357).

The standard that most states rely
on today when taxing interstate commerce on corporations created in other
states (foreign corporations) was set in
1977 with the landmark decision of
Complete Auto Transit, Inc. v. Brady
(430 U.S. 274, 97 S. Ct. 1076) . The
court established a four -prong test upon which the imposition of state income taxes may be justified. Interstate
commerce may be taxed as long as the
tax is fairly related to services provided
by the state, does not discriminate
against interstate commerce, is fairly
apportioned, and is based upon an activity that constitutes substantial nexus.
The first three are rather straightforward. A tax is fairly related to services provided by the state if it represents its fair share of the cost of the
state government whose protection
and services it provides. Because the
costs of services and protection are related directly to the tax revenues received, it is difficult to argue that one
did not get its "fair share." Usually
these taxes are the type levied upon all
corporations, whether their business
is interstate or not. Therefore, it is
nondiscriminatory. Finally, all states
have some sort of apportionment
based on sales, payroll, property,
and /or miles that makes them fairly

apportioned to the taxing state.
Establishing the Due Process requirement of minimal connection (nexus) between the corporation's interstate activities and the taxing state is
much more vague. A corporation must
suffice itself of the substantial privilege
of carrying on business within the
state. The legislation must be designed
as a tax on the privilege of doing business in the state, even though the business may be exclusively interstate in
nature.
Public Law 86 -272, known as the Interstate Income Law, was the Congressional reactionary attempt to limit the
states' power to tax interstate business.
The special subcommittee on State
Taxation of Interstate Commerce studied the impact of P.L. 86.272 and tried
to clarify certain activities as protected
or unprotected. The significant objective achieved by P.L. 86-272 was the establishment of a guideline for use in determining whether a corporation has a
taxable nexus within a state's borders
for income tax purposes. Several
states, collectively joined as the Multistate Tax Commission, have recommended adoption of P.L. 86-272.
To determine if your interstate business is subject to taxes in several different states, you will have to examine
each state's position on the four -prong
test established in Complete Auto Transit to determine what they consider
"substantial nexus." Most likely, during the next revenue shortage a state
will examine its highway use or some
other excise tax records and send you
some sort of questionnaire or even a
notice of delinquency because you haven't been filing other certain tax
forms.
Perhaps you are indeed subject to
these taxes, but because they originate
in another state you haven't given
them the attention they deserve. If you
have always thought your activities in
interstate commerce were immune
from state income taxation, think
again. There is an abundance of other
states out there, all wanting a piece of
the action.
■
Anthony P. Curatola, Ph.D., is the
Joseph F. Ford Professor, Drexel University, Philadelphia, Pa. He can be reached
at (215) 895-1453.
David S. Burnett, CPA, is a senior
accountant with J.D. Cloud & Co. in
Cincinnati, Ohio. He is a graduate of
Old Dominion University and currently
serveson the board of IMA's Cincinnati
Chapter.
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SALARIES 1993
IMA members' compensation increases 5% in 1993.
BYKARLE.REICHARDT,CMA,AND
DAVIDL.SCHROEDER
verage salaries and average
total compensation for IMA
members were more than 5%
greater in 1993 than 1992.
Furthermore, the difference in average
compensation from 1992 to 1993 is statistically significant as contrasted to
1992 when average compensation increased but the amounts were within
the 3% margin of error.
These statistics, as well as those
that follow, are from the Fifth Annual
Salary Survey conducted on behalf of
th e IMA an d MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING& Th e measures o f statis-

tical significance for this study are
based upon a sample size large enough
to allow for a 95% confidence level of
estimating the IMA membership salary mean within a range of plus or minus

3%.
Table 1 provides a comparison of
univariate statistics for all five years of
the IMA Salary Survey. The average
salary in 1993 of $58,124 and average
total compensation of $63,776 represent increases of 5.5% and 5.8 %, respectively, over 1992 levels. The median,

20th percentile, and 80th percentile
amounts for both compensation figures also were higher in 1993 than the
respective figures in 1992 and prior
years. Except for the 20th percentile
measure, all of the increases in 1993
from 1992 for these measures exceed
the 3% margin of error of the sample.
For the most part, the "average"
IMA member is similar to the prior
four years. The "average" member is
slightly older at a median age of 41 (38
in 1992,1991; 37 in 1990) , is most likely
male (75% male in 1993; 74% in 1992,
1991, 1989; 73% in 1990), and 94% have
a baccalaureate degree (range of 94%
to 98% in prior four years). More members are increasing their educational
credentials: 38% have advanced degrees, up from 28% in 1989.
The "average" member has held the
current position for four years (slightly
more than three in 1990; slightly under
four in 1991, 1992; four years in 1989),
has been with the same employer for
nine years (increase from eight in 1992
and around seven years in 1991 and
1990), and in the field for 14.5 years, an
amount that has increased each year of
the study from 11.5 years in 1989. The
increase in years in field is statistically

TABLEI / COMPARISONOFUNIVARIATESTATISTICSFOR1993,1992,
.,

1990

,
20th
percentile

80th
percentile `

51,700
50,000

36,000
35,000

73,000
70,000

34,500
32,200

66,976
63,000

47,471

49,000
45,000
43,335

30,000

60,000

14,000 - 435,000

63,776

54,700

37,600

80,000

1992

12,000- 435,000

60,261

52,050

36,000

76,900

1991
0
U 1990
�a
1989

15,000 - 325,000

59,266

51,100

36,000

74,000

15,000 - 395,000

55,399

48,000

33,965

69,000

10,500 - 538,000

53,519

45,500

31,500

68,000

Z

m

10

C
Q
E

Year

Range

Mean

Median

1993
1992

14,000- 300,000

58,124

12,000 - 270,000

55,080

1991

15,000 - 325,000

1990

53,523
50,174

1989

15,000- 375,000
7,000- 480,000

1993

significant. The greatest percentage of
the members have positions that are
considered senior /middle management (41 %), work at a location that has
100 -499 employees (33 %), and work for
an organization that employs more
than 5,000 individuals (30%).
Marital and family status for IMA
members is also similar to the two prior years in which these data were collected (data on these factors were not
collected prior to 1991).
■ 80% are married (same as 1992, 79%
in 1991) .
■ 67% of the spouses are employed
outside the home (same as 1992,
62% in 1991).
■ 62% have children (61% in 1992, 60%
in 1991) with an average of 1.24 chil-

dren (two in both 1991 and 1992).
The proportion of the IMA membership having the Certified Management
Accountant (CMA) designation continues to increase. The proportion of 20%

is the largest of the five years of the
survey, a figure that has grown from 7%
in 1989. Of course, the biggest increase (to 16% in 1990) took place
when the IMA required all CMAs to become members of IMA, but the continued growth since 1990 indicates that
the CMA designation is being pursued
by an increasing number of management accountants. Professional certification (any kind of accounting certification) also is up at 54% (48% in 1992
and 1991) while the CPA, still the most
prevalent certification of th e IMA
membership, has remained fairly constant at 36% (38% in 1992, 36% in 1991
and 1990,32% in 1989) .

GENDERISSUES
omparisons of average salary and
aver age tot al c om pe nsa tion by
gender are provided in Figure 1
for the last five years. Figure 2 com pares salary and total compensation by
gender and age and Table 2 by gender
and years in field. Men earn m ore than

women at all age levels. This finding is
MANAGEMENTACCQUNTING /JUNE 1994

consistent with all four prior years, and
the difference is statistically significant
in 1993. However, the gap in compensation increases for each age category,
which has not always been the case in
prior years (see 1992, 1991). This increasing gap results from a drop in average compensation for women in the
50-59 and 60+ age categories. The averagesalary and average total compensation for men increase for all but the
60+ age category (same as 1991,1990;
1992 and 1989 increased for all age categories).
Average salary and average total
compensation increase with experience, in general, for both men and
women (Table 2), a fact that has been
consistent with the last three surveys.
Men's compensation increases for all
of the "years in the field" categories
while women's compensation increases for all but the 10.12 category.
Furthermore, men earn more than
women in every "years in field category," something that has been true in every year except one (women earned
more in the "less than one year" category in 1990; no gender comparison for
years in field was made in 1989). These
differences between men and women
by this experience factor also are statistically significant.
While the average salary ($43,786)
and average total compensation
($45,986) for women increased 7.1%
and 7.4 %, respectively, over the 1992
levels —two percentage points greater
than the same figure for men —the dollar amounts of the increases were less
for the women than for men. Thus,
while the percentage increases are
greater for women than men, the gap

AVERAGESM91ES B WEER

between men's and women's compensation continues to widen. However,
there was some progress in 1993 when
compared to 1992 because average total compensation for women in 1992,
while not statistically significant, was
less than the 1991 average total compensation.
Fewer IMA members reported receiving a salary increment in 1993; 70%
indicated that they received a salary increment, and the average was 6.4% of
their salary. The same numbers for
1992 were 80% and 6.5 %, respectively.
There were no significant differences
between the proportion of men and
women receiving salary increments
(69% of the men; 72% of the women) .
The average age of the women is
lower than that of men in this survey,
and there are fewer women in the upper experience categories. Thus, part
of the differences in average compen-

sation may be due to a factor of differences in experience as well as of gender.
While the gap between women's
and men's compensation is still great,
at least the higher percentage salary
increases for women is a positive step
in reducing the differences in compensation and the inequity between women's and men's compensation. However, the percentage increases for
women will have to increase even more
as compared to men if the dollar discrepancies in compensation are to be
reduced.

HOUSEHOLD
N
ICOME
otal household income averaged
$79,501 for IMA members who
reported that their spouse was
employed outside the home (as compared to $86,217 in 1992). The survey
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30 -39

40 -49

50 -59

60 Plus
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Average Salary
Years in Field

Women

Men

All

Less than 1

28,228

34,640

30,114

1 to 3

32,489

42,542

40.787

4 to 6

36,829

43,184

40,536

7 to 9

44,868

51,102

48,854

10 to 12

43,569

61,169

54,373

More than 12

50,672

70,863

67,559

Averages

43,786

62,976

58,124

Average Total Compensation

Less than 1

28,267

35,740

30,465

1 to 3

32,557

45,005

42,831

4t o6

38,460

48,101

44,083

7t o9

46,812

55,525

52,383

10 to 12

45,582

68,946

59,924

More than 12

53,942

78,772

74,717

Averages

45,986

69,788

63,776

7NoCMA, CPA
I

Age
Range

ion

CMA
Certification

CPA
Certification

Both CMA and
CPA Certificatio

Average Salary
38,449

38,583

41,898'

30-39

44,133

53,710

59,346

54,019

40-49

56,024

74,908

75,136

61,833

50-59

58,920

70,871

90,389

83,544

60 and over

73,638

Overall

51,831

61,247

81,367
69,322

`

31,068

`

19 -29

57,544

_.

Average Total Compensation
36,006

40,649

39,654

45,248

30-39

47,092

58,892

66,367

58,697

40 -49

60,080

79,160

84,482

67,171

50-59

64,099

85,453

103,342

100,211

60 and over

81,651

Overall

56,264

90,450
66,649

77,558

`

19-29

63,204

Data not reported because the number of responses is insufficient to assure individual confidentiality.
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Years in Field

showed that a greater portion of the
spouses of women members were employed outside the home than the
spouses of men members (92% versus
61 %), and the average earnings of male
spouses was greater than those of female spouses ($45,756 versus
$25,503). However, there was no difference in total household income between men and women IMA members
who reported that their spouse was
employed outside the home.
As in the past, more men than women reported supporting children (24%
of the married men do not have children as compared to 46% of the married
women). There is no significant difference in the average total household income between those households
which have children versus those
which have no children. Households
classified as DINKS (Dual- Income, No
KidS) represent just under 7% of the
sample, and there is no significant difference in their average total household income as compared to all other
married couples.

COMPENSATIONAND
CERTIFICATION
his year's results again show that
professional certification continues to be an important salary factor (see Table 3). Average salaries and
average total compensation for individuals with CPAs are approximately
$17,500 and $21,300 greater than those
same compensation figures for individuals without any certification. The
same compensation differentials for individuals with CMAs as compared with
those without any certification are approximately $9,400 and $10,400, respectively.
Furthermore, compensation for individuals with certification (CPA,
CMA, or both CPA and CMA) exceeds
those without certification for all five
age categories. Thus, one can conclude that this difference in compensation follows individuals throughout
their careers. The differences in compensation between certified and non certified individuals is statistically significant.
IMA members with CPAs earn
more than CMAs for all age categories
except for average total compensation
in the 19-29 age category. Individuals
who hold both the CPA and CMA certifications do not necessarily earn
more than persons who hold only one
certification. For instance, average salary and average total compensation for
both CPAs and CMAs in the 40-49 age
MANAGEMENTACCOUNMNG /JUNE 1994

Number

Average
Salary

Less than baccalaureate

51

43,629

46,558

Baccalaureate

542

54,472

59,836

Master's

355

64,942

71,194

Doctorate

5

70,055

79,149

Highest degree

category are greater than for those individuals holding both certificates.
The difference in earnings between
those who hold the CPA and those who
hold the CMA is statistically significant, the first time this outcome has occurred in the five years of the study.
In a departure from the 1991 and
1992 surveys, there is no statistical difference in the percentage of men and
women who hold any professional certification. This is also true for both the
CMA and CPA designations. In the prior two years, more men than women
were certified, and the difference held
true for CPAs but not CMAs.
Salary increments are sometimes
given for completing professional examinations, but this does not appear to
be a prevalent practice as was reported
last year and confirmed this year. Only
15, or 6 %, of the persons passing the
CMA examination received a salary increment (20 persons, 8% in 1992) while
71, or 21 %, of the persons passing the
CPA examination were granted salary

Average Tot
Compensati

increments (60 persons, 13% in 1992).
The average salary increments were
greater in 1993 than in 1992, amounting to $2,300 for the CMA ($2,200 in
1992) and $2,100 for the CPA ($1,750
in 1992). The 20th and 80th percentile
amounts for each were $500 and
$4,000, respectively, for the CMA and
$600 and $4,000, respectively, for the
CPA.

COMPENSATIONANDDEGREES
verage salary and average total
compensation increase with
educational level as shown in Table 4. This phenomenon should be expected and has been true for every year
except 1991 (individuals with master's
degrees earned more than individuals
with doctorates in 1991). Compensation increased in 1993 over 1992 for all
four educational levels except for average total compensation of doctorates,
which decreased about $2,000 in 1993
(doctorates represent less than 3% of

the sample).
As in both 1991 and 1992, fewer
women than men hold master's degrees, with no differences between
baccalaureates or doctorates. In addition, as was the case in 1992, more
women than men have no degree.
While there are differences in compensation by gender and by degree level,
there is no interaction between these
two variables; i.e., the differences in
compensation are due to either gender
or educational level but not both.
As in 1992, members were asked if
they received a salary increment upon
receiving an advanced degree. The
range for the salary increment for the
47 individuals earning master's degrees (13 %) was $500 to $20,000 or an
average salary increment of just under
$5,000 (1992 reported 14% and an average just over $5,000). While professional certification is more likely to
award a salary increment than the master's degree (average of 17% for certification versus 13% for master's degree),
the amount of the average salary increment is greater for the master's degree
than for certification (average just under $5,000 versus an average of
$2,200). The salary increment for the
12 individuals earning doctorates
(52 %) was $1,500 to $20,000 with an average of just under $6,800 (38% and an
average of just over $5,100 in 1992).
The larger salary increment for doctorates is not unexpected because most
doctorates work in academe where the
standard practice is to increase the
contracted salary upon completion of

FIGURE 3/ AVERAGE SALARIES BY REGION
MIDWEST
1993 57,899
1992 52,480
1991 50,719
1990 48,476
1989 46,273

r
0

a

MOUNTAIN
1993 48,858
1992 50,391
1991 48,059
1990 42,049
1989 39,998

WEST COAST
1 993 59,774
1992 55,444
1991 56,421
1990 51,242
1989 50,760

NORTHEAST
1993 61,923
1992 63,870
1991 57,405
1990 55,451
1989
52,056
1.

s

`

0
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PLAINS
_ .I 1993 54,190
1992 46,652
1991 49,578
1990 44,385
1989 46,855
- j

SOUTH
1993 57,675
1992 51,838
1991 52,561
1990 48,097
1989 43,528

General Management
Finance
Corporate Accounting
Public Accounting
Budget and Planning
Education
Taxation
Internal Auditing
Personnel Accounting
Cost Accounting
General Accounting
Government Accounting
Risk Management

Number of
Responses

Average
Salary

Average Total
Compensatio

136

75,985

88,80

107

65,182

73,117

233

60,363

66,530

78

57.377

59,719

53

56,091

60,182

47

55,436

58,891

26

54,559

58,991

19

53,744

57,470

9

53,177

56,255

83

46,894

50,144

136

45,917

48,46

31

44,137

44,444

,..

Responsibility Area

1

Data not reported becaus e the number of responses is ins ufficient to ass ure individual c onfidentiality.

the doctorate.
COMPENSATION BY REGION,
RESPONSIBILITY, AND POSITION
he average salaries by seven regions for all five years of the IMA
Salary Survey are presented in
Figure 3. The average salaries increased in all but the Mountain region —the lowest average of the seven.
The ranking of the regions in terms
of average salary has been very consistent over the five years of the survey.
The Northeast region has had the
highest average salary in each year followed by either the West Coast or Mid Atlantic regions. Generally the Mid-

west and the South have been next
with either the Mountains or Plains being the lowest. While the average salaries differ by region, the differences
are not considered statistically significant.
Average salaries increased in 1993
for all responsibility areas except finance, public accounting, and budget
and planning (see Table 5). In addition,
the average total compensation increased in 1993 for all responsibility areas except these same three responsibility areas and government
accounting.
General management occupies the
top position in 1993, the same as 1990
and 1991. The responsibility areas of

WASCONDOCTE
he salary survey was mailed during November 1993 to a random
sample of 2400 IMA members.
The sample was selected to represent
geographically the membership of
IMA in the United States. The questionnaire packet included a return envelope and a separate postcard to indicate return of the survey. A
follow -up survey was sent in December 1993 to those who had not returned the postcard from the first
mailing. The sample size was selected
to allow for a 95% confidence level of
26

estimating the population mean within plus or minus 3% based upon ex-,
pected return rates.
The response rate from the surveil
yielded 973 usable questionnaires rep.,
resenting 41% of persons surveyed:
This response rate allows for a 909
confidence level for all data on the sur
vey because those persons respond.,
ing to the survey represented the IMAM
membership proportionately fob
those demographics maintained b}1
IMA.

general management and finance have
ranked first or second in average compensation in every year of the survey.
This top ranking is not really unexpected because these responsibility areas
tend to be associated with the top management levels of industrial firms. At
the same time, the responsibility areas
of cost accounting and general accounting tend to be associated with
lower or entry-level positions in industrial firms, and these areas (other than
government accounting) are the only
ones with average salaries less than
$50,000.
Table 6 presents compensation by
the job title that most closely represents the respondents' current position. Then these positions are grouped
by how the respondents classified
their position with respect to the management level within their firm (top
management, senior management,
middle management, lower management /entry level, or academic). While
the identification of job titles and their
classification into management levels
is difficult because of lack of uniformity
across companies, the classification of
job titles within management levels as
listed here appears to be reasonable.
The positions in Table 6 are ordered
from highest to lowest by average salary within each management group,
and an average is calculated for each
group. The average salary and average
total compensation for the four management levels (excluding the academic grouping) decrease with each successive lower level of management. In
addition, the average salary for every
position in the successive lower level
of management is less than the average for the next highest management
level except for divisional vice- president and director in the middle management group. This tends to confirm
that the grouping is appropriate.
The average salary increased in
1993 as compared to 1992 for each
management level (including the academic group) as did average total compensation for all groupings except for
the middle management level. The average salaries increased in 1993 for all
positions except executive vice president, chief executive officer, president,
director, divisional controller, general
manager, administrator, senior accountant, auditor, department chair,
and assistant professor.
Comparisons of average compensation between job titles, management
levels, and between years is difficult for
a number of reasons. First, the job titles /positions are not consistent
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JUNE 1994

Average
Salary

Partner

9

148,000

165,956

Executive Vice President

6

114,750

125,583

Senior Vice President

9

100,978

126,422

Chief Executive Officer

3

91,333

91,333

Corpo rate Secretary

3

83,333

90,000

85

80,863

93,789

5

69,700

71,100

Corporate Treasu rer

21

69,277

78,894

Owner

34

59,643

61,246

175

80,902

91,404

3

71,667

145,000

Chief Financial Officer
President

Avg. -Top Mgmt.
Principal
Vice - President
Corporate Controller
Avg.- Senior Mgmt.
Divisional Vice- President

Average T
Compensati;

38

70,389

85,455

109

60,176

66,668

150

62,993

72,994

5

90,072

104,317

Director

30

75,909

85,052

Consultant

14

62,550

67,543

Divisional Controller

45

62,536

68,977

Assistant Corporate Controller

32

59,342

67,742

119

58,022

60,871

Manager
Assistan t Vice President

6

57,392

60,942

43

57,010

60,489

9

54,344

60,686

11

48,925

51,628

5

47,560

50,880

Supervisor

45

42,954

45,489

Chief Accountant

33

40,996

41,742

397

56,846

59,695

Systems Analyst

10

48,280

50.880

Financial Analyst

52

46,219

50,950

Senior Accountant

55

36.780

47,895

Auditor

19

32,315

32,879

Staff Accountant

53

32,291

38,177

189

38,278

44,659

10

69,500

74,420

Plant Controller
General Man ager
General Sup ervisor
Administrator

Avg. - Middle Mgmt.

Avg. -Lower Mgmt. /Entry Level
Professor

1

Department Chair

5

68,000

68,000

Associate Professor

9

50,756

51.367

Instructor

5

43,600

45,000

11

43,128

44,991

41

54,965

58,444

Assistant Pro fessor
Avg.- Academic Positions

-

Dean

Data not reported because the number of responses is insufficient to assure individual confidentiality.
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COMPENSATIONBY FIRM SIZE
T n uable
m b 7e rpresents compensation by
two separate size measures of the
of people employed-location versus entire organization. For
the first size measure in Table 7 (number of employees at the employee's
work location), the average salary increases as the size increases except for
the next to smallest size (10 to 24) and
the largest (5,000 +). The only year
when average salary increased for
each successive larger size category,
as measured by the number of employ ees at a work location, was 1992; there
have been a variety of patterns in the
other three years of the salary survey.
Average salary increased in 1993 as
compared to 1992 for all of the location
size categories except for the 10.24and
the 5,000+ categories.

The pattern for average salary for
the second size measure (number employed in entire organization) is interesting. The average salary decreases
as size increases acros s the three
smallest size categories and then increases with size for the four largest
categories except for 500 -999 category.
The patterns have not been the same
in any of the five years the salary survey has been conducted. The average
salary increased in 1993 over 1992 for
six of the eight entire organization size
categories (1 to 9 and 25 to 99 decreased).
Table 8 presents compensation by
SIC area. Note that the service area appears in total and by four sub -areas- medical /health services, educational services, public accounting, and
other service SIC codes. The average
salary increased in 1993 as compared
to 1992 for five of the SIC areas -mining; transportation, communications
utility services; wholesale and retail
trade; finance, insurance, real estate;
services. Mining is the SIC area with
the highest average salary and highest
average total compensation. Mining also had the highest average salary in
1990; thus, this is the first time since
the survey was first conducted in 1989
that there has not been a different SIC
area with the highest average salary.
Medical /health services, educational services, and other service SIC
codes within the Services area have average Salaries greater than 1992, but
&

'

'

'

'

'
-

'

Number of
Resp on ses

Position

among all companies as stated previously. In addition, the mix of job titles
changes from year to year. F'ulally, the
firm size undoubtedly impacts compensation data.
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A; LE 7 SALARYBYLOCATIONANDORGANIZATIONSIZE
Employed at Location
Number of
People

Employed in Entire Organization

Number

Average
Salary

Number

Average
Salary

1 to

9

79

52,354

52

50,370

10 to

24

73

50,873

39

50,104

25 to

99

174

53,024

111

47,715

100 to

499

323

59,363

188

56,564

500 to

999

127

61,345

74

59,322

1,000 to 2,499

111

64,057

121

58,644

2,500 to 4,999

43

70,066

91

62,775

5,000 plus

39

55,319

293

63,692

the average salary for public accounting is less in 1993 than in 1992. The positions of partner, principal, senior accountant, and auditor are positions
(see Table 6) which are often associated with public accounting. The first
two positions of partner and principal
are considered top /senior management positions, which showed increases in average compensation in
1993 as compared to 1992. However,
the latter two positions of senior accountant and auditor are considered
lower level /entry level positions, and
these two positions had lower average
compensation in 1993 as compared to
1992. As mentioned previously, the average compensation of the public accounting responsibility area (Table 5)
decreased in 1993 as compared to
1992. Thus, outside of the higher management positions, public accounting
salaries appear be down in 1993 as
compared to 1992.

point l ikert scale with a value of 5 being essential, 4 being very valuable, 3
being valuable, 2 being somewhat valuable, and 1 being not valuable. In both
1991 and 1992, the top 10 benefits had
mean values greater than 4.0 while only the top four do in 1993. There has
been little change in the members'
views regarding the importance of
benefits over the three years these data have been gathered (1991, 1992,
1993) as reflected by the fact that nine
of the same benefits have ranked in the
top 10 all three years. IMA members
consider health benefits very important, with five of the seven health benefits listed in the top 10.
Employers appear to be aware of
the benefits that are most important to
their employees. In 1993, the top 11
benefits as ranked by IMA members

are also the most frequently received
benefits. This type of ranking is consistent with 1991 and 1992.

AVERAGESALARYPROFILE
enerally, individuals want to
make personal comparisons
when reviewing data from salary surveys. In order to facilitate this
type of comparison, Table 10 illustrates
a breakdown of salary averages based
upon management level, education,
certification, gender. The number of
respondents in each category are noted to show the sample size for the categories. In some cases, the amounts
are not presented because there are so
few individuals that individual confidentiality might be compromised.
The figures from Table 10 should
be used for casual comparison only. As
an example, the average salary for 49
men in middle management possessing a master's degree and no certification was $64,350. The average for the
14 women with the same characteristics was $44,579.

CALCULATINGANAVERAGESALARY
able 11 provides a regression
equation to predict salary levels
based upon gender, number of
years in field, education, certification,
and management level affording another approach to comparing personal
compensation with the survey results.
These classifications account for about
35% of the variability of salary in the da-

EMPLOYEEBENEFITS
mployee benefits are a form of
compensation that employers
provide to their employees. Table
9 presents those benefits that IMA
members received from their employers in 1993 as well as an IMA members'
ranking of benefits by importance.
Health benefits, family benefits (life insurance, vacations, holidays), and retirement benefits are the most frequently received benefits. The five
most frequently received benefits —paid vacations, paid holidays, basic medical insurance, group life insurance, and FICA (social security) —are
the same ones as reported in 1992 although the frequency is down 4 to 6%
for each.
The respondents also were asked to
value various benefits using a five28

Agriculture, Forestry, Fisheries
Mining
Contract Construction
Manufacturing
Transportation, Communications.
and Utility Services
Wholesale and Retail Trade
Finance, Insurance and Real Estate
Services
Medical /Health services
Educational services
Public Accounting
Other service SIC codes
Government
Nonclassifiable
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AVERAGESALARYINCREASEIS5%
he 1993 IMA Salary Survey represents the fifth year of this survey
(the first year was 1989). Comparison of the results over the years are
important for identifying any trends
that may occur. Thus, attention should
be directed to the results that either
have not changed or have changed in
some type of pattern. Some of the noticeable observations are:
• The average salary has increased at
least 5% in each year of the survey
except 1992 -the only year in
which the salary increase was within 3% margin of error of the sample.
• Those who have either the CMA or
the CPA have higher salaries than
those who do not have certification.
This difference is true at all age levels. Thus, certification is an important salary factor.
• Average salaries differ by region,
with the highest averages being in
the East and West Coasts and the
lowest being in the Mountains or
Plains. However, the differences by
region are not considered statistically significant.
• The average salaries of women are
30% less than men. The difference
in average salary for men and women is more than $19,000 -the largest it has been since the survey was
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JUNE 1994

Percent
Receiving

Mean

50it ddI
Deviation'

Basic medical insurance

78.60

4.51

1.21

Paid vacation

82.49

4.33

1.21

Paid holidays

82.27

4.22

1.31

Major medical plan

67.85

4.08

1.71

Dental insurance

65.90

3.75

1.58

59.27

3.70

1.79

Long -term disability pay

63.73

3.65

1.69

Group life insurance

73.91

3.60

1.49

Sick leave

65.56

3.56

1.69

FICA (social security)

71.62

3.52

1.66

Type of Benefit

_....

_

to from the 1993 survey. A sample calculation is provided for the "average"
IMA member, a male in the senior
management level who has been in the
field for 14.5 years. For a male with
these demographics, the regression
equation predicts an average salary of
$57,314, which is slightly less than the
$58,124 average from the 1993 survey.
The difference is due to industry and
organization size. The regression figure offers an approximation of a per sonalsalary level for comparison to the
survey results.
Follow these instructions for making the calculation: Start with the base
figure as given; add the increment for
the top or senior management level or
deduct the decrement for entry level,
if applicable; multiply the number of
years in the field by $897 and extend
the amount into the column; add the increment for a master's degree or subtract the amount for no degree as applicable; deduct the amount for not
holding any professional certification,
if applicable; add the gender difference
if male. The resulting amount yields
the regression estimation of salary.

' 401(K) pension plan

Unemployment compensation

59.61

3.12

1.80

Defined benefit pension

39.93

2.96

2.03

Bonus plan

37.99

2.79

1.85

Educational assistance

46.11

2.66

1.78

Professional activities expenses

47.94

2.65

1.79

Vision insurance

25.17

2.56

1.96

Profit sharing

27.12

2.53

1.94

Moving expenses

34.78

2.52

1.93

Termination pay

28.49

2.50

1.93

Flexible hours

28.49

2.43

1.93

Annual physical exam

24.94

2.36

1.88

Defined contribution pension

18.08

2.34

2.03

House hunting trips

28.03

2.24

1.88

Flexible benefit plan

21.62

2.12

1.85

Parental leave

31.12

2.08

1.76

23.91

2.05

1.80

CExpense account

Deferred compensation

17.96

2.03

1.78

Home equity purchase

19.34

2.02

1.86

4.69

1.76

1.87

Stock options

10.53

1.73

1.70

Stock purchase plan

15.22

1.72

1.67

7.89

1.68

1.73

Car or car allowance

13.39

1.67

1.65

Child care assistance

9.61

1.58

1.61

22.43

1.54

1.50

Job sharing

1.49

1.23

1.39

Country club membership

5.03

1.07

1.20

Individual retirement account

Additional pay for excess hour

Company product discounts

initiated in 1989. The largest percentage difference (almost 32 %)
was in 1992 and the smallest (27.5 %)
was in 1990. Still, the difference has
been close to 30% in each of the five
years. Part of the differences in
compensation by gender undoubtedly are due to age and experience.
Women IMA members are, on the
average, younger than male IMA

members, and there are fewer women in the categories of greatest experience in the field.
■ While the characteristics of the "average" IMA member have remained similar over the five -year period, the average age has increased.
This fact could mean that the IMA
membership is getting older or that
the Institute is not attracting or re29

TABLE 10 / PROFILE OFAVERAGESALARY
Top Management
Women
No Degree

Senior Management

Middle Management

Women

Women

Men

Men

Lower /Entry
Level Management
Women

Men

62,416 (10)

81,119 (91) 49,200 (13)

57,697 (81) 44,571 (64) 56,995 (154) 33,504 (58) 37,068 (71)

74,975 (4)

71,704 (40) 39,229 (7)

52,763 (52) 42,945 (30) 54,750 (88) 32,668 (37) 37,781 (48)

64,630 (10)

(0)

60,735 (4) 44,255 (11) 61,047 (15) 39,480 (5) 37,928 (5)

96,600 (39) 54,500 (4)

68.616 (18) 48,143 (20) 63,120 (37) 33,038 (12) 34,127 (13)

(0)

CPA

54,044 (6)

-

CMA

Both CMA and CPA

"

(1)

88,428 (59) 59,810 (10)

81,238 (40) 53,525 (30) 65,436 (129) 42,097 (19) 47,348 (41)

No Certification

(2)

69,625 (18) 67,300 (5)

69,653 (15) 44,579 (14) 64,350 (49) 38,205 (8) 41,172 (17)

CMA

(1) 106,836 (11)

CPA

(2)

94,542 (24) 46,533 (3) 100,185 (14) 57,148 (5) 69,031 (28) 40,300 (3)

Both CMA and CPA

(1)

86,633 (6)

"

-

(0)
(2)

74,817 (6) 70,545 (8) 61,323 (29) 48,650 (4) 50,085 (11)
.

"

56,500 (6)

'

64,539 (7) 38,167 (3) 50,582 (14) 35,175 (4) 37,009 (5)

-

(2)

(2) 39,953 (15) 47,925 (12) 20,089 (9)

(2)

Master's

(0)

"

58,200 (8) 53,250 (4)

-

No Certification

GENDER

(0)

-

Baccalaureate

Men

EDUCATION,

(2)

70,650 (5) 43,850 (3) 68,557 (23) 44,675 (4) 48,545 (11)

Data not reported because the number of responses is insufficient to assure individual confidentiality.

If you are TOP level management

ADD

17,614

ADD

3,977

SUBTRACT

10,371

32,972

The "Average"
IMA Member
$

$32,972

Start with this base figure

$

Your
Calculation

32,972

OR
If you are SENIOR level management

3,977

OR
TIMES
ADD

8,128

If you have no degree

SUBTRACT

8,897

If you do not hold a professional certification

SUBTRACT

9,398

ADD

7,358

If you are male

$

If you hold a master's degree

ESTIMATED SALARY LEVEL

taining its younger members. In addition, the time in the same position,
the time with the same employer,
and the years in the field have increased over the five years. This result may mean that management accountants do not change jobs as
often and have become less mobile- something that would not be
surprising considering the economy over the last five years.
■
Note: Future salary surveys will contin30

13,007

897

ue to permit the trackingofthese and other possible trends that may be ofinterest
to IMA members.
Karl K Reichardt, CMA, is an associate
professor of accounting in the College of
Business Administration at Valparaiso
University. He holds a Ph.D. in accountancyfrom the University ofMissouri Columbia.
David L. Schroeder is an associate
professor ofdecision sciences in the College ofBusiness Administration at Val-

7,358

$

Number of years in the field

$

If you are ENTRY level management

57,314

paraiso University. He holds a Ph.D. in
MIS from Oklahoma State University.
The authors wish to express theirgratitude to the IMA for its support in conducting this research. The authors also
wish to thank their student assistants,
Jennifer Koller, Michelle Kreeger, and
Erika Urban, for their assistance in data
entry.
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CHARLESB,WANG,0
ACCOUNTING
SOFTWARE
LEADER
Computer Associates -CEO
has taken his company

to the top.
BYKATHYWILLIAMS
ANDJAMESHART

court with some fellow CAers for a fast paced game of basketball.

hen Charles B. Wang and
three friends started
Computer Associates in
1976, they didn 't have a
business plan. They just knew they had
a better way to do something. They
had been working in the software development area for another company
and decided it was time to go it alone.
With no venture capital in sight, they
drew on their Master Charge accounts, maxing out at the $400 limit
and applying for new cards. Today
Computer Associates is the largest
provider of accounting software for
personal computer, mid -range, and
mainframe systems in the United
States. It is the first independent software vendor to have generated $1 billion in revenues, and its programs/
applications operate on all major
platforms.
To find out the secrets of CA's success and the technological trends in
store for management accountants, we
talked with Charles B. Wang (pronounced "Wong'), CA's energetic 49year-old founder. The hard-driving yet
fun - loving chairman and CEO runs a
hands-on operation . He gets involved
in almost every aspect of the business
from checking on the development of
a new product to choosing the colors
for CA's new building to running weekend seminars and sales meetings.
When there's time left over, he hits the

How did you develop the idea of
ComputerAssociates?
I don't think people start by saying, "I'm going to build a $2 billion
company." Most people start with, "I
think we have a better way to do something." Their only ambition is to survive to the next payroll. When we started we just felt there was a better way
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to d o something and we were going to

make a business out of it. When success started to follow right away, we
said, "Wow, this thing's really good."
Then we kept learning. To this day I
don't think any of us believes we have
a formula. That's one of the reasons
we're probably not as well known.
Sometimes we take too humble an approach —like, we're lucky to be
here —but we continue to do what we
think is best. As long as we keep that
attitude—that everything is new and
we must keep learning —we'll keep
ch an ging and growing.

QG

What was your first product?

We had a bunch of products for
an IBM operating system. The
first big product was a product we got
the rights to market from a Swiss company, which was also Computer Associates- - it was a joint venture between
us and them to form Computer Associates in the U.S.�—and that product
was CA SorL That one just took off. Its
the one that really made it.

f� 1 How did you progress from there?
I Our whole idea was that you
don't just sell a product. Software
companies sell a lot of products —but
we kept saying, `"There's a better way
to do it." We felt the software business
was too technically driven , that people
weren 't paying enough attention to
support services and how you put ev-

erything together. Technical people —
we were technical, by the way —
seemed to come up with point solutions, but what you need is integration.
The solution isn't like the days when
you could buy four wheels, a steering
wheel, a brake, a brake lining, and
keep building a car. You want to integrate all that. Companies who can integrate well are going to be the longterm successes.
So we started with the Sort package—it sorts. Well, 25% of computers
are used for sorting commercial data
processing, so we said if we could
make this sort faster, say 25% faster,
that means you're going to save 6.25%
on the cost of your machines. So we
made a sort that ran 25% faster.
Sufficient disk space was the next
problem to solve. We developed a disk
space m anager that was integrated

with the sort so it talked with it. There
was a synergy between the two. Now
we have disk space.
Next we came up with a tape library
system...

j(� Were you still on Master Card adL.m vances at this point?

At that point we were a $2.4 million
company . We did $600,000 in our first

nine months, $2.4 million in our second year, and $4.8 the following year.
It was unbelievable! It got to a point
where we had no payables because we
just paid all our bills. My accountant
came to me and said , "Charles, this is
a crazy thing. You've got pretty good
receivables. Don't you ever go after
people for money ?"" Why? I don't need
it right now." "But you 've got no pay ables." " No kidding," I said. "Isn't that
the way people run businesses ?" "No,
Charles. Use other people's money."

important, integration —taking what
we've acquired and what we've developed and merging it, putting it into a
big part of CA90s. We couldn't have

done CA90s without any one of the
three. If one of the three legs were
missing, CA90swould not have
worked nor would CA exist today.
How many years did it take to get
to that point? To that integration?
We're still not finished.
How have your customers responded to the CA90s so far?
Every year since we announced

Anyway, we put the tape library sys-

tem in . You've got files on tape. You've
got files on disk. But people really need
file independence. So we created a
package called file independence.
Those three packages—tape, disk, and
file independence—should be one system. We came up with one integrated
system, and that 's how the whole thing
started.
Then four and a half years ago we
formally announced —even though we
had been building common components—an architecture we called
CA90s. Our clients were asking what
makes us tick. What makes us different? CA90s. That 's what distinguishes
us. Not a marketecture like a lot of people come up with —all these little acronyms of different kinds of architecture
that never produce anything. CA90s
exists. Today we build our products on
it, and that's what really makes the difference.
((�
U

How much building was done by
acquisition and how much byyour
own internal development?
Acquisition gets the most publicity, yet
as an independent software company
we have developed more software
products than any other software company in the world. But people don't realize that because it's harder to write
about products. For example, if I say
"here 's a new product," you can either
just publish my press release or you
have to understand it and it could be
nothing; it could be all "mickey
mouse." Do you play it up, play it
down ?If I do an acquisition, you can
say how much is his reven ue, how
many peop le wo rk there, what do they

do, what is the market share —those
everybody understands. So we get a lot
of publicity for our acquisitions.
We have a three-pronged strategy:
(1) internal development—as I said,
we've developed more products than
any other independent software company, (2) acquisitions, and (3) the most
32

it it has gained more and more acceptance. Herb McCauley over at Harris
Corp. said some very kind words about
it. He said, basically, "Five years ago
when CA and Charles came to see me
and told me what CA90s was, I thought
he was full of it. But they've delivered
on everything they said. They're the
only company with the real architecture and not some kind of marketing
hype." Gartner Group [a market research firm] says it, too. Surveys we've
done and those by independent research firms like Sentry Market Research have shown every year that acceptance of CA90s has gone up.
Whereas SAA [ an IBM platform] never
came to be, people said they were going to standardize on it because it was
from IBM . Today it's no longer standard —it's gone.
n

What is involved with your cus-

tomer support and getting people
to accept your packages at first?
You have to present the solution —understand the problem and present the
solution. It isn't just the technical merits of what makes that product so elegant technically.I tell my development
people I don't need any elegant solutions in search of problems. That's the
worst thing that could happen. And
technical people have a tendency to do
this all the time. It's always, "Isn't this
neat!" and I say, "Sure it's neat, but
who's going to use it? What is it for? Believe it or not, the guys who really want
something are going to pay the bills,
and th is may come as a shock, but if

you don 't produce what they want, they
aren't goin g to pay the bills."

So in that sense you're really market driven. You can't spend millions ofdollars on research and development for something that isn't going
to happen.
Well, it's like they say. Half of advertising's wasted . Now you have to figure

Q

out which half, right? It's the same
thing here. You continue to develop
and have some real far out things going
on that in one sense people say is wasted, but you have to be at state of the
art, you have to be at the cutting edge
in some way, trying different things.
Not everything we touch works out,
but we keep going. You always have to
keep your focus and talk to your clients: What do you need , what do you
need? They're not going to be able to
tell you because they don't see the
technology or the possibilities —you
have to understand that. Then you
have to translate that into business
terms. It's a partnership between you
and the client. He doesn 't exactly understand what the technology can do,
and you don ' t exactly understand what
his business requirements are. That's
what makes it so important for you to
have this constant bonding or partnership between client and you.
Does it usually happen with the

LM client coming to you and asking
for help in choosing technology?
It comes that way, and it comes by us
going to them and saying here is some
new technology. You also get clients
together. We have conferences about
six times a year where we bring CIOs
in from large companies, small companies. That network is important so they
can say to each other "I'm doing this
already." "Really? I couldn 't get this to
work." That kind of thing. We bring to
the table our own expertise, and we also have outside speakers there. We'll
have a panel with Novell, IBM, and Microsoft representatives. Let them fight
it out. Clients will ask, "Should I use
Netware, OS /2, or Windows NT, and
why ?" It's like a debate. But the clients
are able to ask about real problems.
When you develop products, how
long does it take from the time
you're working on a product until
it's tested and has gone to market?
Too long, much too long, being an old
developer myself. You have to be careful. There are different pieces to product development . There's the conception; there's the whole planning; then
there's the coding, the actual writing
the product; there's the testing, the beta testing; the marketing. When people
think of developing a product, they all
think of one thing— someone sitting
there typing away and writing code.
That is the smallest piece of product
development. It doesn't take that long.
The time is spent in developing. Usually the first 80% of that product takes

Q
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20% of the whole development—the
writing. The other time is spent changing it! I don't care how good your design is —it's a living thing. Depending
on the size of the product, you can do
products in six months or you can do
products in two years. It varies all over
the lot.
(�
U

What do you see in the future ?Are
companies going to merge, falloff,
be acquired?
Looking into the future, I think there
will be a few very large companies.
There will be a huge mass of smaller
companies. It will be like authors and
publishers. Support of the publishers
is going to be the critical piece. Our
software runs businesses. If our software goes down , usually a business
stops. That's a tremendous responsibility and very different from the Microsofts and the Lotuses. They don't
know yet what it is to do support for
mission critical applications. That's a
different world. Take Windows, for example. There's one thing called GPF,
general program failure, and with it the
machine locks. It's a bug. Now that
happens if you're a really heavy Windows user —two, three times a day.
You turn the machine off, flip it back
on, and start over. Big deal. You're in
your own little world.
In a mainframe world or in a midrange world where you 're running a
business on that computer, if that machine goes down three or four times a
year, you've got a problem. A year!
When you're running your business, in
the systems area, in the business application area, we have to provide the
kind of support your business depends
on. My developers wear beepers, and
when there's a problem that my support people can't fix, the developer, the
guy who wrote the code, gets beeped.
He gets on the phone and calls the client. That's how crucial it is. That's going to be the distinguishing point. If
you're going to be a major player,
you're going to have to do mission critical support applications. All over the
world — because the communications
are such that it doesn't matter where
you put the computer. We have offices
in 27 some countries. You can get our
support anytime.
Have you ever had support problems?
You're only as good as your last
support call. It's like actors and actresses in one sense. You're going to
be judged by that last response. Yes,
we've had problems with products,
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problems with people —it's all done by
people —but if you look at our record,
in general we have the best support
when it comes to the software industry.
But we're only as good as our last suport call. We have to keep vigilant.
Besides the nature of the support,
are there product areas you see
that are interesting or exciting?
There are three major areas in which
we play a leadership role. Systems
management is first. We have networks of large companies, small companies, local area networks (LANs),
wide area networks (WAN). We manage the systems. And we look upon a
network as a system. That's a big part
of our business.
The second area is business applications— accounting products, manufacturing products, human resources,
warehouse distribution.
The third area, which supports both
areas, is application development —our database. Without that
third world of application development, you're missing something. If you
look at accounting products —take
general ledger. There aren't too many
ways to do general ledger. Why, then,
do we have all of these different products and tremendous checklists of features and functions? Most companies
have all those things covered.
What makes Computer Associates
so different? Our software can have ev-

ery function and every feature, but it
isn't going to be exactly the way you
run your business. So do we write a
general ledger package? I hope not
We customize that general ledger
package in some way to make it
unique, to make it more competitive.
We offer, with our application development, that third area. That's what dis-

tinguishes us.
It's what I call the 8317 Rule: 83% of
business applications are exactly the
same; the difference is in the 17% of
what you need to do to customize. If
the 83% costs X, the 17% will cost 10 to
20 times X. That's where you as a client
would spend all your money. Everybody buys based on the 83% piece.
Wrong! You'd better get the best and
the easiest customization tools in the
world. Because that's where your technical people are going to spend the
time and money. If they've got lousy
tools, you've got nothing. Nothing
would ever be done. Again, what
makes us unique is we've got systems
management, business applications,
and application development.
We sell the tools separately. We use
the same tools to build our own products, and we attach them to our business applications. For example, with
ACCPAC, which is the desktop accounting package, we have a developer's tool, a customization kit, that goes
with the package so users can change
the reports, change how they do this
or that. If this 10 to 20 is wrong, it could
be 100 times more than the cost of that
package.
Take general ledger again. This is
the piece that you have to work on to
customize to make that package
unique and workable for your company. If you have to go to a third party you
can spend hundreds of dollars just to
make a little change. Or you can do it
yourself. This is where CA excels. The
tools.
(�
How did you come up with that
LEI idea?
It's the way we've built software.
In the old days, we might have sold a
product to someone who then said,
"But I need something else." So you
change a little bit and you add a little
bit that's the old way of thinking. So
we asked how we could maintain one
product and a set of tools for it. This
works for us. These tools are part of
CA90s. This is so important –this rule.
Just remember the 8317 rule.
U
U

In terms offiinancial managers, do
you see a new role for CA with
them, an identification with them
of problems and applications that maybe
you haven't faced yet?
Many times you'll find financial people
don't understand enough about technology. They get what I call this disconnect. They think of financial software as writing checks faster and
keeping the books. Their whole back33

ground has been accounting, which is
important, but it's more than that. If
you want to use technology for your

strategic advantage, you have to go beyond. It's information —it's not just accounting. We try to get the financial
people, the accounting people, to recognize there's a new world. You must
be able to get to information faster.
Please don't reinvent the wheel. The
talk about downsizing —all we're doing
is taking the same dumb system and
moving it onto a new platform. Why
don't we grow and learn from it? That's
what we try to get across to them.
! 1 What should they be doingfor
� aG theircompanies?
If accou ntin g people can get

through their heads that the computer
isn't just a fast calculator, they would
be so far ahead. It's not a better bookkeeper, not a better controller. It goes
way beyond accounting.
What is your reaction to Novell
buying WordPerfect and QuattroPro? What's thatgoing to do to
Computer Associates?
Nothing.

Q

How does that relate to your view
of the world?
As I said, there's going to be fewer and fewer large companies. That
plays right into it. It's good. What can
I say? Good luck.

Q
U

Where do you see Computer Asso-

ciates in five years? 10 years?
Five years is like a lifetime. Our
strength is being able to service, support, being a company to count on to
run your business. The smallest up to
the largest corporations in the world
use our software. We're the largest accounting software provider on the PC,
desktop, all the way up to the mainframe. That's just in the business applications area. In the systems area, same
thing.
We do half of our busines internationally. Half of our revenue comes
from the international market —outside the United States. We are the largest independent software company—just the subsidiaries now, in
countries like the UK, Germany,
France, Italy, Brazil. What you do in
the United States on the systems side
certainly translates directly around the
world. The systems are the same.
On the business applications side
it's pretty much the same because we
built in the international features: VAT,
general accounting. KLM, for exam34

ple, standardized on our accounting
software all over the world. They run
their whole company on CA's Masterpiece software.
Does anything frighten you about
the possibilities for Computer As-

® sociates in the future?

Never ask a founder what he sees like
this. You can ask a guy who comes in
to run a business what he sees. They
always see bad things. The founder —
the guy who has overcome things
worse than anything you could possibly see —says, who cares, damn the
torpedoes, things are great, we keep
going. Caretakers don't have visions of
building. Anybody who builds has
been through worse, like, can I make
payroll? So when I look ahead, I just
see blue skies and opportunities. Everything is half full to me and I just
keep going. I don't mean to be cute
about it, but that's the way you have to
be—the guy who is the entrepreneur.

Q

That would not be a financial
manager's view.
I u nd erstand that

They are very concerned about the
things that one would be afraid of
And you need people like that.
Teams have all kinds of different players. Different roles to play. If every-

®

body did what I did, everybody else

would be redundant.

Q

You and your parents emigrated

from China when you were 8.
What have you had to overcome to
get where you are today?
I think b eing different in the sense of
being an im migrant probably helped

because I had to overcome a variety of
obstacles. The most important thing
for me was being the middle sibling. I
really believe that. They are the most
well adjusted. They don't have the
weight of being the firstborn—the expectatio ns p arents put on their first
child are u nbelievable. So middle chil-

dren get a chance to feel their own way.
They aren't spoiled because they have
to fend for themselves after another littie kid, who's the darling of the family,
comes along.
Also, it's always difficult being the
only Asian, the only anything. When
we arrived I couldn't speak English. I
was put into the second grade, a grade
behind. In two or three months I
picked up English so fast they skipped
me right away —moved me into the
third grade. You don't know how those
experiences will affect you.

How did you decide toga into computer programming?
Math and physics were my background. When I came out of school I
had to get a job to support my family.
I was married at 21. I had never taken
a computer science course, but, and
this is a true story, I looked through
The New York Times, and there were
two and a half pages of advertising for
programmers. I told my mother, "I'm
going to be a programmer." My mother asks, "What's that ?" "I don't know,
but they really need these people!" So
I looked for a programmer trainee job.
That's how I got into it. And I loved it!
I thought, ""They're going to pay me to
do this? It's like solving puzzles. It's
like play." I could sit in front of my terminal until 2 or 3 in the morning and
forget what time it was. Now I don't do
any programming, but I still play with
my products. I really get a kick out of
technology.

®

What would you say to students
graduating today?
Seize opportunities as you see
them. Understand that change is a part
of life, especially in today's society. Be
very adaptable. Don't get enamored
with degrees. Understand the process,
the thinking. We turn out students that
seem to know how to do wonderful reports with fancy titles but no content.
The most important thing to study is
English. Without English, you can't
communicate what you're thinking.
Nobody will know. English is adaptable everywhere.

Q

®

What would the person look like
that you would want to hire?
Blue collar, middle class. Some-

one who would appreciate opportunity.

I want somebody who really has
heart— somebody who cares —cares
about people, cares about his fellow
employees and therefore cares about
clients. Not stuck on himself. You say
you got a 3.8? Who cares? Do you think
you are going to use anything you

learned in school? Be serious! I also
want them self - motivated. Not afraid to
fail.
In CA you have the right to fail. Everybody will fail; otherwise they won't
know what success is. What I get really
upset about is if you spend all your time
covering your ass over the failure.
Is there a competitor for whom you
have the most respect?
I have respect for anybody who
starts a company and can do so well to
stay in business. Everyone should be
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING /JUNE 1994

in awe of that, especially looking at the
number of failures in business. I have
respect for founders. Then I've seen
people come and take a perfectly good
company and ruin it too. But in terms
of respect, I think Bill Gates [Microsoft] is unbelievable. Scott McNealy
[Sun Microsystems], too.
U
U

Changing the subject, when you
bring in people from other companies, how do youget them involved
in the company culture? It has been reported that you fire upfront..
That gets distorted. First, deals for the
top executives of any company are always worked out ahead of time —they
take care of themselves. We don't publicize that They have platinum parachutes.
What we do—it isn't up -front fir ing—we have this —it's almost an obsession—to tell people where they
stand right away. When we acquire a
company we tell every employee within two to three days, or even the day
that we close the deal, where they
stand.
You can be a CA person. That
means we need you and we want you
to join the company. Or we don't need
you, and you get your severance package right up front. Or you could be a
transition person. If you're a transition
person, there's a bonus for you during
that transition time, and well look like
crazy to try and find you a position.
Three categories —that's all.
We don't say, "Nobody's going to
get terminated ." If we did, someone
would say, "Then why did you buy us?
We were run nin g a separate com pan y,

not a division." Then a year later one
shoe drops, then the second year another shoe drops, then another—nobody knows where he stands all that
time. I got bad press for this because I
do it all at one time.
On the other hand, you're a CA employee if you are asked to stay. You
have the same problems, the same
benefits. It's done. You don't ever have
to worry anymore whether we're going
to let you go. That works for us.
To get back to your question, we
have a process where we try to CAize
them. We try to put into this office a
long -term CA person —a development
center manager works with
them— someone who understands the
CA philosophy. Look at just our senior
vice presidents of sales. They came
from acquisitions and from within. You
can see the mix of people. Once they
are groomed, they are truly part of CA.
I believe that
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING /JUNE 1994
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The secret of Computer Associates' success has been its ability to integrate all
of the software products it develops internally with those of the companies it
acquires to provide whole business operating solutions that are usable, That's
part of the CA90s strategy that also includes 24 -hour customer service anywhere in the world.
It's like a one -stop shopping center. Users can pick and choose whatever
software they need to run the smallest part of their daily operation (like a
spreadsheet package) up through budget consolidation to database manage
nment to distribution and warehouse management and beyond. One of its products, Smartl.ink, transfers information from the PC. to mid -range and mainframe
systems and back. Products can be used in every field from graphics and design
to engineering to fund accounting.
Most of Computer Associates' revenue is derived from software used to run
whole businesses —what CEO Charles B. Wang calls "mission critical applications."
Its home base is Islandia, NY. and it has m ore than 7.000 employees in 27
countries. Revenue for calendar year 1993 was m ore than $2 billion. Net income
42,475,000.
– -

Is there anythingyou want to add?

What happens with a lot of technology companies is the hype is
bigger than the product. For example,
people aren 't running their businesses
on client / server—almost zip —but if
you read any magazine, m ore space is

devoted to client /server than anything
else. That raises a level of expectation
for nontechnical and business people
that can't be met by the technical people. All of us in technology look like we
never could do anything. Bring the reality into it.
We had a conference with CIOs recently. We were talking about client /server and the client at a roundtable. We expected to hear about
success after success after success. Instead, we heard about failure after failure after failure. One person had a success. Mike Braude of the Gartner
Group asked for his business card. I
blew up. "See, Mike, there you go
again. You didn't ask any of these guys
who had failures. You went for the one
little ray of light. What are you going

to do —write it up ?" It stunned him. Nobody's bringing out the real picture. As
media, you have a responsibility not to
just hype something to get interest but
to tell what's really going on. If you
make the expectation level realistic, we
can fulfill it, but if you blow it up way
out of proportion, we'll always be chasing. Then someone will bury it and say
it never worked. Client /server isn't
new. It started in the '60s. We just
painted it another color and said it was
brand new.
Technology has to evolve. We can't
redo because it took us 20 some years
to get to where we are now. If we start

again, it will take us another 20 years
to get where we are today —and that's
scary. I don't know what's next, but I'm
sure well repaint something and call it
something else.
(�

What about the world's financial
Perception of ComputerAssociates and others? How big an impact does it have?
That's not our report card. We have to
operate in longer terms. Financial analysts and stockbrokers have one motive: to move things, not to make money for their clients. They don't care if
you gain or lose. They have to get you
in and out of stock because they make
their money on the trade. They have
their darlings, and then their darlings
fall down. Remember In Search of Excellence? Of those 20 "best" companies,
several are down the tubes.
We started this business 18 years
ago. We're still in business. We've never had a reduction in force, layoffs, anything. Every quarter is consistently
profitable. We have to take care of our
shareholders, our employees, and our
clients. We had our run as a darling.
Now we aren't as favored, but our day
will come. It's just a matter of time. ■

Charles B. Wang is speaking to IMA
members about the business technical
disconnect at the Annual Conference
this month.
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usiness Process Reengineering is a hot topic today for
one major reason: companies that are implementing BPR
programs are getting fast results. But behind every successful
redesign initiative, methodologies are necessary for identifying the initial,
as-is situation; capturing and measuring the diversity of work in each process;
and monitoring the progress of the redesign initiative.
Activity-based Costing provides those methods, and ABC Technologies provides the world's
leading software tools for ABC. Even better, ABC Technologies recently announced a
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PRESENTAT
THE CREATION
It's 1919 and you're in Buffalowitnessing the birth of anew
accounting group.
This colloquy is based on a skit performed at the April 28,1994,
meeting of the American Accounting Association in Buffalo.
The Buffalo Chapter of IMA supplied the cast for the play.

BYRICHARD VANGERMEERSCH,CMA
n the 1950s, Walter Cronkite hosted a TV show that recreated great moments in history. "Things are as they
were then, except you are there," Cronkite would say.
I thought that the founding of the IMA on October 13
and 14, 1919, deserved this type of coverage and used the
introductory speech by its founder, Major J. Lee Nicholson,
as a basis for comments by six attendees at the founding.
The comments were drawn from writings of these persons
or about them.
The seven characters in the play are, in order of speaking:
■ Harry Whitney: a 28- year -old cost accountant for the Larkin Company in Buffalo and a musician of some note as
well. He was the choirmaster of the N.A.C.A. later on.
■ Major J. Lee Nicholson: noted cost accounting writer and
partner in the J. Lee Nicholson & Co. Public Accountants
and Industrial Engineering. He had done yeoman service
in World War I in cost accounting for the Army.
■ Clinton Scovell: a partner with Scovell, Wellington & Co.
and a strong proponent of imputed interest on capital as
a legitimate cost of manufacturing. He was president of
the N.A.C.A.in 1925 -26.
■ William B. Castenholz: a CPA and noted writer in cost accounting with a special emphasis on distribution costs.
■ Walter S. Gee: a partner with Lybrand, Ross Brothers &
Montgomery (now Coopers & Lybrand). He was president of the N.A.C.A. in 1930 -31 and died in office.
■ Lena Mendelsohn: a CPA in Boston and the only woman
of the 37 founders of the N.A.C.A.
■ Edward P. Moxey, Jr.: a professor of accounting at the
Wharton College of the University of Pennsylvania.
Whitney: As a person who has been born and brought up in
Buffalo, I'd like to welcome you here to Buffalo. This meeting
gives me, a high school graduate who has come up through
the ranks, a chance to join a professional group. I'm so happy
to introduce the Guiding Light behind this movement, Major
38

J. Lee Nicholson, fresh from his heroic war service with the
Ordnance Department. He has done two standard texts in
our new field of cost accounting and is a lecturer at Columbia
University. He is our leader and founder and the person who
invited our group of 37 cost accountants to the conference.
APPLAUSE
Major J. Lee Nicholson:Thanks, Harry, and all of you, for
coming to this meeting. The fundamental purpose in forming
a National Association of Cost Accountants is to advance the
science of cost accounting through such avenues as research, discussion,acquisition, and diffusion of cost accounting knowledge.
I am sure the importance of such an organization will be
appreciated not only by the professional cost accountant and
the men directly connected with cost accounting in our manufacturing industries but also by executives of all progressive business concerns.
The point has been raised recently questioning the necessity of forming a separate organization of cost accountants, especially in view of the fact that we have a splendid
organization of accountants, vis ... the American Institute of
Accountants [now the AICPA]. But this Institute is composed not only of men who are general practitioners in accounting but also of accountants who specialize in some particular phase of accounting, such as banking, railroads,
insurance, public utilities, and other kindred subjects.
Clinton Scovell: Let me interrupt for a minute, Major. You
know how much we fought to have imputed interest on invested capital as a production cost. That damned AIA committee just summarily rejected the idea. It said the idea was
"absurd." We cost accountants and systematizers need our
own group to have open discussions on such a topic. I'm
ready to go to the wall on this.
William B. CastenholmSince Clinton has chirped in, I will,
too. I, for one, am sick and tired of public accountants always
stressing production costs but having almost no interest in
distribution costs. Why should we not apply against sales, as
these goods are shipped, the distribution costs that are allocable to those particular shipments, rather than apply the disMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JUNE 1994
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tribution costs or the administrative costs on our monthly
profit and loss statement just as they happen to occur? The
way we do it now makes all kinds of ridiculous situations
show in our profit and loss statement.
Major Nicholson: Good to see the fire in your eyes and
words. It might be well to state that there is a clear distinction
to be made between accountants who specialize in systematizing, compared to those who make audits and investigations. The work of systematizing is largely creative, and the
successful systematizer must have a fair knowledge of the
manufacturing conditions in a plant, or inner knowledge of
a business. On the other hand, the work of auditing and investigations does not require this creative power for the reason that the work to be done consists of passing on something that has already been recorded.
Walter S. Gee: Major,let me stop you to applaud your

stressing the accountant's need to know the plant floor. I am
quite happy to bring greetings from my public accounting
firm, Lybrand, Ross Brothers and Montgomery. The firm
was very instrumental during the Great War in organizing
the accounting system and methods of the Aircraft Service
of the Army.
Too many corporation managers in the past have complacently taken the position that it was unnecessary for the success of the business to keep regular, accurate, and detailed
records of the costs of the various operations and articles
produced. Why be concerned with losses if losses could be
absorbed by profits on other lines and leave a fair average
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net gain? The war has demonstrated that such a policy was
a mistake. It did not ensure continuing success when these
concerns were confronted with the problem of restricting
their output of certain products, increasing the output of others, and entering into large commitments. These concerns
could not act quickly enough in the emergency to take the
best advantage of demands. The enormous quantifies of
goods required multiplied narrow margins of profit and loss
per unit into very large sums.
The unusual conditions brought about by the war have
not reverted to normal with the cessation of warfare. In fact,
conditions may not be stabilized for years to come. Even under stable conditions of trade, the most successful concerns
have not, as a rule, organized effective systems of cost accounting. We should aim to give our clients such advice as
regards the keeping of their general and cost accounts as
will afford them the best protection and insurance. If new
capital is needed, the accounts and audit reports over a pe
riod of years should be in such shape that the results of the
operations may be readily demonstrated to outside parties.
Lena Mendelsohn: Let me join Walter, who represents a
large CPA firm, by telling you, Major, that small CPA firms
feel the same way. This new organization will be quite a haven for those with an analytical mind. I'm thrilled that the
Major was thoughtful enough to invite me, a new CPA
Character, integrity, personality, tact, education, and ability are essential to real success in any profession, and there
is no reason why accountancy should be excepted; and since
these various qualifications are not peculiarly restricted to

IMA founding group: Lena Mendelsohn, 1st row, left; Nicholson, 4th from left; Moxey, second from right; Castenholz, 2nd row, 3rd from left;
Gee, 3rd row, 3rd from left; and Scovell, 3rd row, 4th from left. Whitney could not be identified.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JUNE 1994
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men, it is reasonable to assume that women can measure up
to the required standard on these counts.
An analytical mind must be possessed. It may belong to
men and women and may be cultivated to a high degree.
Such a mind, combined with technical training in accounting
theory and practice, and with business experience, may easily be termed "an efficient combination." Technical training
in accounting theory and practice may be acquired to a considerable degree by either men or women of intelligence and
education who have a liking for accountancy.
Major Nicholson: Thanks again for your enthusiasm and
especially to you, Walter and Lena. Cost accounting is perhaps the most fundamental proposition in all manufacturing.
No manufacturer who has the least degree of common sense
would attempt to market his product without having some
knowledge of the cost of the same. Therefore, we must accept it as a fact that every manufacturer is endeavoring to
secure information relating to the cost of his product and,
furthermore, that every manufacturer has some method or
kind of a system in figuring his costs. In other words, everyone is striving more or less to obtain proper cost data,
and the purpose of this organization will be to endeavor to
acquaint the businessmen of this country with the best information obtainable on this subject
Edward P. Moxey, Jr.: Major, I'm thrilled that this new
group of accountants can include self -made men like Harry
Whitney, and outstanding women like Lena Mendelsohn,
and me, a Ph.D. from the University of Pennsylvania. I've had
great joy in teaching and in practicing in the field in which
my father was such a significant force. I have focused more
on factory accounting than he has. By the way, he said, "Say
hello to the Major, my good friend."
I think I can help the NA.C.A. and manufacturers by reminding all cost accountants that the principles of factory accounting are always the same, though their application may
vary widely. This must be kept constantly in mind by the accountant and manufacturer, as the ability to adapt the principles of cost accounting to the requirements of a plant is
an important factor in securing its economic handling and
in securing therefrom the best results.
Major Nicholson:Ed, please say "hello" back to your father.
A word may be timely as to some of the benefits that will
accrue to members of this organization, entirely independent of the great object of the spreading and diffusing of cost
accounting knowledge.
The accountant who specializes in cost accounting will be
able to meet from time to time and get acquainted with cost
accountants, who will be eligible as staff men, and, furthermore, he will be able to assist his clients in obtaining cost
accountants for their cost departments.
General members, representing in most cases the businessman, will be able to secure through the association men
to take charge of their cost departments. It is to be hoped
that the membership of this organization will be such that a
manufacturer who desires to employ a professional to devise
a system will be able to find through this organization a man
who, to a very large extent, is qualified to do this work.
Whitney: Amen to that, Major. I'd like to lead you in a chorus
to cheer the Major and this new group. [Harry then leads
the group in a new composition. While Harry was an expert
40
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at playing the Larkin organ, he used his harmonica to get
the right pitch.]
"Once we were accountants who were lost;
Now we have a common thread of cost;
No longer in a ship of CPAs will we be tost."
Gee: Good show, Harry and Major. The pep song brings me
back to my football and baseball days at Swarthmore College. (Harry then leads the chorus in a college fight song.]
As you know, my partner, William Lybrand, could not be
here. He has been concerned about cost accounting since
he started in 1883 as a clerk for Bement and Daugherty, a
machine tool company. In fact, Bill's great-grandfather was
listed in the 1801 New York City Directory as an accountant.
Bill became fascinated with cost accounting, which led
to his entry into public accounting. He remains convinced
that Bement and Daugherty's cost system, designed by
John Francis, was more sophisticated than most companies' in 1919. Francis was a prominent public accountant.
Lybrand has tried to develop cost accounting within the
American Association of Public Accountants and its successor, the American Institute of Accountants, but has failed.
He is very desirous of service to the N.A.C.A. in a leadership capacity.
Major Nicholson: Thanks, Walter, and please tell Bill Lybrand he's got my support as my successor.
Perhaps the greatest benefit to be conferred on any class
of membership will be to the Junior member, for he will receive the full benefits of all knowledge that the organization
has to offer, and he will also be placed in a position to secure
connections with either accounting firms or with manufacturing organizations where he will be able to obtain the practical experience so necessary after acquiring the theory.
The speaker is optimistic enough to believe that this organization is going to be one of the largest and most successful organizations of its kind in the country, especially because of the great need for the spreading of cost accounting
knowledge. But it may be well at this time to point out that
the simple forming of an organization with the highest ideals
mean little or nothing unless the officers and
possible
directors of such an organization are willing to devote and
give their best to it and also to make sacrifices that will be
so necessary if the organization is to accomplish its purpose.
Therefore, I trust that every member who accepts an appointment as officer, director, or member of a committee will do
so with a feeling of deep responsibility to the organization
and to the work to which they are assigned.
It is hoped that at an early date the organization will be
able to establish a monthly journal devoted exclusively to
cost accounting. It is also hoped that chapters of the organization will be established in the principal cities of the country, where monthly discussions and lectures on cost accounting may be arranged. I desire to state at this time that if this
is accomplished and if my health permits I shall be only too
glad to be available for cost accounting talks one or more
times a year at the various chapters. (APPLAUSE)
will
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Mendelsohn: I'd like to thank the Major for his invitation,
his exciting address, and this well -run meeting. I've talked
with Bob Douglas, and we will be forming a Boston chapter
of N.A.C.A. very soon. In fact, the Major has agreed to be
there at the first meeting.
MANAGEMENTACCOUNUNG /JUNE 1994
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NAC A An t h e m
(Tune: Auld Lang Syne)

Scovell: I'll be at that meeting in Boston, too. I want to continue my struggles to have imputed interest on invested
capital made a part of the cost structure and to replace the
direct labor rate method for allocating overhead with the
machine labor rate method, as designed by my former employee, Alexander Hamilton Church. Again, see you in Boston, Major.

We're members of a loyal band
A fellowship so true:
With purpose but to give our best
In all that we may do.
Chorus
NACA we pledge to thee
Our loyal service true
Well give our best to meet the test
NACA. for you.
So all for one and one for all
This spirit will prevail
Join hands and grip in fellowship
True friendship ne'er can fail.

Major Nicholson: Thanks, Clinton. I really look forward to
seeing you, Bob, and Lena in Bean Town.
Castenholz: I look forward, too, to speaking at chapter meetings, especially on drawing attention to controlling distribution and administrative costs. What a great idea, Major, to
develop these local chapters.
Moxey: I hope to be sending a number of my students from
Wharton to attend the meetings of a Philadelphia chapter.
What a great way to Iearn about the real world of industrial
accoun tin g.

Whitney: I've arranged for a photographer to take a picture
of us at the entrance of the Hotel Statler. Come, let's not be
late for the photo. Thanks, all of you, for meeting in my home
city of Buffalo. Let's shuffle off to the entrance. [Harry leads
the group in "Shuffle Off to Buffalo. "] The group then joins
hands and sings the NACA Anthem.
■

Ri chard Vangermeersch, A.D., CMA, CPA, is a professor of

accounting at the University of Rhode Island, He is a member
ofthe Providence (R. L) Chapter, through which thisarticle was
submitted. An expert on the history of cost accounting and the
Institute of Management Accountants, Dr. vangermeersch is
the author of Relevance Rediscovered: Anthologies to Help
Solve Today's and Tomorrow's Problems. He can be reached
at (401) 7924338.
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IMA PIONEERS
FOUR WHO MADE
A DIFFERENCE

Meet some management accountants who made a lasting
impact on IMA.
BY DALE L. FLESHER, CMA
he Institute of Management Accountants (IMA)
has had many leaders during its first 75 years.
Four who made particularly important contributions to the organization and enriched the literature of management accounting are 0. -r.) J. Lee Nicholson,
founder and first president; Stuart Cameron McLeod, the
first employee; Clinton H. Scovell, a founding member and
1925 -26 president; and I. Wayne Keller, the 1953 -54 president. All four were extremely active in the organization
throughout their careers, and all were prolific authors in the
field of management accounting.
Major J. Lee Nicholson (1863 -1924)
Major J. Lee Nicholson was the founder and first president of the National Association of Cost Accountants
(NACA), the forerunner of the organization now known as
the Institute of Management Accountants (IMA). He was
known during his lifetime, and shortly thereafter, as the "father of cost accounting." What did Nicholson do to deserve
such an accolade?
Nicholson was born in Trenton, N.J., in 1863. While he
was very young, the family moved to Pittsburgh, where he
attended public schools and a local business college. His
first job was as an office boy with the Keystone Bridge Company. He soon moved to the engineering department, where
42

he was introduced to cost accounting. He later relocated to
New York and started an accounting practice in 1889 under
the name of J. Lee Nicholson and Company. By the time he
received his CPA certificate in 1901, Nicholson was a well known consultant in the field of cost accounting.
During World War I, Nicholson moved to Washington to
organize a cost unit for the Federal Trade Commission. Later, he was commissioned a major in the Ordnance Department, where he dealt with the many intricate cost problems
associated with cost -plus contracts. After the war, he started
the J. Lee Nicholson Institute of Cost Accounting in Chicago. It was a correspondence school specializing in cost accounting instruction. Nicholson previously had organized
and taught the first cost accounting course at Columbia University (1912 -16). Shortly before his death in 1924, Nicholson moved to California, where he launched an industrial
engineering firm.
Nicholson died November 2, 1924, in San Francisco. According to his obituary published in the November 15, 1924,
issue of the NVACA Bulletin (a forerunner of MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING®), Nicholson conceived of the idea for an organization for cost accountants prior to the beginning of
World War I. The war intervened, and the start-up of the
group was postponed until October 1919, when Nicholson
issued a call for an organizational meeting to accountants in
the Buffalo, N.Y., area.
Being named the NACA's first president was a fitting
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /TUNE 1994
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apex to a career so closely entwined with the history of cost
accounting. Nicholson was prompted to start the NACA by
a controversy with the American Institute of Accountants
(AIA, now AICPA). In 1917, the AIA issued a statement saying that "no selling expenses, interest charges, or administrative expenses are included in the factory overhead cost."
Nicholson was extremely vocal in his opposition to this position because he thought interest should be a production
cost. The following quote from his book Cost Accounting
(1919) illustrates his views:
The question of interest in its relation to cost of production has probably been discussed at more length than any
other subject in cost accounting, and concerning no other
subject is there such a wide difference of opinion.... It
should be noted, however, that 90% of the accountants who
have specialized in cost accounting advocate its inclusion as
a part of cost, and the same percentage prevails among manufacturers generally. The writers personal opinion is that
the full expense of operating a plant should be charged
against the cost of the product, if true costs are to be obtained" [p. 1381.
However, according to the December 1919 issue of the
NACA Bulletin, the controversy was not the sole motivation
for founding the NACA; neither was the above quoted percentage especially accurate. The formation marked the culmination of years of thought on the part of men who had
been working toward the creation of a national organization
to serve all who were interested in cost work. In fact, the majority of the members of the new organization did not support interest inclusion as a production cost. A 1921 membership questionnaire found less than 25% who favored the
inclusion of interest.
Nicholson wrote a number of books that were the standard references of the time. The first, Factory Organization
and Costs, was published in 1909. It was followed by Cost Accounting 7beory and Practice (1913), Cost Accounting (1919),
and Profitable Management (1923). The 1913 volume contained more than 100 pages of blank forms to be used by
cost accountants. He also wrote articles for various business
journals.
Nicholson's books were used widely as references
because they included many forms and synthesized most
aspects of cost accounting. In addition to synthesizing,
Nicholson also was an innovator. Dr. Paul Garner, in his
classic work on the history of cost accounting,' credits
Nicholson with developing several methods of accounting
for scrap that are used widely today. He was also the first
to advocate accounting for costs on a departmental basis. In
addition, Nicholson popularized the use of perpetual
inventories through his development of ledger cards with
spaces for both values and amounts, purchases and
requisitions, and ending inventories. These concepts seem
routine today, but they were unknown before J. Lee
Nicholson.
The IMA established an annual J. Lee Nicholson Award
in 1972 to honor the inaugural president, but even most IMA
members probably are not familiar with the contributions of
the man. Besides being the IMA's founder and first president, he was an author and cost accounting innovator.
Stuart Cameron McLeod (1885 -1944)
The only accounting organization to bear the name of an
individual is the Stuart Cameron McLeod Society—a subsidiary organization of the IMA composed of former MIA naMANAGEMENTACCOUNTING /JUNE 1994
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tional officers and directors. (The McLeod Society was
known originally as the Spot Club but changed its name in
1958.) The Society sponsors continuing education programs
for its members and assists the IMA in numerous organizational matters. Its annual meetings are inspirational
events opened with bagpipe music. Who was this man who
lent his name to an organization?
McLeod was a Canadian of Scottish ancestry born in Almonte, Ontario, a small town near Ottawa, on Feb. 22, 1885.
He was the NACA's first full -time employee and managed
the organization from its founding in 1919 until his death on
April 15, 1944. Officially, his title was Secretary, but he was
better known as "Doc" because he held a Ph.D. from Harvard. He had begun his career as a salesman with the Standard Oil Company and later Gulf Refining Company. After
earning his doctorate in 1913, McLeod taught in the School
Of Commerce, Accounting & Finance at New York University. In the fall of 1919, he met IMA's founder, J. Lee Nicholson, who convinced him to work for the new organization
of cost accountants.
McLeod was a promoter and a salesman. He recognized
the growth potential in cost accounting and used his personality to convince others of the career possibilities in the field
and of the necessity for joining an organization such as the
NACA. McLeod has been described as "not only intelligent;
he was a genial, humorous, convivial soul, who enjoyed immense personal popularity. "j His periodic attendance at
NACA chapter meetings throughout the country were considered major events by the membership. He seemingly attended a half dozen or more chapter meetings each month
and in the early years visited every local chapter at least
annually.
In the early days, McLeod was the writer, editor, and
publisher of almost everything that appeared in the monthly
journal, the NACA Bulletin. Most of the early material consisted of questions from members, with answers by McLeod. As more articles from outside authors became available,
an editor, Roy B. Kester, was hired, but McLeod continued
to provide many short items for the journal. Beginning with
the April 1, 1928, issue, McLeod's comments were grouped
in a section called The Secretary's Corner." This column
was to be "devoted not only to accounting but also to subjects of general interest such as philosophy, ethics, temperance, prohibition and public morals." "The Secretary's Corner" appeared every month thereafter through the April 15,
1944, issue (the same day that McLeod died). Before obtaining his doctorate, McLeod had been a newspaperman in
Canada (his father was the publisher of the Almonte newspaper). This experience was evident by the outstanding humor and storytelling ability displayed in his "Secretary's
Comer."
Interestingly, despite McLeod's support for the management accounting profession, he may not have had the disposition to be an accountant. In his "Secretary's Report" in
the Dec. 1, 1929, Bulletin, McLeod stated: "I am not constituted temperamentally to make reports. I find it difficult to
keep myself interested in things that are finished. I get a
great deal more pleasure out of thinking about the things
that are going to happen. What good are annual reports anyway?" [pp. 426 -4301
In retrospect, this attitude may have made McLeod a pioneer in management accounting circles. His emphasis on
the future is much of what modern management accounting
is all about.
43
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SPREADING THE GOSPEL
cLeod often related stories of his visits to chapter
meetings and sometimes summarized the messages provided by the after- dinner speakers, thus
spreading the word of local innovations throughout the nation. One of McLeod's greatest accomplishments was the
competitive system for NACA chapters (essentially the
same as today's IMA chapter competition). Points were
awarded for various achievements, for example, the production of technical papers presented at chapter meetings that
were of sufficient quality to be published in the NACA
Bulletin.

Anecdotes about members were a part of nearly every
column McLeod wrote. The following
anecdote, which appeared in the "Secretary's Corner" on Jan. 15, 1930, is indicative of McLeod's wry sense of humor:
"A burglar broke into Horace Crockett's
[a national director] house in Glenridge
a couple of weeks ago and stole all his silverware. This was a tough break for Horace, but a rather significant compliment
to the accounting profession. No intelligent burglar of the Victorian era would
ever have thought of breaking into an accountant's home." [pp. 638-6401
McLeod annually wrote an extensive
introduction to the membership of each
new NACA president and was responsible for writing the obituaries of noted NACA members.
McLeod also would tell about personal events that occurred
during his trips to the local chapters. Once, in 1929, while
McLeod was attending a chapter meeting at the Adelphia
Hotel in Philadelphia, his love of brew and his entertaining
personality were the subject of a drama engineered by members of the Philadelphia Chapter. Three "detectives" entered the meeting room and said they were searching for
someone. McLeod turned out to be the object of the search.
The detectives proceeded to frisk the distinguished McLeod in front of the group. McLeod later wrote: "Much to my
embarrassment I was discovered to have a flask of what
looked as though it might be an intoxicating beverage on
my person. I was not so much embarrassed over the discovery as I was over the fact that I did not know it was there.
... It was an amusing stunt." [ "Secretary's Corner," NACA
Bulletin,Oct. 15, 1929, p. 214]
Following the decline in the economy as a result of the
stock market crash in 1929, McLeod often wrote on the economic issues of the 1930s. His columns were always positive
in tone; he always foresaw the end of the Depression. For
example, in one column he observed that the Depression of
1932 could not be nearly as bad as the one in 1816 because
in the earlier year there had been no summer. There had
been ice and snow in every month of 1816 due to the eruption of a volcano in Java.
In November 1932, McLeod's column was devoted to the
subject of unemployment. His conclusion was that people
should make themselves so indispensable to their employers that they would not lose their jobs. Continuing education
was McLeod's suggestion for making a person indispensable. He wrote: "Every man owes it to himself, to his family
and to his associates to devote each year a portion of his
time to the development of his abilities and the improve-
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ment of his capacity to serve the organization to which he
belongs." [pp. 394-3961
This recommendation may not seem so innovative today,
but in 1932, continuing education was not as well known and
accepted.
McLeod's name is memorialized in the name of the Stuart Cameron McLeod Society. Since 1972 the organization
has given an annual McLeod Society Trophy to the IMA
chapter that finishes third in chapter competition.
In summary, Doc McLeod was the heart of IMA during
the organization's first quarter century. Perhaps he did not
invent new managerial accounting techniques, but he
spread the news of the findings through his writings and local chapter visits and through the competition system he developed, which encouraged a managerial
accounting literature base. By his force ful and beloved personality he impleaS
mented the organization started by J.
Lee Nicholson and fostered the growth
of a profession.

Doe McLeod w
the heart oflMA
during the
organization's
first
quarter Century
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Clinton Homer Scovell (1876 -1926)
A charter member and the 1925 -26
president of the NACA was Clinton
Homer Scovell, a prominent CPA and author of two books and several articles on
cost accounting. Whereas Nicholson
published innovative ideas, Scovell was
concerned with uniformity and the widespread use of cost accounting systems.
Essentially, Scovell took the best practices of the time and
codified them for all to implement.
Scovell attended the NACA organizational meeting in
Buffalo in 1919. He probably was influenced to join by the
concern he shared with J. Lee Nicholson as to the proper
treatment of interest costs in the accounts. Scovell served
as a national director or officer from the time of the organization's founding until his death. He was a theoretician who
carefully thought out justifications for proposed changes in
management accounting practices and then used those justifications to spread the gospel of effective costing systems.
Unfortunately, he died while still in his prime on December
31, 1926, at the age of 50, shortly after giving up the NACA
presidency.
Scovell was born in Manchester, N.H., on July 15, 1876.
He received his bachelor's degree from Harvard in 1903 and
his master's degree the following year. His first job was with
the Great Northern Railroad in St. Paul, Minn. In 1907, he
entered public accounting with the New York firm of Gunn,
Richards & Company. In 1909, he passed the CPA examination and the following year organized his own firm in Boston— Clinton H. Scovell & Company. The firm became the
well-known Scovell, Wellington & Company in 1916.3 During World War I, Scovell worked with General Goethals in
the reorganization of the Quartermasters Department. Later, he worked for both the Massachusetts and New Hampshire state governments, at the request of the governors,
conducting investigations of various state bureaus.
Scovell's primary interest was cost accounting. It was
said of him by Stuart Cameron McLeod that "a great deal
of the progress which has been made in the development
of cost work by the trade associations during the last fifteen
years was directly due to his personal influence."4 He wrote
two books on the subject: Cost Accounting and Burden ApMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTINGAUNE 1994
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plication (1916) and Interest Asa Cost (1924).In addition, he
regularly gave speeches on the subject of costing, and his
firm published many booklets on cost accounting for various industry associations. Many of these booklets were designed to stimulate uniformity in cost accounting practice.
Scovell's first cost accounting publication was a 1912
Journal of Accountancy article, but it was his 1914 article in
the same journal that seemingly popularized him as a leader
in the cost accounting movement. He already must have
been viewed as an authority, however, because the 1914 article was based on a 1913 speech to the annual convention
of the National Association of Machine Too] Builders. This
speech had been published in the 1913 Annual Report of the
National Association of Machine Tool Builders and the October 30, 1913, issue of The Iron Age. It also was published in
the June 1, 1927, NACA Bulletin. (Interested readers can
find the speech reprinted in Relevance Rediscovered, Vol. I,
IMA,1990)
The 1914 article, with the somewhat lengthy title "Cost
Accounting Practice with Special Reference to Machine
Hour Rate," was reprinted widely. It pointed out the essentials of a cost system for a machine tool or manufacturing
plant, with emphasis on the theory and practice of using a
machine -hour rate for allocating overhead. Scovell advocated the use of a different machine -hour rate for each and every machine (a cost - driver approach). When the material
was given as a speech, Scovell invited the audience to cross examine him on the contents. The ensuing discussion accompanies the published article.
One of the points brought out in the discussion was the
economic benefits to society brought about when a company used a cost accounting system to assist in setting prices.
For the best allocation of resources within a society, prices
should be based on costs. Because manufacturers must sell
their products in competition with all other competing manufacturers, the price must be based on the long -run efficient
manufacturing cost.
One anomaly that the audience could not agree with was
Scovell's assertion that overhead (burden) on machines not
used in a particular period should be charged directly to
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profit and loss and not to production. Scovell argued that
such costs had nothing to do with the cost of the product
sold; therefore such costs should not be considered in determining the cost of the products produced. In other
words, the overhead costs attributable to unused machines
would be treated as period costs similar to general and administrative expenses. A member of the audience argued
that under this method a company could sell all of its products at a profit but still end up with a loss for the year.
Scovell's counter argument in favor of this approach was
that a large charge for unused machinery, which should be
reviewed monthly, would alert management to the fact that
some capacity was not being utilized. To charge production
with idle capacity charges would hide the fact that management was not using its resources properly.
A member of the audience responded: "All this segregation of burden is beautiful enough, is very correct and all
right, but it seems to me that a great deal of it is of no use,
if at the end of the year you are simply going to charge it
to profit and loss.... [Wlhile it is all right to keep this accounting system, I think regarding unearned burden you
have to know about what it is going to average, or you will
not know how much you may have to charge to profit and
loss at the end of the year."'
Scovell was not dissuaded by the objections, as he continued to hold to his views throughout the remainder of his
life. However, he was not able to persuade too many others
to follow his lead on the allocation of overhead. This attention to average overhead applications rather than individualized rates is one that hung on for another 70 or so years.
Scovell was obviously ahead of his time with respect to using cost drivers for overhead application purposes. He was
also ahead of his time in his mention of a forerunner of direct (variable) costing in the article, although that topic was
merely referred to briefly during the discussion.
Many of Scovell's articles would be just as appropriate today as they were in the first quarter of the 20th century. He
was concerned that foreign competition would take over
American markets if U.S. manufacturers did not implement
better cost systems. He was particularly concerned with the

As the first IMA secretary, "Doc" McLeod (far right), traveled around the country visiting old chapters and forming new ones, he always
found time for golfing. This picture was taken at the 1934 Annual Conference in Cleveland.
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proper application of a machine -hour rate, a matter that is
still of concern to modem management accountants. He also encouraged the use of scientific management, a technique that was only then becoming popular.
Scovell stated that one of the most conspicuous uses of
good cost accounting was for intelligent pricing. He argued
that a great deal of manufactured product was being sold at
less than cost. Despite the obvious use of a cost accounting
system for price - setting purposes, he felt that it had even
greater value as a means for business self-analysis.' He felt
that businessmen intuitively might be able to arrive at labor
and material costs with some degree of accuracy, but an organized cost accounting system was necessary for the proper distribution of overhead burden. He recognized that overhead application was not a simple process but one that
involved differing amounts of cost for different types of cost
drivers. For instance, he noted that one firm that had a large
number of automated machines used efficiency charts to
charge overhead to the jobs performed according to the cost
of the effective operation of each machine.' Scovell did not,
however, give any details with regard to the technique.
Clinton Scovell was a pioneer in the popularization of cost
accounting in the United States. Through his writings, he
made American industry appreciate how a good costing system can be a competitive tool. He saw cost accounting as a
way of securing American industrial leadership.
I. Wayne Keller (1908 -1987)
According to a recent study conducted in preparation for
IMA's 75th anniversary, the greatest contributor to the development of management accounting thought was Isaac
Wayne Keller, the 1953 -54 president of IMA.8 At the time of
his presidency, he was assistant controller of Armstrong
Cork Co. in Lancaster, Pa.
Keller was born in York, Pa., in 1908. He graduated from
Elizabethtown College in Pennsylvania and joined Armstrong Cork in 1930 as a cost accountant. He had joined the
Reading Chapter of NACA in 1931 and later transferred to
the Lancaster Chapter when it was formed.
Keller wrote many articles for a variety of professional
journals, including at least two dozen published in MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTINGS or its predecessors, the NACA
Bulletin and the NAA Bulletin. He won his first Lybrand Silver Medal in 1951 for an outstanding article published in
IMA's journal. He later was to win two more silver medals,
a gold medal, and five Certificates of Merit — altogether an
unequalled achievement within IMA.
By 1957, Keller was controller at Armstrong Cork and
the author of a textbook titled Management Accounting for
Profit Control, which included many of the ideas contained
in his early articles. That book presented a coordinated cost
accounting and budgetary planning and control system,
which the management accountant could use to guide management in its decision making.
A second edition of the book was published in 1966 with
William Ferrara as coauthor. On the title page, Keller was
listed as 'Vice President of International Operations (Formerly Controller)" at Armstrong Cork. Keller retired from
the company in 1967.
Keller's written contributions were spread over a long period of time. The first of his two dozen IMA - published articles appeared in the NACA Bulletin of November 15, 1939.
His final publication in MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING®
came 37 years later in the November 1976 issue. In between,
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he published many articles in the journals of other organizations and chapters in several books. He was also a speaker
at the Eighth International Congress of Accountants in 1962.
The innovations described in his articles became standard
industry practice.
Keller's contributions centered primarily in the areas of
standard costing and budgeting. In addition to writing articles and speeches, he served as chairman of the Institute's
Committee on Research for several years. Some of IMA's
most important research publications, dealing primarily
with standard costing, were published during Keller's chairmanship. Consequently, his influence on the development
of budgeting and standard costing emanated not only from
his own publications but from those of others whom he
shepherded through the research process.
Keller was a much - sought -after speaker during much of
his career. According to his obituary in the June 1987 issue
of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING ®, "His ability to communicate complex ideas in a forceful and clear manner was well
appreciated by those members who heard him speak at
chapter meetings, regional conferences, and at annual conferences. For several years he was asked to give the invocation at NAA Annual Conferences, a responsibility that he
carried out with his usual grace and eloquence.... The legacy of I. Wayne Keller— Mister NAA—is part of the rich intellectual heritage of the Association that he loved. NAA
members will not soon forget this giant in the management
accounting profession." [p. 671
To honor Keller, the IMA established the I. Wayne Keller
Trophy in 1970. It is awarded to the chapter making the
most improvement in the Warner Trophy competition.
J. Lee Nicholson, Stuart Cameron McLeod, Clinton Scovell, and I. Wayne Keller were four of the most prolific management accounting authors of the 20th century. All worked
as management accountants at one time or another during
their careers, and all were extremely active in IMA.
Through their work with the organization, these people
made the IMA what it is today. Through their writings, they
made management accounting what it is today.
■
Dale L. Flesher, Ph.D., CMA, CPA, isArthurAndersen Alumni
Professor in the School ofAccountancy ofthe University of Mississippi.He is a member ofthe Northeast Mississippi Chapter,
through which this article was submitted. He can be reached
at (601) 232 -7623.
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When you pit contribution margin againstfull cost allocation

it's not just peanuts anymore.
Monies De Oco /FPG

BYROYC. SKINNER

cost allocation approach generates absurd results and that the

emember the old story of Joe
the restaurateur and his rack
of peanuts? Joe has just started selling bags of peanuts in
his diner for $1 each. His only variable
cost is the purchase price of 60 cents
a bag. His only direct fixed cost is depreciation on a $250 display rack,
which would represent a trivial amount
per bag (and, probably, per year). His
accountant /efficiency expert argues
that he should allocate to the peanuts
a share of all the costs involved in operating the restaurant, including rent
on the premises and the cook's salary.
That would produce a total cost of
$6.60 a bag, based on sales of 50 bags
a week for 52 weeks a year. The inference that readers are clearly expected
to draw from the story is that the full

co n t rib u tio n

m a rgin

ap-

proach is the one to use.
Th e o nl y o th er d at a
that readers are given
are that the rack of
peanuts occupies
one square foot of
co u n t er s p ace
out of 60 and
that
th e
counter
business of the diner, apart from the sale of
peanuts, generates ( "grosses ")
$150,000 revenue a year. The numerical data can be summarized as shown
in Table 1.
As the accountant /efficiency expert clearly is a traditionalist, it is a
reasonable inference that he or she

Per Year
Counter Business

Peanuts
Revenue
Less cost of
goods sold

$1 x 50 bags x 52 weeks = $ 2.600
1,560

?

1,040

?

Less expenses

15,630

?

Net profit/(loss)

14,590

?

60% =

Gross profit

Counter space
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$150,000

1 square foot

59 square feet

� j
/

ould have
allocated the
expenses on the
revenue
or counter
bas is of
ei t h er

space or a mixture of
the two. That being so,
the expenses allocated to
th e co u n t er bu s i nes s
must have been $901,730 a
year (being $150,000 _ 2,600 x
$15,630) if allocated by revenue,
or $922,170 (being 59 sq. ft. _ 1
sq. ft. x $15,630) if allocated by area. Taking an average of these two
allocations, and assuming that the
gross profit on the counter business
is also 40% of revenue, the annual results for the diner are as shown in Table 2.
If "gross" in the story means the
gross profit of the counter business
rather than its revenue, that makes the
figures even more ridiculous. Keeping
the assumptions of the same gross
profit rate on both types of business
and the allocation of expenses by a
mixture of sales revenue (or gross
profit, which would give the same result) and counter space, then the net
loss of the business would be $1.5 million a year.
As an anecdote, the story of Joe is
quite amusing. As an illustration of
cost accounting, it is very poor. What
would the numerical data have looked
like if they had been more sensible? If
they had been designed to show that
the counter business earned a net
profit of, say, 10% of sales revenue, the
figures for the peanuts would have inMANAGEMENCACCOUNTING /JUNE 1994

AREACTIVITIESPERIPHERAL
ORCORE?
he main distinction that needs to
be made in this case is not between the short run and the long
run but between peripheral and core
activities in the long run. If just the
sale of 2,600 bags of peanuts a year is
involved, it is difficult to see how that
will affect such costs as rent on the
premises. The correct approach would
be to compute the contribution margin. Long -run incremental cost would
not be materially different from short-

run incremental cost. Usually the correct method would be to compute the
product margin (or segment margin)
because any direct fixed costs of the
new activity (probably trivial in Joe's
case) would need to be deducted from
the contribution margin.
But suppose Joe's new line of business turns out to be not just peanuts,
but snack foods. Then he might start
selling other types of nuts, various flavors of corn chips and potato chips,
and a range of chocolate and candy
bars. Joe probably would find himself
with a significant inventory control
task, the necessity to assign more
space to the new activity, and a need
to use marketing time and skill on it.
In these circumstances, the best approximation to long -run incremental
cost available to him could be allocated full cost. For decision making, cost
needs to be not only incremental but
also future —and Joe is unlikely to be
able to predict how complex the new
activity will be if it does become a
snack food operation.
This line of reasoning is consistent
with the philosophy underlying cost volume -profit analysis. The essential
condition for use of contribution margin alone is not the short run but that
the activity is peripheral. It may make
sense, for example, for a business to
adopt as a policy sale at less than full
cost on a minority of its orders for a
particular product, but that strategy is
unlikely to make sense for its core
business. Selling regularly at less than
full cost in overseas markets, as an alternative to reducing capacity, sometimes can be justified from a marketing perspective, but it is a very
dubious practice if exporting represents core business.
In an attempt to proselytize in favor
of the contribution margin approach,
the author of the Joe story has missed
the opportunity to make some useful
points —to distinguish between the

V A
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dicated about the same net margin in
comparison with a gross profit (that is,
contribution margin) of 40%. If the figures had been even more realistic,
they might have indicated that the peanuts made a good gross profit but a
modest net loss after a full allocation of
expenses, which then would have
raised in a sensible manner the issue
that the story in actuality handles so
badly.
Which of the two approaches is the
correct one in this case? All the textbooks tell us that cost - volume -profit
analysis is short-run analysis, but Joe
is making a permanent addition to his
business. Traditional cost accounting
embodies a full allocation approach as
does activity-based costing (although
not necessarily allocation to units of
product). An interesting debate on
such issues appears in an article by
Robert Kaplan and others.l The arguments for full cost allocation are summarized in one of my articles.2 The
most relevant argument in this case
for allocating a business's common
fixed costs over its activities is that it
is likely to supply the best available estimate of the long -run incremental
cost of each activity. But, in Joe's case,
is it likely that any of the common
fixed costs will change —even in the
long run?

dynamic asset
• Rapidly calculate depreciation using
any method for unlimited assets
plus:
• Automatically post all transactions to
proper General Ledger accounts
• Fully account for leased assets and all
physical asset activity
• Provide key data for Activity Based
Costing and for minimizing taxes
For the full story on this completely open,
100% ORAC1.0 based answer to your fixed
asset needs, call Axtell today:

1- 800 - 678 -6535
Axtell Development Corporation
360 N. Hayden Road, Scottsdale, AZ 85257

Tel. (602) 255 -0508
Fax (602) 970 -6355

Circle No. 22
long run and the short run, between
contribution margin and product margin, and in particular, between peripheral and core activities. We have to be
careful lest we're fooled by an old confidence trick.
■
Note: At present, the most accessible story of Joe can be found in Charles T.
Horngren and George Foster, Cost Ac-

counting—a Managerial Emphasis,
7th ed., Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs,
N.J., 1991, pp. 521 -523.
Roy C. Skinner is senior lecturer in accounting at Monash University in Clayton, Victoria, Australia. He holds an
M.A. degree from Oxford University and

is an associate member of the Chartered
Institute of Management Accountants
in the UK.
Peanuts
nue

Counter Business

Total

$ 2.600

$150,000

$152,600

1,560

90,000

91,560

1,040

60,000

61,040

expenses

15,630

911.950

927,580

Net profit/(loss)

$1(4,590)

($851,950)

$866,540

cost of goods sold
profit (40 %)
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1R.S.

,

Kaplan, J.K. Shank, C.T. Horngren, G. Bber,
W.L. Ferrara, and M.A. Robinson, "Contribution
Margin Analysis: No Longer Relevant /Strategic
Cost Management: the New Paradigm," Journal of
Managemext Accounting Research,Fall 1990.
2
R.C. Skinner, "Cost Allocation in Management and
Financial Accounting," International JournalofAccounting, Spring 1986.
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FAX SURVEY RESULTS

CAREERPROSPECTS:

SUNNY
anagement accountants generally are optimistic about
their careers
but plan to
continue to
take continuing education courses,
network, and seek certification, according to the results of the latest IMA
fax questionnaire survey, which was
published in the April issue.
After a wave of reorganizations and
downsizing that eliminated many accounting jobs in industry, prospects for
accountants in 1994 seem to have stabilized, Although a fax survey does not
constitute a true random sample of the
IMA membership, it does help clarify
emerging trends. Of those currently
employed, approximately 68% in the
sample said their company would keep
the same number of accountants in
1994. Another 27% said their company
would downsize the accounting function this year and /or outsource their
accounting responsibilities. About 5%
said their company would hire more
management accountants this year.
Only 11% of those responding to the
survey indicated that they were not
currently employed in a full-time position. Most of those members who lost
their jobs said that it was because their
company reduced the accounting staff.
One member reported, "I was laid off
three times in three years due to corporate downsizings." Another said he
had been out of a job three years but
was "reasonably optimistic about my
ability to succeed in the workplace."
Two thirds of those responding
were "reasonably optimistic" about
their ability to succeed in the workplace. But 20% were depressed with the
state of the economy and their prospects for career advancement. Some
reasons cited for this attitude were per-

IVX
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ceived racial and gender barriers, age
discrimination, the downsizing movement, and politics and demographics.
One member still seeking a permanent
job said, "I believe the nature of the
field has changed due to the widespread use of the personal computer,
so that tasks which used to be performed by an accountant can now be
done by the high school graduate with
knowledge of a particular piece of software." But he adds, "The accountant is
in an excellent position to assume a
management position."
A large percentage of those responding had either the CMA, CPA or
other designation. About 18% of the
IMA membership now are CMAs.
In answer to the question, "What
steps are you taking to achieve career
success ? ", most checked off continuing education. The next largest response was the category networking,
followed by certification (see figure).
Asked what special skills were

needed to succeed, many respondents
pointed to "communications" and "people skills." The next most frequent answer was "computer skills." One member wrote that what was needed was
the "ability to adapt to change and stay
current." Another suggested three elements:
• Positive attitude,
• Continuous desire to learn and
grow, and
• Long -range vision.
The optimistic outlook that
emerged from the fax survey results is
reflected in the findings of the Fifth Annual Salary Survey of IMA members.
On the average, member salaries and
total compensation increased 5% over
1992, but the survey shows that women's salaries still lag considerably behind men's compensation. For a complete analysis of the IMA salary survey
results, see page 23.

WHATSTEPSAREYOUTAKINGTOACHIEVECAREERSUCCESS?
11 0 0
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WHATARE
THECOSTSOF
VARIABILITY?

Knowing the answer is key to a company's questforquality.

CS

BY HAROLD P.ROTH, CMA,AND
THOMAS L.ALBRIGHT,CPA
Certificate of Merit, 1992 -93
ero defects and robust quality
are two quality philosophies
used to help U.S. companies
compete in the global marketplace. An important measure in any
quality philosophy is the cost of product variability.
Although variation among products
may affect the consumers' perceptions
of quality, the importance of consistency to a producer depends on the quality philosophy it follows. For example,
with a zero defects philosophy the only cost attributed to variation occurs
when products fall outside the specification limits. Thus, the cost of variation depends on whether the product
can be reworked, if there are constraints on production, and the distance between product specification
limits.
On the other hand, a robust quality
program claims that any variation is
undesirable and causes costs to be incurred by the manufacturer, consumer, or society. An estimate of these
costs is provided by the quality loss
function.

TWOPHILOSOPHIES
he term "quality" has many different meanings depending on
the context used. When quality is
used to describe products, it may
mean "conforming to specifications"
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JUNE 1994
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Sony's plant in San Diego Illustrates one quality philosophy.

or "fitness for use." Although these
two definitions may mean the same
thing to many people, they have different implications for how quality is evaluated and the importance of product
variability.
The philosophy underlying the
"conformance to specifications" definition generally leads to a zero defects

approach to quality while the "fitness
for use" philosophy leads to a robust
quality approach.'
The role of product variability in
evaluating quality depends on whether the company has adopted a zero defects or a robust quality philosophy.
With a zero defects philosophy, the allowable variation is defined by specifi51

cation limits, and any variation within
those limits is acceptable. According
to the robust quality philosophy, any
variation from a target value represents a condition that is less than ideal, with potential economic consequences. Thus, robustness is the
result of meeting exact targets consistently —not from always staying within
tolerances.
In turn, the cost of variation also depends on the philosophy. Generally,
companies that adopt a zero defects
philosophy will not attribute any cost
to variability if the product is within
specification limits. But the robust
quality proponent will assign a cost to
variability whenever a product varies
from a target. Companies following a
robust quality philosophy believe any
variation from target results in a loss.
Furthermore, greater losses will occur
as the variation from target becomes
larger.

VARIABILITYFROMTARGET
case study at the Sony Corporation supports the idea that a relationship exists between variability and the zero defects and robust
quality philosophies.2 The study involved the color density of television
sets produced in two manufacturing
facilities —one in San Diego and the
other in Tokyo.
The color density distribution associated with the output of each manufacturing site is illustrated in Figure 1.
Three reference points: the lower
specification limit, target value, and
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upper specification limit appear on the
horizontal axis of the graph.
Generally, Sony considers any television set with color density measurement less than the lower specification
limit or greater than the upper specification limit to be defective. However,
the approach to quality differs between the two plants.
Sony of Tokyo strives to produce at
the target value and does not inspect
each unit. Thus, some out -of -spec
units are shipped to customers, as evidenced by the tails of the distribution
that fall outside the specification limits. In contrast, Sony of San Diego uses
100% inspection to ensure that the televisions fall within the specification limits and to prevent the shipment of defective units to distributors.
After studying the output of the
plants, Sony discovered that although
the number of defective units was similar in both manufacturing plants, the
variation around the target specification was not. As shown in Figure 1,
there is less variation in the televisions
produced in the Tokyo plant because
more sets are near the target value.
The distribution of color densities
from the San Diego plant (which is
shown by the rectangular distribution)
indicates greater variability than that
of the Tokyo plant because more sets
fall farther away from the target value.
Customers who purchased television sets manufactured by Sony of Tokyo reported greater satisfaction and
filed fewer warranty claims than those
who purchased products manufactured by Sony of San Diego. The les-

son to Sony was clear variation from
the target specification of a critical
component has implications for customer satisfaction and, therefore,
costs.

COSTOFVARIABILITY
here are many costs associated
with variability in product attributes. For example, raw material
costs will be higher if products use
more materials than specified by engineering standards (for example, the
target value). Likewise, variability in
material thickness or weight may result in added wear on downstream machines that cause more maintenance
and repair costs.
Also, products that exceed material
usage targets may have higher delivery costs because they weigh more
than the target weight. However,
these costs are not attributed to variability with the zero defects philosophy. Instead, costs of variability are
recognized only when a product falls
outside the specification limits. When
products meet specifications, they are
assumed to meet the customers' requirements.
The costs incurred when products
fall outside the specification limits depend on three factors: whether the
product can be reworked or repaired,
production constraints, and where
specification limits are set.
When products fall outside the
specification limits, it may be less costly to rework or repair them than to discard them. When products are reworked and then sold, there is no loss
of the materials and parts that comprise the final product. In addition, disposal costs are reduced or avoided by
the producer, so costs are generally
lower if rework is possible.
The constraints that exist in the
production process also affect the
cost. If excess capacity exists and additional units can be produced to replace nonconforming products, the
costs incurred because a product fails
to meet specifications depend on
whether the nonconforming unit is
sold or discarded. But if additional
units cannot be produced, then the
cost of variability includes an opportunity cost for the lost sales. Thus, the
economic costs of lost production are
higher when there are constraints
than if no constraints exist.
A paper manufacturer provides an
example of the costs of variability in a
capacity- constrained environment.3 A
study was conducted to understand
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JUNE 1994

the sources of variation in the quality
of paperboard output. The variables
studied included crews, shifts, grades
Of product, rest interval between
shifts, and whether a product was produced immediately following a grade
change. The variability and cost data
that resulted from the study had strategic implications for the company.
Because the company was operating in a capacity- constrained environment, the cost accountants developed
a product cost analysis that captured
the economic cost of a unit of product
that was lost as a result of variability in
the manufacturing process. The cost
included the variable cost of materials
and overhead pess any pulp or chemicals that could be recovered through
reworking the product), a fixed cost allocation, and the lost contribution margin (a surrogate for the opportunity
cost from producing a defective product in a capacity- constrained environment).
The revised cost numbers had strategic implications for the product mix
manufactured by the plant. By analyzing the cost of each grade of product,
the company discovered that the cost
of certain grades far exceeded the selling price.
For example, the company learned
that the production of uncoated paperboard resulted in a much larger proportion of defective units than that of
coated paperboard. This knowledge
helped the company analyze the strategic implications of manufacturing a
product that exhibits extreme variation in the quality of production by atMANAGEMENTACCOU"NG /JUNE 1994

taching a cost to products exhibiting
high rates of variability.
CALCULATINGTHECOSTS
arious costs are incurred when
products fall outside the specification limits. These include outof-pocket costs such as costs of inspection and rework.
If the product can be sold as a firstquality unit after the rework, these
out -of- pocket costs are the total costs
of variability. If the reworked unit cannot be sold as a first -quality unit, then
the cost of variability also may include
an opportunity cost. The opportunity
cost will be relevant if the second -quality item replaces a sale for a first -quality item. In this case, the opportunity
cost of variability is the difference between the contribution margin of the
first - quality product and the actual
contribution margin.
If a product falls outside the specification limits, cannot be reworked,
and must be scrapped, then the cost of
variability includes the materials, labor, and other costs incurred in producing the product. In addition, any
cost incurred in disposing of the product also is a cost of variability.
To illustrate the computation of
costs that are caused by variability, assume a company is producing a product that sells for $50 per unit. The variable production cost is $20, and the
unit contribution margin is $30. During the last month, the company manufactured 100,000 units that used all
the available machine hours. All units

produced are sold.
The weight is a critical dimension
for this product. The target value for
the weight is 20 kg, and the specification limits are set at plus or minus 2
kg. For the units produced last month,
the weights followed a normal distribution with an average of 20 kg and a
standard deviation of 0.8 kg. Figure 2
illustrates the distribution of the
weights from this production process.
As shown in Figure 2, most of the
weights fall between 18 and 22 kg and,
therefore, conform to the specifications. However, some of the weights
are above the upper specification limit
of 22 kg, and some are below the lower
specification limits of 18 kg. These
units that fall in the tails of the distribution are nonconforming. To determine the number of nonconforming
units, a z -value is calculated, and a table for areas under the normal curve
is consulted to determine the portion
in the tails of the distribution.4
For this example, the calculated zvalue shows that the specification limit
is 2.5 standard normal deviates from
the mean (see Figure 2). With z equal
to 2.5, a table for the area under the
normal curve shows that 0.0062% of
the observations exceed 22 kg. Because the distribution is symmetrical,
an equal portion falls below the lower
specification limit of 18 kg. Thus, the
number of nonconforming products
manufactured last month was 1,240
[100,000 (2 x 0.0062) J.
The cost attributed to the variability
of these 1,240 units depends on their
disposal. If the units can be reworkeds
for $12 a unit and then sold for the normal sales price of $50, the cost of variability is equal to the rework cost. But

There was greater variability in color
densities of TVs manufactured in the San
Diego plant.
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Sales price per first - quality unit
Sales price per second- quality unit
Variable production cost per unit
Normal contribution margin per unit
Rework cost per unit
Disposal cost per unit
Rework
Cost

Unit is reworked
and sold for $50

Lost
Contribution
Margin

Unit
Cost
$12

$12

1

Unit is reworked
and sold for $45

12

$20

Unit cannot be
reworked and has
a $5 disposal cost

2b

_

Unit cannot be
reworked and has
no disposal cost

if the products only can be sold for $45
a unit, there is also an opportunity cost
of $5 per unit, for a total cost of $17. If
the product cannot be reworked, then
the relevant cost of variability is the
variable production cost, the opportunity cost, and any disposal cost.
Table 1 summarizes the cost of
variability for various conditions. The
total cost of variability for this product
can be calculated by multiplying the
unit cost by the number of nonconforming units. With 1,240 nonconforming units during the month, the
cost of variability could range from a
low of $14,880 ($12 x 1,240) if the units
are reworked and sold as first -quality
units to a high of $68,200 ($55 x 1,240)
if the units cannot be reworked and
must be disposed of at a cost of $5 per
unit.
This example shows how organizations might estimate their costs of
variability when they manufacture
products that do not conform to specifications. But it ignores any costs incurred because products vary within
the specification limits and any costs
incurred by consumers because of
variability in the products.
Thus, the philosophy of zero defects may understate the total cost of
product variability. The quality loss
function provides an alternative way to
measure the cost of variability that is
consistent with the robust quality
philosophy.
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Disposal
Cost

$5

W
17

30

50

30
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_

Condition

Variable
Production
Cost

] 1 2

$5

A

QUALITYLOSS FUNCTION
he quality loss function (QLF) is
a part of the Taguchi quality phi losophy.6 The QI.F is based on
the idea that any variability from a target value causes a loss to society.
Thus, his proponents believe that any
variability is costly even if the products still fall within the specification
limits.
There are several variations of the
quality loss function, and the appropri-

ate one depends on how quality is
measured. In the example presented
earlier, the quality characteristic
(weight) represents a nominal- is-better function. In other words, the target
value of 20 kg is the nominal value,
and production should strive to manufacture products weighing 20 kg. Any
variation from this value results in a
loss under the quality loss function.
The quality loss function is a quadratic function where costs increase
as the actual product characteristic deviates from the target value. Figure 3
shows the quality loss function for the
nominal -is- better case, and Table 2
presents the formula for measuring
the quality loss for an individual unit.
To determine the total loss for a period using the quality loss function, an
average loss per unit can be calculated
and multiplied by the total number of
units. When the average and standard
deviation are known, the average loss
can be estimated using the formula also shown in Table 2.
With 100,000 units, the quality loss
is $192,000 [$1.92 x 100,0001 which is
much larger than the cost of variability
estimated using the conformance to
specification model. The reason for
the greater cost is that the quality loss
function includes a cost for any unit
that varies from the target value regardless of whether it falls inside or
outside the specification limits.
WHY VARIABILITY IS IMPORTANT
ccording to research, a lack of
product consistency is a major
factor in customers' perceptions
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2 / MEASURING QUALITY LOSS A
ity Loss for an Individual Unit:
L = k(Y -T)'
L = unit loss,
Y = actual value of characteristic,
T = target value of characteristic, and
k = proportionality constant.
The value of k is usually computed by dividing the loss for a product which falls
at the specification limit by the squared distance from the target value to the
specification limit, i.e.:
k - c
d2
where

where

c = loss associated with a unit produced
at the spec limit, and
d = distance from target value to spec limit.

In this example, it the loss for a unit at the specification limit is $12, then the
proportionality constant is $3:
k =

$12
=
(22 — 20)'

$12
22

= $3

Average loss

=

k (s2 + (Y —T)2]

where

=

standard deviation,

s

Y = average (mean),
T

=

target value, and

k

=

proportionality constant.

For the data given above, the average loss is $1.92:
8 + (20 — 20)2]

of poor quality. The relationship between variability and quality is recognized in many quality control techniques such as statistical process
control. It is also recognized by companies such as Oregon Cutting Systems where the operational definition
of quality is to "reduce variability
around the target. "'
Measuring variability should provide managers with information that
can help them improve operations by
identifying opportunities for improving product quality. If specific parts of
a product can be identified as the
source of variability, then managers
know where they should focus their
quality improvement efforts.
These efforts may involve educating and retraining employees, redesigning production processes, investing in equipment, and even
redesigning products. If a product can
be manufactured using a smaller number of components and parts, there is
less likelihood that the sum of the individual variations will result in signif
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /NNE 1994

=

$ 3 x 0 . 6 V U $1.92

icant quality problems.
Measuring the cost of variability also should help managers in their
quest for quality. If managers do not
define quality in terms of variability,
they may not be aware of the types of
costs associated with variability and of
the magnitude of the costs. With an estimate of the cost, managers may be
more likely to understand the financial
implications of variability and the savings that result from their efforts to reduce it. Unless cost savings are measured, the financial impact of the
efforts will not be known.
Although all processes and products will show some variation because
it is a law of nature, companies need to
measure it and strive to reduce it if
they want to be competitive. If they do
not reduce variation, it is likely their
competitors will, and the consistently
perfo rming product m ay be perceived

as higher quality by customers.
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'For a discussion of robust quality see Genichi Taguchi and Don Clausing, "Robust Quality," Harvard
Business Review,January-February 1990, pp. 65.75.
Mis case study is discussed by Taguchi and Clausing, pp. 68.69; and by Ranjit Roy, A Primer on the
Taguchi Method,Van Nostrand Reinhold, New York.
1990, pp. 12 -13.
3For further details on the study seeT.L. Albright
and J.M. Reeve, "A Case Study on the Impact of Material Yield - Related Cost Drivers on Economic Improvement," Journal of ManagementAccounting Research, Fall 1992, pp. 20.43.
4Most statistics books provide tables showing Areas
under the Normal Curve. For an example, see Eu.
gene L Grant and Richard S. Leavenworth, Statistical Quality Control,5th ed., McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, 1980, pp. 628-629•
SBecause the example states that production uses all
available machinery, this example assumes that the
reworking is done by laborers using different machines than used for the initial production.
6Genichi Taguchi is a Japanese engineer who has
developed statistical approaches to improving product and process quality. His approaches are discussed in many books dealing with quality engineering and design. Examples include Ranjit Roy, A
Primer on the Taguchi Method,Van Nostrand Reinhold, New York, 1990; Phillip J. Ross, Taguchi Techniques for Quality Engineering, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, New York, 1988; and Thomas B. Barker,
Engineering Quality by Design, Marcel Dekker, Inc.,
New York, and ASQC Quality Press, Milwaukee,
1990.
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THERISEANDFALL
OFTIME-BASED
MANUFACTURING
Astubborn refusal to abandon traditional performance measures put
the brakes on an automotive supplier's efforts to compete.
BY WILLIAM M. BAKER, CMA, TIMOTHY D. FRY,
AND KIRK KARWAN
n the late 1980s, foreign competition — particularly from
the Japanese— forced U.S. automotive suppliers to
switch from competition based upon (lowest) cost to
competition based upon on -time delivery and high quality. In order to meet these objectives, many companies began
to implement programs to minimize throughput time and
maximize quality.
Companies also realized that traditional standard costing
systems, entrenched in direct labor and variance calculations, should be viewed first as financial accounting mechanisms and then used cautiously for the purpose of controlling
costs. Knussmann Corporation's Brice Plant' is an example
of an automotive supplier that strived to move away from its
emphasis on traditional performance measures but failed.
In January 1988, Knussmann's president established
time -based and quality-based goals for its plants located
throughout the United States. Each plant, according to the
president, was to develop a throughput time of one week
(work -in- process inventory was to be turned over 52 times
per year) and to reduce scrap to 0.5% of cost of goods sold.z
When these objectives were established, work -in- process
inventory turnovers averaged approximately 10 per year at
the Brice plant. Scrap was about 4.5 %.
During 1988, no noticeable changes in inventory ratios or
scrap levels occurred. Consequently, in December 1988
Knussmann's president called a meeting with his plant managers. Essentially, his message was: "Meet these objectives
or I will get someone who can!"
Prior to 1988, the Brice plant used a traditional
costing system similar to systems used in most American
manufacturing facilities. Product costs at the Brice plant
were direct materials, 30%; direct labor, 8%; factory overhead,
62 %. The Brice plant used standard costing and applied factory overhead using direct labor costs.
The emphasis placed upon direct labor costs by the standard cost system permeated the entire plant. Production output from each department was measured by "earned standard dollars," which is a standard measure of actual output.
fib

erence
. t

This manufacturer of diesel engines joined the drive to improve
quality and on -time delivery.

Monthly variance reports were generated and variances
calculated for "controllable" costs such as supplies, indirect
labor, maintenance, and machining. The variance for "direct
labor" was considered so important as to be calculated and
supplied to management in a separate report. Primary emphasis was given to minimizing direct labor variances. Departmental managers had to explain all unfavorable variMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /NNE 1994

ances in weekly meetings. The reliance on these traditional
performance measurements hindered the Brice plant from
achieving the two company objectives.
Figure 1 presents the manufacturing performance at the
Brice plant. Work -in- process inventory turnover (turns) for
the 24 -month period are shown. "Inventory turns this year"
results from dividing the monthly standard dollars shipped
by the monthly ending inventory in standard dollars and multiplying by 12 to obtain turns per year. Corresponding
monthly scrap levels are expressed as a percentage of standard dollars shipped. "Earned standard direct labor dollars,"
as referred to by the Brice cost accounting system, is shown
along with the actual dollars spent on direct labor. The difference between the two, representing a favorable or unfavorable variance, also is shown.

BRI[E'S FALL

To decrease the cost of dashboards, decrease the throughput time.

rice plant managers responded to the ultimatum given
by the company president by stressing inventory reductions and quality improvements in all departments.
As a result, the amount of money spent on direct and indirect
labor was increased from May 1989 to October 1989 (see Figure 1). Additional labor costs resulted from hiring more
workers to operate machinery, move materials, and inspect
production. In addition, existing workers were paid overtime.
During this same period, the earned direct labor standards did not increase at a comparable rate because the input
of work into the shop was not increased beyond demand levels. This factor resulted in a marked decrease in the level of
inventory in the plant over the same time period. As indicated by Figure 1, this drop was from $1,122,000 to $806,000.
A comparable increase in the dollars shipped and inventory
turns resulted, partly due to the decrease in inventory.
Inventory turns (Figure 1) increased from 14 in April 1988
to a high of 28 at one point in September 1989. Inventory
levels reached their low point of $806,000 in August 1989.
No reduction in inventory occurred in September 1989.
Thus, standard dollars shipped fell to a more typical level of
$1,435,000. The temporary increase in standard dollars
shipped for June, July, and August was due to the reduction
of inventory alluded to earlier. When further inventory reductions ceased, output rates leveled off to expected levels.
Due to the increase in actual dollars spent on direct labor
and the lack of an increase in earned standard direct labor
dollars, unfavorable direct labor variances for the six-month
period (May - October 1989) increased dramatically, as
shown in Figure 1. In direct response to these unfavorable
variances (and standard dollars shipped leveling off), the corporate vice president for manufacturing sent a memorandum
to the Brice plant manager demanding an explanation.
For a while top management at Knussmann "looked the
other way. "They accepted the unfavorable variances in May,
June, July, and August due to the high increase in dollars
shipped. But when the standard dollars shipped leveled off
in September and October, they were no longer willing to
disregard the unfavorable variances. A memo, stressing a
need for the control of direct labor costs, was followed by
several phone calls from the corporate controller to the Brice
plant manager.
Brice management responded by not allowing any overtime in the plant. As a result, the actual dollars spent on
direct labor decreased. Also, more material was input into
the plant by starting scheduled orders early. This served to
increase inventory, which also increased the earned stan-

dard direct labor.
As expected, unfavorable direct labor variances decreased, with a comparable decrease in inventory turns. By
the end of 1989, inventory turns had decreased to 18 and inventory had increased from the low of $806,000 in August
to $1,108,000.
Throughout the next 12 months, no noticeable change
was apparent in inventory or scrap. Inventory turns in October 1990 were 12 per year, which was the lowest level since
the beginning of the 24 -month period.
A comparison of data on "scrap as a percent of standard
dollars shipped" to "dollars shipped and inventory" shows
that when inventory levels went down, scrap percentages
went down. In December 1988 and January 1989, scrap averaged about 4.4 %. In August 1989, when inventory was at
its lowest level, scrap was at its lowest level, too -1.9%! From
August 1989 until October 1990, dramatic fluctuations in
scrap levels occurred. But the scrap levels tended to move
upward, and by the end of the 24 -month period, scrap averaged 4.1 %.
While scrap levels decreased when management spent
additional labor dollars to control for scrap, it was clear by
the end of the 24 -month period that no marked improvement
in scrap levels had been realized. This had been one of the
two major objectives set forth by the corporation.
Thus, reliance on a traditional, yet improper, set of performance measures not only hinders the implementation of
time -based or quality -based manufacturing but actually may
halt it. Despite the development of time -based and qualitybased corporate objectives at Knussmann —a one -week manufacturing lead time thereby turning work -in- process 52
times per year and a quality objective of 0.5% scrap —the use
of standard costing and the concentration on direct labor
variances prevented the Brice plant from making long -run
progress towards meeting these objectives.
Despite noticeable improvements in turnover and scrap
levels during a six -month period in 1989 and for a very brief
period in 1990, top management at Knussmann was unwilling (or unable) to discard a cost -based performance system
that had been used for several decades. No performance
measures that related to the new company objectives were
developed.
Simply setting the new objectives was not enough. Strategic planning would suggest that plans are necessary to
achieve the new objectives. Managers at the Brice plant
seemingly implemented such plans. Through direct and indirect labor expenditures, they acquired sufficient capacity
to achieve the new objectives. But while corporate objectives
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were communicated, plans were not.
No new performance measures
were designed. Knussmann managers
set forth new objectives and attempted
to measure achievement using the traditional standard cost system. Managers at Brice developed new measures— simple measures such as
turnover and scrap percentages. They
seemed appropriate. But Knussmann
managers were overwhelmed by direct
labor variances and reliance upon cost
measures.

CHANGETHECOSTSYSTEM
ho is the scapegoat now that
Brice failed to meet its objectives? Are managers at Knussmann at fault for not adopting a new
performance measurement system?
Should Brice managers be blamed for
not insisting that measures relating to
the objectives be used? Perhaps the
cost accounting system itself is to
blame. Is the cost system wrong, or is
it simply being misused? Are variances
at fault, or are there better variances?
Today managers realize that something must change if companies are to
become effective manufacturers.
Many alternatives for change, some
which can co- exist, some which cannot, should be considered for the Brice
plant.
Turn to JIT. Many companies have
adopted some type of just-in-time (JIT)
philosophy in order to compete on the
basis of time. This is more effective for
some companies than for others. Certainly, the idea of eliminating waste
would be effective at the Brice plant.
And just about any company can benefit from the value- added /nonvalueadded ideas offered by some JIT
philosophies.
What if the Brice plant had implemented a JIT philosophy? A vast array
of nonvalue -added activities would
probably be identified. This might be
quite effective. Anything might seem
effective to a company that has tried for
too long to depend on a standard cost
system to identify inefficiencies when
the standard cost system is obsolete.
AdoptABC.Similarly, activity-based
costing (ABC) might seem effective to
a company such as the Brice plant.
ABC does not change the financial process to inventory costing materially, so
top management may be more willing
to adopt ABC than JIT. JIT and other
new production philosophies seem
more radical" than ABC.
The costing mechanism inherent in
ABC may not provide immediate ben5ti
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efit, but the activity-based management aspects of ABC
could help the Brice plant. By identifying the activities that,
when reduced, will accomplish Knussmann's objectives,
Brice can obtain its goals successfully while using ABC. But
ABC may be more than what the Brice plant needs.
Modjy the existing cost accounting system. ABC and JIT
may be important enough to warrant consideration at the
Brice plant. But top managers, especially those entrenched
in traditional cost accounting systems, often are reluctant to
change the cost accounting system. Typically, any modification to existing systems involves only the overhead allocation approach. This might be enough for the Brice plant!
Hiromoto3 suggests that the allocation base should be
determined by the activity that management wants to minimize. The cost accounting systems in Japan, for example,
use allocation bases that will motivate management decision
making toward long-run objectives rather than to pinpoint
short-run costs. American accountants often are accused of
being good "pinpointers," carrying calculations to extra decimal places while ignoring the long run.
Managers at Knussmann want the Brice plant to become
a time -based manufacturer. In
that case, the one activity that
must be minimized is the time
required from the release of
raw materials until the shipment of the finished product
to customers (throughput
time). Using product throughput time as the allocation base
encourages operations managers to strive constantly to
reduce throughput time and,
in turn, reduces product cost.
At the same time, these efforts improve the company's
competitive advantage —time.
If throughput time is used as
the allocation base, direct labor still could be traced to
products. Overhead costs would be allocated using throughput time.
Managers who concentrate on minimizing product cost
need to reduce the time required to manufacture each product, if product costs are to decrease. This focus encourages
both the production of smaller batch sizes and setup time
reductions to minimize a product's queue time at each
machine.
It also encourages managers to move materials more
quickly and thereby improve the process flow. Quality improvements, the second objective set forth by Knussmann
management, would be encouraged (and necessary). As
quality improves, quality appraisal time (for example, inspection time) can be reduced and throughput time decreased.
Direct labor cost must be reduced to justify purchasing
new inspection equipment to allow workers to inspect their
own work. Such direct labor cost reductions could not be
shown at the Brice plant. Such expenditures were not made.
The beauty of throughput time as an allocation base is that
time reductions would require such investments. And the
cost accounting system's effects on net income calculation
will not be altered by the use of throughput time.
As with any standard cost system, if throughput time is
used, the standards must be kept accurate and up-to -date.
We believe that if standards are up-to -date, throughput time

should serve the Brice plant well. Before you know it, managers at Brice would do everything they could to reduce
throughput time. They would be searching for activities that
do not add value, and they would attempt to eliminate them.
They would move inventory out quickly, and inventory levels would go down.
Crude as it seems, we think that such actions sound like
activity-based management and JIT philosophies. Even if
they are not such actions should still help the Brice plant.
If nothing else, managers at Brice would then have a better
chance of convincing managers at Knussmann to consider
adopting JIT or ABC.

THEPROBLEM:STUBBORNMANAGERS
op managers were successful in getting managers at
the Brice plant to try to compete on the basis of time
and quality, not cost. While the Brice plant had some
success in achieving those objectives, it was short-lived.
Who's to blame? Knussmann's management? Brice's
management? Lack of goal congruence? Failure to plan?
Even the cost accounting system appears as a potential
cause for failure. For whatever
reason, managers at Knussmann were unwilling to abandon traditional cost accounting performance measures,
and this was the plant's downfall.
When managers are unwilling to abandon traditional cost
accounting measures, it may
be difficult, or impossible, to
compete based upon time and
quality. This outcome seems
to be especially true when the
traditional measures revolve
around labor in nonlabor -intensive processes.
When traditional cost accounting is that entrenched, the
best hope usually is to begin by trying to convince management to try a different allocation base. For the Brice plant,
we recommend throughput time as an allocation base. Once
a new allocation base is in place, other good things such as
JIT and ABC might happen.
■

Are American
accountants good
`pinpointers —carrying
calculations to extra
decimal places while
ignoring the long -term?
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William M. Baker, CMA, Ph.D., CCE, CCA, is an assistant
accounting professor at Appalachian State University in

Boone, N.C. He is a member of the Catawba Valley Chapter,
through which this article was submitted. Timothy D. Fry and
Kirk Karwan are associate professors in management science
at the University of South Carolina in Columbia.
ITMese are not the real names. These names are used to maintain the confidentiality of both the company and the plant.
finished goods inventory is carried by any plant as finished products are either
shipped directly to the customer or to a distribution warehouse. Work -in- process
is the only inventory that the plant is charged with carrying.
s I oshiro Hiromoto, "Another Hidden Edge — Japanese Management Accounting,"
Harvard Business Review,July - August 1988, pp. 22 -26.
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MORE RESPONSES
TO ETHICS CASE
BYJAMES A, HEELYAND
ROYL.NERSESIAN
he February 1994 Ethics column
featured "The Case of Planned Obsolescence" by James A. Heely and
Roy L. Nersesian. This case study involves an inventory obsolescence scheme
which, if adopted, would allow the company to initiate potential replacement
sales of its product every seven to eight
years.
The major players are Henry, the
chief financial officer; John, the president of the company; and Phil, the production manager.
At the conclusion of the case study,
readers were asked to consider the ethical considerations and what actions
should be taken. We are pleased to publish several of the responses below. (You
may find it helpful to reread the case
study from the February issue before
reading the following comments.)

Based on the facts presented in the
case, I would agree with Henry that
this long -term plan may not be the
best road to take. In addition to its
high cost and uncertain probability of
success, you face the public relations
nightmare of attempting to build a
time- factored defect into an almost
perfectly designed product.
An alternative would be to take
these same funds and invest in an entirely new product area in which the
company does not already compete.
This would provide the company with
a positively viewed R&D rather than a
negatively viewed R &D. The company
also would be able to use its quality,
long- lasting image when launching
the new product.
Another alternative may be to use
the available funds to acquire an al60

ready existing company that has a
product that is "used up" and repurchased. The company could still use
its quality image as a tie-in to the acquisition. This approach would also
enhance the company's financial picture by complementing its stable,
"lasts forever" product with a new, repeat purchase line.
Robert W. Chrysler

The planned obsolescence strategy is
flawed. One disgruntled employee
(possibly Henry) could leak the company's plans to the media or a competitor. What customer would buy a product knowing that it was designed to
fail? Especially if a competitor was to
offer a product with the longevity of
the original.
The analogy to Ford is flawed. General Motors did not take market share
from Ford by offering a product that
was designed to fail. GM offered a selection of models, colors, and other options for which customers were happy
to pay more. Shoddy construction
came later, and the Japanese showed
us that it could be fatal to the auto industry.
Henry and John are focusing on
planned obsolescence to the exclusion
of more ethical, and potentially more
profitable, opportunities. It would be
far better to capitalize on their product
strengths than to try to reduce those
qualities.
They should consider finding new
markets for their product. Commercial applications should be considered.
Have they considered exporting their
product?
Another avenue would be to capitalize on their consumer goodwill by expanding their product line. They could
invest in R &D to develop new products or acquire a promising firm that
makes one that is suitable. These
strategies would take advantage of the
firm's strengths and could very well be
successful.
If John and Henry choose to follow
the obsolescence strategy, they will be
identifying their firm's best asset, a
quality product, as a problem. They
may end up "solving" it to the detriment of their stockholders, employees, and themselves.
Please feel free to call me if Henry
and John have any questions. This was
a fun case study.
William 0. Maxwell

From my viewpoint, instead of a production and product R &D problem,
this is an economics and marketing

problem. What the company wants to
achieve is a combination of quality
product and profitable marketing
strategy. They have already achieved
the goal of quality product. Therefore,
the more basic problem is that if they
cannot continue to produce and sell
the product profitably, then they will
go out of business. Then the market
will no longer have the benefit of the
utility the consumers can obtain by
purchasing the product.
I also think the term "planned obsolescence" is used with an undesirable
connotation in your article. John, the
president of the company, is putting
the cart before the horse. Planned obsolescence means the company makes
preparations for the unavoidable event
that its product will wear out or become outdated. This means that it focuses on quality and service to the
consumers but plans ahead to have
more modern and possibly improved
models in production as consumer
needs change or the product wears
out.
The solution to the immediate
problem is a new marketing research
approach. They also may need to
downsize their capacity for production
of this main product and consider producing other products that might be
complementary or related in some
way. They could also diversify and
possibly produce one or more of the
parts or materials at lower cost to improve their margin.
Whatever the solution, I feel
strongly that intentionally planned obsolescence is extremely adverse to the
free market concept of market efficiency. Because the basic unit of market
demand is consumer utility, maximization of this factor should be a goal of
every reputable organization. The
price received for the good or service
should be commensurate with the
amount of utility provided.
Charles S. Artus, MPA
Omaha, Nebraska

My recommendation to Henry is very
simple —do what many firms have already discovered is a solution to all
these problems —lease instead of sell
your products. Think about how this
works for products like autos, computer systems, and copying machines.
The real beauty of the leasing solution
is that it "solves" the problems presented in the case without dragging in
the ethical issues. Leasing is a "clean"
business solution. It avoids R &D expenditures and the associated accounting and stakeholder concerns.
MANAGEMENTACCOUNITNG /JUNE 1994

Leasing is a strategic solution for firms
whose sales compete against their existing products. Leasing allows a firm
to keep prices high and also create a
future demand for the cosmetically improved products.
Thanks for the interesting case
study.
Paul G. Fellows
Associate Professor
Northeast Missouri State University
The "Case of Planned Obsolescence"
is a serious ethical dilemma which
causes us to examine the responsibilities of corporate officers. The officers
have an obligation to both the shareholders and the consumers. The shareholders expect to maximize their investment in the company through the
receipt of dividends and increased
stock prices. The consumers desire a
safe and reliable product. If sales are
not made as a result of unsatisfactory
products, profits won't be available for
shareholders. The corporation has
been very successful in satisfying consumer needs, resulting in a product
which lasts a lifetime.
Certainly we can see the need to increase sales, which should increase
shareholders' wealth . However, the
method John suggested is not a workable solution. One concern is for customer satisfaction and the reputation
of the company. Any leaks of the proposed product degradation plan would
tarnish the company's image. In addition, we feel that large sums expended
on R &D will deplete the corporation's
assets and significantly lower net income in the foreseeable future. One
would certainly expect declining stock
prices and lower dividends. These factors combined with discussions of insider trading would be viewed as a
breach of managerial fiduciary responsibilities to shareholders.
Our first recommendation is for
Henry to prepare his own financial
analysis to present to John . Estimates
of population growth and future product sales could be incorporated. Further discussions with Phil are necessary to assess the likelihood of
successful development of the desired
metal alloy. Reasonable estimates of
development time and costs will be
needed to project the financial statements, stock prices, and dividend
payout.
Henry and Phil should suggest that
R &D be used constructively to develop
new products and expand into other
markets. Market analysis may be useful in establishing what new features or
MANAGEMENTACCOUNI'ING /NNE 1994

color changes consumers would find
attractive in the current product. A less
expensive model which uses less durable metals and therefore requires replacement might be developed and introduced under another name.
Consumers should understand that
this model is an economy model with
a limited life and the product should be
priced accordingly. In addition, it may
be possible to increase the international market share.
Henry might advise John that a proposal of the magnitude of the planned
obsolescence should be brought to the

attention of the corporation's board of
directors.
We feel that rather than become involved in an unethical situation, Henry
would be compelled to resign if John
continues with his proposal.
Intermediate Accounting Class
Belle Maria Talbert, CMA, CPA, CIA
Assistant Professor
Carroll College
Helena, Montana
Edward f McCracken is chair of IMA's
Committee on Ethics.
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MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING &
ACADEME
BY HEATHER M. HERMANSON,
CPA, AND DANA R,
HERMANSON, CPA
ecent economic and technological trends have made management accounting perhaps the
most dynamic area in accounting. The
practice of management accounting is
changing rapidly for two reasons.
First, U.S. companies now operate
in a global market and face stiff competition from foreign firms. This competition is changing American business as companies try to find ways to
increase the quality and efficiency of
their operations.
Second, the U.S. economy continues to shift toward service firms as opposed to heavy manufacturing. Many
management accounting practices
were developed for use in stable manufacturing companies, and the ultimate
role of management accounting in the
new environment is still being determined.
Management accountants need to
address many issues including the integration of financial and nonfinancial
information systems, the nature of control and incentive systems in less structured organizations, and the role and
form of management accounting in
service organizations. Professors need
to emphasize the recent changes in the
economy and make sure that students
appreciate the management accounting challenges that now face us. It is
important for students to realize that
management accounting practice is
not fixed but that it changes with the
structure of American business.
For example, new information
62

makes it possible to collect and analyze
volumes of data previously unimagined. Management accountants need
to determine what new technology to
use in their company, what new data to
gather, and how best to present the data. One risk is to overwhelm managers
with information. Accounting educators should incorporate new technology into the curriculum and emphasize
that more information is not necessarily better. Cases and exercises can be
used to introduce students to the challenges of preparing and analyzing information for others.
In addition, management accounting offers rewarding research opportunities. Unlike financial accounting, auditing, and tax, no standard - setting
body governs the details of management accounting practice. Unlike external reporting, there is no GAAP in
management accounting. The only criterion is utility.
If researchers are able to identify
more efficient ways to analyze internal
accounting data, these new methods
can be adopted immediately by interested companies. Breakthroughs in
management accounting research do
not have to filter through a standard setting body before they can have an
impact on practice.
Further, users of management accounting research (U.S. companies)
generally do not have their own accounting research departments. But
major players in auditing (the Big 6
firms), financial accounting (the Financial Accounting Standards Board), and
tax (the IRS) have the resources to perform a great deal of research on their
own.
Finally, sometimes it is easier to obtain data for managerial accounting research from U.S. companies than to obtain data for auditing or financial
accounting research from the Big 6
firms. While the Big 6 are quite generous in providing subjects for experimental studies, often they are reluctant
to share potentially sensitive data with
researchers. This reluctance is reasonable given the small number of major
accounting firms, the intense competition among those firms, and the confidentiality rules that the firms follow.
However, auditing and financial accounting research are hampered to
some extent by the difficulty in obtaining data from the Big 6 firms.
Due to the absence of management
accounting rules, the great demand for
management accounting research,
and the availability of management accounting data, it is not surprising that

academic research is beginning to
drive the field of management accounting. Other business school disciplines,
such as finance, have long enjoyed a
close tie between academic research
and practice. Finance professors develop models that are used in practice,
and undergraduate finance textbooks
discuss academic research at length.
Researchers rarely are mentioned in financial accounting or auditing texts
because much of this academic research does not immediately influence
practice.
Traditionally, many top students
have entered public accounting after
graduation. Today, however, there are
some who argue that public accounting careers recently have become less
attractive.
Fierce competition among accounting firms has increased the pressure
on individual auditors and has lengthened the time to promotion. For those
willing to wait 12 to 14 years for a
chance at becoming a partner, the litigation crisis has made partnership a
riskier proposition.
Due to the recession and competition among accounting firms, hiring by
Big 6 firms has fallen sharply in recent
years. Many qualified students today
do not even have the option of entering
the Big 6 after graduation. These students now explore opportunities in
management accounting and other
areas.
Finally, some students may believe
that the audit has become a commodity, performed by the lowest bidder,
and that the opportunity for adding value through the audit process has diminished. The relevance of U.S. financial statements has been challenged in
recent years, and it appears that published financial statements represent a
fairly small part of the information set
used by investors and creditors. In addition, some students may view auditing and financial accounting as mature
fields, while management accounting
is still in its infancy.
■
Heather M. Hermanson, Ph.D., CPA, is
assistant professor, and Dana R. Her manson, Ph.D., CPA, is assistant professor at Kennesaw State College.
Ralph L. Benke, Jr., CMA, Ph.D., is
the ArthurAndersen Alumni /Journal of
Accounting Education Professor at
James Madison University.
Roger H. Hermanson, Ph.D., is the
Ernst & Young Alumni Professor and
Regent's Professor at Georgia State
University.
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ESSBASEATSYMANTEC
hat does it take to gain a competitive advantage today?
While innovation, aggressive
marketing, low -cost manufacturing,
high -quality benchmarks, and customer satisfaction are critical to gaining
market share, the companies that
maintain and grow their customer bases will be those that manage information best.
Today, there is no shortage of data.
Rather, corporations are capturing and
archiving data at a prodigious rate. The
challenge for financial analysts is to retrieve specific subsets of data from
these huge data sets, view them at any
level of detail, and quickly turn them
into meaningful information. At Symantec, a $250 million supplier of application and system software including Timeline, ACT!, and Norton
Utilities, an enormous volume of data
was available. With competitive pressures requiring that we have an up-tothe-minute picture of our business at
any given time, it was clear our analysis
system could not keep up with our
changing analysis demands.
Like many other companies, we're
heavy users of mainframe-based online transaction processing systems.
All operational and financial information— customers, sales, profits, backlog, manufacturing costs, departmental headcount expenses, general
ledger— resides on mainframes located in Cupertino, Calif., and Dublin, Ireland, connected by our Novell wide area network. This monolithic system
rendered much of the existing data virtually inaccessible to approximately 20
Symantec analysts. They required extensive assistance from the MIS department for relatively simple consolidations and reports. Analysts were
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limited to a few standard report formats, and requests to MIS for reconsolidated or reformatted data took days or
even weeks to fulfill. Even when information became available to analysts, it
frequently was weeks or months old
because our system required a long
lead time to consolidate information
from all Symantec sites. Analysts'
hands were tied, the MIS department
faced a never - ending report request
backlog, and adding staff was not in the
budget. We clearly needed to come up
with a new solution.
Improving our analysts' productivity depended on improving our system's accessibility, flexibility, and functionality. Obviously, training our
analysts in programming skills or
training MIS staff in analysis were not
options. Instead, we defined five criteria for a new financial analysis system
and then found the solution that met
them. We felt the system should:
• Provide fast data access for all analysts across our existing Novell network without sacrificing retrieval
speed or security;
• Leverage our substantial investment in Excel, eliminating the need
to retrain analysts on a new system
and reconfigure huge amounts of
data existing in Excel spreadsheets
throughout the corporation;

■ Give our analysts multidimensional
analysis capabilities. That is, it
would have to enable analysts to
view data at any level of detail or
from any perspective and to define
any computational relationship between data. This power and flexibility must be available to all applications: budgeting, consolidation, ad
hoc analysis and reporting, forecasting, product mix analysis, and
pricing analysis.
■ Make management and maintenance easy for the MIS department
as well as reduce demand on MIS
resources by enabling analysts to
access as much information as possible themselves.
Essbase, a client /server application
from Arbor Software, not only met our
key requirements but delivered important additional capabilities such as currency conversion. Before selecting
Essbase, we looked at two other client /server -based financial applications
commonly used for financial analysis.
However, we did not have budget for
a $200,000 set of applications that
would have required six months to implement. Additional funding would
have been required to train analysts on
a new proprietary system and reconfigure data because these applications did
not leverage our investment in Excel.
The other possibilities were relational databases and customized
"front -end" reporting tools. There is no
doubt that the customized front ends
offered by these other solutions satisfy
a need for information accessibility for
the unsophisticated user willing to rely
on MIS support. However, our analysts
cannot lean heavily on the MIS department to obtain information in the formats they need. Essbase presented a
clearly superior solution for sophisticated analysis.
The leading on -line analytical processing (OLAP) system, Essbase
presents a completely different solution for data access and analysis. It enables analysts anywhere on the network to easily access and manipulate
data on the Essbase server through
their familiar Excel spreadsheet interface. They can quickly perform on -line,
ad hoc analysis for a timely look at virtually any aspect of our business. The
Essbase client /server architecture delivers the high performance we need
while maintaining network security.
We can define specific levels of read
and write data access, down to the cell
level if necessary.
Essbase also gives us critical multi-

dimensional analysis capabilities. Now
our analysts can consolidate, view, and
analyze data from any perspective that
makes sense, as well as easily manipulate a virtually unlimited number of
data dimensions within any model. For
example, Symantec structures corporate data into seven dimensions —time,
product line, region, legal entity, department, national account, and scenario (actual /budget /forecast). Before Essbase, consolidating data from
nine international subsidiaries and
converting the data from their respective currencies took several days. Thus
analysis was always a few days late in
presenting a picture of the business —a
tolerable situation in the past but unacceptable in today's fast -paced markets.
Now data are consolidated and available on the network in only a few
hours. Analysts can immediately select
the data they need for analysis, drill
down to view underlying levels of detail, or "pivot" data to view scenarios
from several perspectives. Multidimensional analysis enables us to view
product sales by channel, region, and
product line —then take the same data
and view them together with revenue

Planning a State -of- the -Art
Financial Information
System
A one -day Briefing for every
businessplanning a new Financial
Information System (FIS).
The Briefing provides objective
information on the latest technology
and a strategic perspective on the FIS
development process, including:
• update on client/server
• re- engineering for tangible

business improvements
• howto select the "best"
financial software
Since 1987 thousands of financial
professionals have attended this Briefing
and rated it excellent.
The Briefing is scheduled in major
cities throughout the US and Canada.
Also available on an in -house basis.
Call today for more information and
for a free list of all the Financial
Software Vendors:

(404) 509 -0391
;

I

BT Group
1870 The Exchange
Atlanta, GA 30339 -2021

G R O U P formerly Enzw 0e.r Consulting Croup
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analysis over multiple time periods.
Essbase has dramatically reduced
analysts' demands on MIS, especially
for ad hoc analysis reports. Analysts
can access complex, multidimensional
data that have been downloaded to
Essbase through routine MIS product
flows without having to learn complex
SQL queries or programming languages. Regardless of whether data
are stored in spreadsheets and relational databases or on our mainframe
systems, once they are routinely downloaded to Essbase, analysts have the
data at their desktop and can "slice and
dice" any way they choose without assistance from an overburdened MIS
department.
MIS's role in managing Essbase is
minimal. They perform information
downloads to the server and maintain
data integrity, tasks that require approximately two hours per month. The
majority of their involvement with Essbase will be to find innovative new applications for its use.
Business never stands still. In addition to the functionality that Essbase
has brought to Symantec, it also gives
us unprecedented flexibility to change
our analysis and data structures as our
markets and analysis needs change.
We're able to increase our competitive
edge now that we have immediate access to useful information for strategic
decision making. With Essbase, well
keep that edge by staying a step ahead
of the fast -paced global markets in
which we do business.
Pricing for this client /server application varies according to the configuration and number of users. For more
information about Essbase, contact Arbor Software, 3211 Scott Blvd., Santa
Clara, CA 95054; (408) 727-7166.
Howard A. Bain, III
Vice President, Finance
Symantec Corporation
Cupertino, California
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tory. A 37 -page User Guide walks you
through a tutorial, using sample dBase
files provided on disk. The tutorial
takes 10 to 15 minutes to complete, and
afterwards you will have a reasonable
grasp of the software and its capabilities.
Iview is very easy to use. It allows
someone with little computer experience and no knowledge of dBase or Lotus to pull together and create reports
from data contained in those programs. Field names can be amended
easily for reporting purposes, and selecting, deselecting, and moving fields
for inclusion in a report is as easy as
hitting the appropriate function key
highlighted in a menubar at the bottom
of the screen.
Iview does have some limitations. It
will not work with index fields, will use
only the first 50 characters of a memo
field, and requires that data read from
a Lotus spreadsheet be defined in Lotus as a data input range. The package
has limited report formatting capabilities; for example it does not support
adding bold type or underlining. Report specifications are saved as a view,
but I was unable to attach a description
to a saved view, which would be useful
if you maintain a number of different
reports and need to keep track of them.
There were also some annoying minor
errors in the User Guide.
Overall, though, Iview is a useful

tool that should be of interest to small
businesses that use dBase extensively,
have not yet made the upgrade to Windows with its cut and paste capability,
and want to give staff with little knowledge of database software the power to
set up custom reports.
Iview requires a PC or compatible
computer, a hard disk with 550KB of
memory free, 512K RAM, and DOS 2.0
or higher. Its list price is $129. For
more information, contact Omation Incorporated, 801 Presidential Drive,
Richardson, TX 75081; (214) 231 -5167.
Richard Lowther
Prospect, Kentucky

IVIEW
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f you use dBase as your database
of choice and need a user - friendly
report- writing tool that can combine data from different databases, ASCII files, or even directly from a Lotus
spreadsheet (up to version 3), Iview
from Omation Incorporated may be
the tool you are looking for.
Installation is straightforward, requiring you only to create a directory
and copy the Iview files into the direc-

Corrections: The telephone numberfor
Business Resource Software, producers
of Business Insight software reviewed in
the April "Computers & Accounting,'° is
(800) 423 -1228, not the number in the
review.
In the ABC software article in the
April issue, the numberfor Ken Parekh
given in the review ofDeloitte &
Touche's TR/ACMhas been changed

to (415) 2474621.
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OFFICE
TECHNOLOGY
CLAIRE BARTH, EDITOR

SOFTWARE
Platinum Software Corp. has made
available Platinum 4.0, a major upgrade to its family of integrated IANbased financial and accounting software applications. The new release
provides improved operational efficiency and internal controls among
Platinum 4.0 applications, as well as enhanced reporting capabilities. Version
4.0 adds new features to key software
modules such as Inventory, Accounts
Payable, and Accounts Receivable.
Additional key products designed for
inter - operability with Platinum 4.0
modules, including the Premier Ledger, also have been upgraded to 4.0
versions.
Circle No. 60
Financial Decisions Systems, Inc.
has shipped MASTERAgenda, a Windows -based system for corporate tax
and financial filing, tracking, and analysis. The PC-based software generates
a customized calendar of due dates. It
also can be used to track, manage, and
analyze target dates pertaining to filings or events in the treasurer's office
and legal department.
Circle No. 61
Microcomputer Specialists, Inc.
has released version 6.2 of its MISys
Manufacturing System. The system
consists of two products: MISys Manufacturing Inventory, which provides
the functions of multilevel bills of material, inventory control of raw materials and resources, and integrated purchasing; and MISys Manufacturing
Scheduling, which provides timephased production scheduling, work
orders, and material requirements
planning. New features include more
detailed inquiry ability, enhanced
stock transfer functions, full multicurMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JUNE 1994

rency compatibility, enhanced transaction processing, a more flexible database import/export feature, and more
powerful custom reporting options.
Circle No. 62
Peachtree Software has produced a
CD -ROM edition of its Peachtree Accounting for Windows software. It includes on -line documentation, a tips
and techniques resource library, and
expanded sample companies. Additional features of the CD -ROM edition
are a business logo collection with
more than 300 images and a Custom
Forms Designer. Other software is included: the Multimedia Business Library, by Allegro New Media; CompuServe Information Manager for
Windows, by CompuServe; Andrew
Tobias Tax Cut 1993 Final Edition, by
Meca; FaxWorks 3.0 for Windows, by
SofNet; LabelPro for Windows, by
Avery; Professor Windows, a learning
tool, by Individual Software; and Tip-ADay, by Mastering Computers.
Circle No. 63
STATE OF THE ART Inc.has added
a fixed assets module to its M•A•S
900 EVOLUTION /2 product line. Designed to accommodate current IRS
Asset Guideline Classes, the module
also allows for FASB 109 reporting and
includes tax form 4562, Depreciation
and Amortization. Fixed assets can be
processed for any number of companies, and up to five fixed asset ledgers
can be maintained. In addition, depreciation expense for each division or department of a company may be assigned to a separate general ledger
account. Additional features include
automatic short-year calculations for
the first year the asset is placed in service, retirement and disposal reporting, and the ability to compare the selected IRS depreciation method to the

tax preference method specified by the
IRS for AMT reporting. The module also tracks casualty insurance, property
taxes, loans, and mortgages for which
fixed assets serve as collateral.
Circle No. 64
SQL Financials International, Inc.
has brought out its client /server Accounts Receivable system, joining its
General Ledger, Accounts Payable,
Document Manager, and Task Manager applications. The A/R module helps
streamline payment applications, provides comprehensive management
and reporting of receivables activities,
manages customers and their relationships, tracks the collections process,
and provides comprehensive historical
information. The system provides flexible import capabilities to load customers, invoices, and payments from external systems.
Circle No. 65
STS Systems, Inc. has introduced
SmartLook, Windows -based software
that allows end users to share a report
on -line. The software is configured in
three modules. With the SmartLook
Editor, the MIS user or network administrator creates a template for each report. Each time a report is downloaded,
the SmartLook Translator indexes the
data. The translated report is accessed
through the SmartLook Reader, the only part of the program needed by the
end user. With a choice of page views,
section views, and custom views, users
can extract whatever data they need
and rearrange the information anyway
they want. Then they can print specific
pages, sections, or spreadsheets. Reports can come from a mainframe or a
minicomputer or can be resident on the
user's PC or network.
Circle No. 66
IMRShas released a new version of
Hyperion® that features more than 50
enhancements in several functional areas and provides SQL (Standard Query
Language) compatibility. Version 1.8
contains new functionality in the journals and reporting modules, improved
security features, and advanced logic
functionality. In addition, version 1.8
gives customers the option to license
Hyperion SQL, a new interface to the
SYBASE SQL Server or Microsoft SQL
Server relational databases. Hyperion
and Hyperion SQL are designed for financial information management applications running under Microsoft
Windows.
Circle No. 67
65

MathSoft's StatSci Division is shipping S -PLUS 3.2 for Windows, its interactive data analysis and programming
software. The new version offers tighter integration with the Windows interface environment, enhanced programmability, and object-oriented time
series data structures. New statistical
functions include multivariate statistics, cross tab analysis functions, and
general linear model capabilities. Users can view and explore data in graphical form to identify patterns and relationships, perform modeling and
analysis, and then present the results
in a detailed graphical format. With the
Windows clipboard, the graphics can
be embedded in other Windows applications, and tabular data can be transferred easily between S-PLUS and other Windows applications.
Circle No. 68
Comsec has introduced Facility Master II for Windows. It is a point -andclick reservation system for scheduling rooms, office appointments,
sporting facilities, or equipment. It permits quick entry, update, and retrieval
of reservation information for up to 400
facilities. The Windows version allows
a note, an organizational service request, and /or a facility configuration to
be attached to a reservation. Two categories of reservation options may be
defined: services common to the organization and services common to a facility. Multiple reservations can be
made; the software will display any
conflicts among them.
Circle No. 69

EQUIPMENT

Sharp Electronics Corporation has
introduced the FO -435, a compact facsimile unit with a fully integrated answering machine. The unit offers digital signal processing -based answering
functions that can record outgoing
messages and 11 minutes of incoming
messages. Messages can be played
back remotely and can be forwarded.
The answering machine features auto
fax /phone changeover. Users select
from three modes: Voice - and -Fax,
Voice, or Fax. The FO-435 includes a
10 -sheet automatic document feeder
and transmits a page in as little as 15
seconds. The fax machine's built -in
timer allows delayed transmissions.
Circle No. 71
Troy has begun to ship the TROY 508
magnetic ink character recognition
(MICR) laser printer, part of the 508
MICR Printing System. Besides the
printer, which is based on the HP LaserJet IV printer, the system includes
TROY's new MICR toner cartridge,
single in -line memory module with
MICR fonts, and other features required for MICR printing. The checks
are printed on blank cut -sheet check
stock. The printer will not allow the
MICR font to be printed without MICR
toner. The TROY 508, which also can
be used as a standard laser printer, features 600 dpi printing resolution and
2MB memory. It measures 11.7 x 16.4
x 15.9 inches and weighs 37 pounds.
Circle No. 72

PUBLICATIONS
Personal Computer Assets Management Institute has published the

Comprehensive Guide to Personal Computer Assets Management. The 250 page manual outlines effective strategies for managing desktop computer
hardware and software assets. The
Guide contains both hard copy and
electronic versions of a complete set
of forms. They are to be used for information gathering during the planning and analysis phase of implementing a PC assets management process.
The Guide also contains customizable
presentations to upper management
and end users about the benefits of
implementing PC assets management.
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O'Reilly & Associates, Inc. has
brought out new editions of two of its
books. The first, The Role Internet User's Guide & Catalog,by Ed Krol, has
been updated to reflect the development of new Internet tools. The second
book, !%@.A Directory to Electronic
Mail *Networks,by Donnalyn Frey and
Rick Adams, tells how to send mail to
200 networks on the Internet and it also lists second- and third -level domains.
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The New England, an insurance and
investment company, has made available its 1994 edition of "How to Complete IRS and Labor Department Reporting Forms for Employee Benefit
Plans." The book explains when,
where, and by whom the annual reporting forms must be filed. It contains
sample forms, line -by -line instructions,
and commentary on new reporting requirements.
Circle No. 75

Toshiba America Information Systems, Inc. has unveiled its Dynapad
7200 Series of lightweight pen tablet
computers. The models include a
high- performance 40 MHz 3.3 -volt
i486DX2 processor, local bus video,
hardware graphics accelerator, an
80MB hard disk drive with 4MB
RAM, expandable to 20MB, two separate PCMCIA expansion slots, and an
82 -key keyboard. The T200S has a 9.5inch Dynamic -STN dual -scan color
screen, and the T200 has a 9.5-inch
transreflective STN- monochrome
screen. Users can connect either of
the two Dynapad 7200 models to an
external monitor through the external
SVGA port. Both models measure
10.6 x 8.2 x 1.6 inches, and they weigh
4.4 pounds.
Circle No. 70
66
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TRENDS
IN MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING

MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTINGPRACTICES
LOUIS BISGAY, CPA, EDITOR

SMAS ON THEWAY
ou can expect to see two new
Statements on Management Accounting soon — "Implementing
Target Costing" and "Managing Cross Functional Teams." Target Costing is
a fundamentally different way to look
at the relationship of prices and costs.
It recognizes that, in a period of heavy
competition, market forces are likely
to influence prices to a significant extent. For a company to remain profitable, it must manage its costs relative
to the prices allowed by the market or
the price the firm sets to achieve certain market penetration objectives.
Companies also are finding that,
with a developing global economy and
a consumer revolution in expectations,
they need to be faster, cheaper, better,
more reliable, more responsive, and
more convenient. In that context, traditional organizational structures often
are unable to respond quickly and understand the interdependencies between processes and the multiple, simultaneous changes required to
achieve the desired outcome, change,
or improvement. Cross - functional
teams increasingly are being used to
design products and services, bring
them to market, improve operations,
and identify and solve problems.

FASBNEWSNOTES
lie raging controversy over the
proposal by the Financial Accounting Standards Board to
change the accounting for stock options issued gets the attention of the
media, but the Board has been involved as well in other areas, including
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/JUNE 1994

• Loan Impairment —the Board has
proposed to simplify its Statement
114 on loan impairment by allowing
creditors to use existing methods
for recognizing interest on impaired
loans. Comments were requested
by June 1. A spokesperson for FASB
explained that the proposal would
not change how impairment is to be
measured and therefore generally
would affect only the classification
of the income or expense creditors
would recognize based on a change
in the carrying amount of the loan.
In certain cases, however, creditors'
policies for recognizing interest income and for charging off loans
could affect both the amount and
classification of income or expense.

ciples —in contrast to today's reporting of financial information to
policy holders and creditors, which
is on a statutory basis prescribed by
state insurance regulators. The
AICPA proposal addresses the accounting for certain participating
life insurance contracts of mutual
life insurance companies.
■ Derivatives —the Board issued an
Exposure Draft that would require
more complete disclosures of information about derivative financial instruments, such as forward, futures,
swap, and option contracts. The disclosures would expand on FASB
Statement 105, which deals with off balance sheet and credit risk, and

• Mut ual Life I nsurance —in a jointly
issued document, the FASB and the

closures about fair values of financial instruments. The Exposure
Draft would apply to all business enterprises and not - for -profit organizations, including small, nonpublic,
or nonfinancial institutions. The
proposal would require disclosures
about the amounts, nature, and
terms of derivatives not subject to
Statement 105 and would require
derivatives to be categorized as ei-

American Institute of CPAs each
proposed new accounting standards for mutual life insurance companies. Comments are requested by
June 30. The FASB Exposure Draft
would establish how companies report insurance activities in financial
statements prepared according to
generally accepted accounting prin-

Statem ent 107, which requires dis-
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Earn CPE
Credit
using
Management
Accounting
& Quarterly
CPE Exams
Quarterly CPE Exams provide
a formal self -study continuing
education program involving
readings from Management
Accounting and thoughtprovoking questions including
original problems and minicases related to the journal
articles.
Each exam contains 50
multiple- choice questions
covering three monthly issues
of Management Accounting.
■ 6 hours CPE per exam
■ Special price to IMA
members of $26 per exam.
■ Free descriptive brochure.
■ Endorsed by IMA.
To order exams or request free
brochure contact:
Accounting Education
Associates
Forum VI, Suite 636 -G
P.O. Box 9055
Greensboro, NC 27429

Telephone (910) 855-5151 or
1400- 443-8248, Ext.1040.
(Mention special IMA $26 price)
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ther held for trading or for other
purposes, including risk management.
• Mortgage Servicing Rights—this
FASB Exposure Draft would specify
the accounting for mortgage servicing rights. The proposal would
amend Statement 65, which addresses mortgage banking activities. Under the new proposal, the
accounting distinction between purchased and originated mortgage
servicing rights would be eliminated and a mortgage servicer would
recognize all rights to service loans
for others as assets.
• Earnings per Share —the Board voted to add a project to its agenda to
address earnings per share. The
project will be pursued concurrently with a similar project of the International Accounting Standards
Committee. FASB Chairman Dennis Beresford said, "The project
gives the Board an opportunity to issue a standard that will be compatible with international standards
and, at the same time, will simplify
U.S. generally accepted accounting
principles."
For information about any of the
above projects, contact the FASB at
401 Merrit 7, P.O. Box 5116, Norwalk,
CT 06856 -5116 (phone: (203) 847 -0700,
fax: (203) 849- 9714) .

INTERNATIONALHAPPENINGS
he Foundation Working Party of
the International Accounting
Standards Committee has recommended creation of a high -level international Advisory Council consisting of
outstanding individuals in senior positions from the public accounting profession, business, users of financial
statements, and from other backgrounds. The Council's objectives
would be to promote the acceptability
of International Accounting Standards,
enhance the credibility of the work of
IASC, and provide the funding that
IASC requires. The Council would not
participate in or seek to influence the
technical decisions of the Board of the
IASC.
IASC is not the only international
body concerned with accounting matters. The United Nations Intergovernmental Working Group of Experts on
International Standards of Accounting
and Reporting (ISAR) held its 12th session March 7 -15. The ISAR Group includes members from 34 countries and
observers from various governmental

and nongovernmental bodies, including IASC. The main accounting issues
on the 1994 agenda were financial instruments, government grants, leases,
and environmental disclosures. An increasing amount of the Group's resources is being devoted to technical
assistance in Africa and Russia and to
the development of the accounting profession. The ISAR Group is reexamining its role in relation to other organizations, such as IASC, the World Trade
Organization, and the World Bank.

Louis Bisgay, CPA, is director, Manage nemt Accounting Practices.

RESEARCH
JULIAN M. FREEDMAN, CPA

NEWREPORTSFROMFERF
he Financial Executives Research
Foundation (FERF) has issued
two new studies under five major
initiatives that provide a framework for
exploring business issues most urgently in need of research: Organization of Financial Management; Competitiveness and Global Markets;
Management Reporting; Corporate
Governance and Regulatory Processes, and Developing Futures. The new
studies are described below:

Agenda -Setting at the FASB (40 pp.,

$12). A study of FASB files and interviews with 35 participants in the agenda- setting process led FERF researchers to recommend that FASB: (1) cool
heated exchanges over agenda topics;
(2) focus on maximum credibility at
minimum cost when setting agenda
priorities; (3) carry on dialogue with
constituencies on a more formal basis
about agenda priorities; and (4) do
more fieldwork before putting an issue
on the agenda.

Globalization of Financial Account ingand Reporting (100 pp., $15). Financial executives of large U.S. multinational companies see a continuing
trend of international activity set in motion during the past five years. Those
able to understand the global financial
accounting and reporting issues will
have an advantage over those who do
not. FERF's report summarizes major
patterns of reporting systems and identifies difficulties when preparing financials for foreign users and when using
such statements. FERF researchers
recommend reports using GAAP supplemented by statements based on international standards when significant
differences exist between U.S. GAAP
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JUNE 1994

and International Accounting Standards (IAS) . A global survivial kit also
is included.
IMA members may order FERF titles by calling (404) 751 -1986. International Accounting Standards Committee publications can be ordered by
writing to Ms. Gillian Bertol, Publications Director, International Accounting Standards Committee, 167 Fleet
St., London EC4A 2ES, England.

BRIDGING THE GAP
CONFERENCE
abson College and the Financial
Executives Institute (FEI) are
sponsoring the second annual
"Bridging the Gap" conference bringing practitioners and academics together to discuss timely topics and
challenges facing the management accounting profession. Topics include
The Changing Role of the Financial Executive, Reengineering the Financial
Function, Cost of Quality —A Customer Perspective, The Role of Textbooks
in the 21st Century, Japanese Management Accounting, Legacy Accounting—An Environmental Perspective,
and more. The conference is being
held at Babson College, Wellesley,
Mass., June 23-24, 1994. For more information, contact Dr. C.J. McNair,
Babson College, Lyon Hall, Wellesley,
MA 02157; (617) 239 -4484.

grated approach on longitudinal studies. IMA's Foundation for Applied Research is expected to be guided by
these views to create new perspectives
on the way that firms do business, allowing practitioners to replicate best
practices.
Other studies presented and discussed at the conference included
measuring performance of teams such
as R &D and quality teams; examining
cost systems used by federal government agencies (the GAO identified 59
different systems in 1990); determining factors hospitals use to control
costs, such as length of stay, third -party pays, ratio of costs to charges used;
measuring manufacturing flexibility,
for example, longitudinal study of a
textile firm; relating JIT implementations to profit improvements; and examining the influence product costing
information has on cost -based decision
making. S. Mark Young, (213) 7404848, was conference director.

AREPORT FROMCIMA
anagement Accounting: Pathways to Progress, by M. Bromwich and A. Bhimani, a report

from the Chartered Institute of Management Accountants (CIMA), examines innovative approaches and practices in Britain, France, Japan, and
North America and speculates on the
future of management accounting. The
researchers cry out for continual selfinspection while dynamic changes are
taking place. Cross - functional teams,
activity-based costing, strategic management accounting, and automated
implementations in the manufacturing
sector are discussed.
The use of what is called thetableau
de bord (dashboard) in France "represents, perhaps, the pinnacle of the
combined use of nonfinancial and financial information...A manager's
dashboard information system regularly presents key performance measures and highlights any problematic
performances."
This 281 -page book is available
from the Chartered Institute of Management Accountants, 63 Portland
Place, London WIN 4AB, England;
071 -637 -2311.
Julian Freedman, CPA, CPIM, is director, IMA research.

COOPER,KAPLANSPEAKOUT
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Accounting Education Software Publishes
rho

he Management Accounting Section of the American Accounting
Association held the fourth Management Accounting Research Conference in San Diego April 8- 9,1994. Robin Cooper (Claremont Graduate
School) described his field study, How
Japanese Manufacturing Farms Implement Target Costing, to 124 attendees.
The 20 firms Dr. Cooper visited form
the bases of six monographs he is preparing for the IMA on Japanese management practices.
Robert Kaplan (Harvard University), another speaker at the conference,
advocated research that can influence
current and future practice and help
practitioners to understand it. Dr. Kaplan observed that management accounting researchers are uniquely
qualified to search out and disseminate
relevant information. He sees inductive models applying feedback loops
(artificial intelligence /expert systems)
capable of modifying firm dynamics.
Emphasis needs to be on the process
rather than the results, using an inte-
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COMPREHENSIVE@
The Accounting Network
1- 800-323 -9000

Lee F. Beauregard
(214) 612 -0719

HELP
WANTED
CONTROLLER
Administrative oversight of financial operations; develop automated management accounting system. Bachelors degree and CPA
or CMA; five years management
experience. Send vita, letter of interest and 4 professional references before 7/22/94 to;

Over 3,500 Titles /Descriptions
Prices, & More on Diskettes
More than 300 Vertical Niches
Shop price ranges & save big
money.

CAPITAL
SOURCES SERVICES

Hard to find solutions for all businesses, full support, money -back
guaranty. Tenth year. Available
by BBS or mail.

Professionals helping
professionals locate financing
sources for:
• Venture Capital
• Leveraged Acquisitions/
Restructurings
• Working Capital
• Commercial Real Estate
• SBA Programs
• Equipment Leasing
No fees if not successful.
FAIR
Financial Management
Resources
1- 800 -824 -3467

Business Software Catalog
Now Only $25

LOG onto FREE BBS.
Download details & referrals.
BBS 407 - 547 -8759
WORN) CLASS
SOFTWARE, INC
245 Elwa Place
West Palm Beach, FL 33405
PHONE 407- 585.7354
FAX 407 -547 -1703
Free listing For Software
Developers
Dealer Enquiries Invited
Call for your nearest Bulletin
Board.
*

California State
University, Fresno
Staff Personnel
Fresno, California 93740 -0071
Telephone (209) 278 -2032.

FIND SOFTWARE FAST
PROFESSIONAL
FINANCIAL SERVICES
Estate planning, 401k & administration, financial planning, managed money and full brokerage
services.
1- 800 -777 -5418
MERRlld.LYNCH

Or

r

listed among the nation's top
100 franchises by Success
(N o v . ' 9 3) , E nt r ep re n eu r
(Ian-'94) and Incornt
Qy
pje s tEcou n
Padgett offers accountants
the
ta
resources to achieve their most
ambitious goals. Resources like
our superior accounting systems, marketing and support
that promote and sustain business growth.
if you're ready to start building your own successful
accounting practice, start by
calling `America's +tl Accounting Franchise" now!

Call 1- 800 - 323 -7292
PADGETT BUSINESS
SERVICES
An Iownational
Accounting franchise
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F-O- R- T-U -N -E of Columbia is
an authority in the placement of
Manufacturing Management Accounting professionals nationwide. We conduct searches for
CFO, VP Finance, Controller and
Cost Manager positions in the
$40,000 - $150,000 range. To discuss our current opportunities,
call 803 -788 -8877. You may fax
your resume to us at 803- 788 -1509
or mail it to:
F-O- R- T-U-N -E Personnel
Consultants of Columbia, Inc.
P.O. Box 23728, Dept. MA
Columbia, SC 29224
Our client companies pay our
fees.

*

*

*

*

We provide extensive training in
our proven marketing, client processing, practice management
systems. Along with unique proprietary client write -up software.
Over the past 28 years, we've
helped hundreds of accountants
start their own practices. What's
stopping you?

CPA, CMA, CFE, CIA, CISA,
with 15 years of industry experience available to perform contract compliance, operational, internal control and investigative
audits.

SOFTWARE

*

Start Your Own
Successful
Accounting Firm.

FINANCIAL
SERVICES

*

WHY DO
THE GRUNT WORK+

CONSULTING
-

*

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

*

FSC Services—
Export Subsidy!
Foreign Sales Corporations
Exports in excess of $500k eligible for 15% to 30% Tax Exemption.
-S- Exports-FSC
Program Available!
Export FSC International, Ltd.
For Free 1994 FSC Booklet call
Rj. Thornton, CPA
800.243 -1372
Albuquerque Boston St Thomas

ACTIVITY BASED
COSTING SOFTWARE
Activity AnalyzerTM for DOS and
Windows, Create activities, cost
drivers, bills of activities, and attributes for multi-dimensional activity analysis. Single -level and
multi-level product costing with
full bill of material roll-up.
Lead Software, Inc.
158 Greenfield Drive
Bloomingdale, IL 60108
(708) 351 -5155

(An FSC Management
Company)
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SOFTWARE
DEPRECIATION WAS
NEVER MEANTTO BE THIS
EASY!
Or was it? Using ASSET KEEPER, you won't believe how easy it
is to maintain your depreciation
schedules until you see it for
yourself. The proof is in our free
demo, sample reports, feature
listing, and post tax season pricing.
Call Now!
Pro -Ware
13930 Gold Circle, Suite 104

Omaha, NE 68144
(402) 330.2517
Fax (402) 330.24%

READER
SERVICE
CARD N0.

MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING®

readers will
budget more than
$10.5 billion next
year for product
lines advertised in
this magazine.

► the only hands -on independent evaluation of the leading
PC/LAN based systems by CPA software experts
A

► Identify your priorities and find out who performs
them best

H

► not based on vendor claims or literature
► 250 pages of narrative and featurelfunction anahsis

R

► rates the quality of performance of 1100 features for
each system

v

► identifies the strengths and weaknesses of each package
► includes a software program to quickly rank the
systems by needs met.
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corporate accountants with your
product or service.
Call our advertising representatives:
Peter McGrath orJim Hart
Management Accounting
10 Paragon Drive,
Montvale, NJ 07645 -1760
Tel: 1- 800 -638 -4427;
FAX # (201 ) 573 -0639

n
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v
Rates: $4.00 per word - 15 word minimum.
Advertising copy over 50 words is charged at
display advertising rates. Abbreviations, ZIP
codes, and phone numbers count as one word
each. All classified advertising must be prepaid. Noncommissionable.

Copy: All advertising must be submitted in
typewritten, double- spaced form. No telephone orders accepted. Copy may be faxed
to Alice Schulman at (201) 573 -0639.

Clo s ing D a t e : Deadline for copy
is 45 days preceding month of publication.

MENT ACCOUNTING® Classified.
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Acceptance: Publisher reserves the right to
accept or reject advertisements for MANAGE.

Payments: Payment in U.S. funds must ac.
company each order. Mail copy to Alice Schulman, MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING®, 10 Paragon Drive, Montvale, NJ 07645 -1760. Tel.
(201) 573.6280.
Display Classified: One - twelfth page (one
column x 2 3/8 ") is available at $822.
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FAXSURVEY:

STATEMENTSON
MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING
1A
16
1C
1D
1E
2A
4A
48
4C
4D
4E
4F
4G
4H
41
4J
4K
4L
4M
4N
40
4P
4Q
4R
4S
4T
5A
513

Please check the boxes in the first two columns that are appropriate.
In the next two columns, rate the SMAs on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1
being the lowest possible rating and 5 meaning outstanding.

a
�

Definition of Management Accounting

1A

Objectives ofManagementAccounting

1B
1C
1D
1E
2A
4A
46
4C
4D
4E
4F
4G
4H
41
4J
4K
4L
4M
4N
40
4P

Standards of Ethical Conduct for Management Accountants
The Common Body of Knowledge for Management Accountants
Education for Careers in Management Accounting
Management Accounting Glossary
Cost of Capital
Allocation of Service and Administrative Costs
Definition and Measurement of Direct Labor Costs
Measuring Entity Performance
Definition and Measurement of Direct Material Cost
Allocation of Information Systems Costs
Accounting for Indirect Production Costs
Uses of the Cost of Capital
Cost Management for Freight Transportation
Accounting for Property, Plant. and Equipment
Cost Management for Warehousing
Control of Property, Plant, and Equipment
Understanding Financial Instruments
Management of Working Capital: Cash Resources
The Accounting Classification of Real Estate Occupancy Costs
Cost Management for Logistics
Use and Control of Financial Instruments by Multinational Companies
Managing Quality Improvements
Internal Accounting and Classification of Risk Management Costs
Implementing Activity -Based Costing
Evaluating Controllership Effectiveness
Fundamentals of Reporting Information to Managers

Familiar
With

IMA Statements on Management Accounting
now comprise a substantial body of professional literature. We believe that SMAs provide
important information for management
accountants, but we would like to hear from
you about the series. We would like to know
which SMAs you are familiar with, which ones
you have used, and your evaluation of their
quality and usefulness. We also are interested
in getting your suggestions for subjects of
future SMAs. Your responses will be immensely valuable in planning future projects.
This FAX Surveymay be photocopied.

FAX to: (201) 573.0639
Or, mail to: The Institute of
Management Accountants
Attention: Lorraine Lupinski
10 Paragon Drive
Montvale, NJ 07645 -1760
PLEASE RESPOND BY JUNE 25, 1994
Have
Used

Numerical Assessment of:
Quality

Usefulness

4Q
4R

4S
4T
5A
5B

Please list topical areas that you would like to see as subjects of future SMAs.
Name and Title (Optional)
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Company or Other Affiliation (Optional)
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PROJECTACCOUNTINGMANAGEMENTSYSTEM-PAMS

"Ilovetheflaibility,
yOU'
reallowed
ignyourown
proram."
m

g

'At first, we couldn't
find anybody zoho had what
we were looking for in a
project accounting system.
We wanted something that
would allow us to pull all
the data in and collate it
50 millioncouzd
wa s,manage
so the the
engineers

costs on the projects.
With the GBA system, zve
get exactly what we need,
we have numerous grouping
levels and can report the
data all the different ways
the en .neers want. You
actually design PAMSIOL
the way you want it, the
way it fits your company."

Jennifer Skullestad - Cost Accounting Supervisor
Southwall Technologies, Palo Alto, California

...

A

"They have time for you. When 1 call
with a problem, they're on it right away,
It's being
to callfax
u you
and
et an answer,
or
someone
ou somethin
or even
jraveable
fa y
g
change the program if that's what
you need. They're responsive to
making the changes."
up

of projects and we track

everything we do. With our
previous job Cost system,
I could never balance the GL,
but now using PAMSIOL
1 balance every month.
It's wonderful!"

Goa

tea

For complete information
about fixed assets, project
management and lease
management systems
from GBA, call
or write

"Asingle strength?
GBApeople."

"If my bosscomes
tomeandasksme
a question, I can
tell him on the spot
what is going on."
"Wehave thousands

Systems
Computer solutions since 1975
P.O. BOX 19014 . GREENSBORO, NC 27419 • (919) 668 -4555
(800) 422 -3267
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accounremps.

When vacation absences threaten to disrupt
your accounting department, take control
with Accountemps.We will provide the right
person, from Controller to Accounting Clerk,
— for a week, a month or longer. Every
assignment receives our specialized expertise,
backed with a liberal guarantee.
So, if you're looking for reliable accounting,
bookkeeping or financial professionals on a
temporary basis, call one of our 175
Accountempsoffices today!
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